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Abstract

Motivated by the application to high-lilt aerodynamics for commercial transport aircraft, a systematic

investigation into the response of symmetric / asymmetric planar turbulent wake development to constant

adverse, zero and favorable pressure gradients has been conducted. The experiments are performed at a
Reynolds number of 2.4 million based on the chord of the wake generator. A unique feature of this wake

study is that the pressure gradients imposed on the wake flow field are held constant. The experimental
measurements involve both conventional LDV and hot wire flow field surveys of mean and turbulent

quantities including the turbulent kinetic energy budget. In addition, similarity analysis and numerical

simulation have also been conducted for this wake study. A focus of the research has been to isolate the
effects of both pressure gradient and initial wake asymmetry on the wake development. Experimental
results reveal that the pressure gradient has a tremendous influence on the wake development, despite the

relatively modest pressure gradients imposed. For a given pressure gradient, the development of an initially
asymmetric wake is different from the initially symmetric wake. An explicit similarity solution for the

shape parameters of the symmetric wake is obtained and agrees with the experimental results. The turbulent

kinetic energy budget measurements of the symmetric wake demonstrate that except for the convection
term, the imposed pressure gradient does not change the fundamental flow physics of turbulent kinetic

energy transport. Based on the turbulent kinetic energy budget measurements, an approach to correct the
bias error associated with the notoriously difficult dissipation estimate is proposed and validated through

the comparison of the experimental estimate with a direct numerical simulation result.
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CtlAPTER, I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 B_cl<ground and Motivation

A high-lift system is a. system of aerodynamic devices that is specific,_dly designed

and placed on tile wing of a transport aircraft to improve the aerodynamic perfor-

nlance of the wing during the landing and take-off process. Typically, a high-lift

system includes a leading edge slat and one or several trailing edge flap(s), _ts indi-

{:'tte(t in Figure 1.1. Dming the landing al)l)roach, while keeping the l)lane in the

air, the pilot of a,n aircraft usually wants to set tim approaching sI)eed of tile aircraft

as slow as possible so that no high dmmmd is placed ml the, length of the landing

fiekl and, more importantly, tile landing safety cml be more assured in this way.

This requires that the maximunl lift coetticient CL,nax tO be a.s l_rge ,Ls possil)le,

Ilowever, during the take-off pro(',ess, the pilot usually wants the aircraft to climl)

to the cruise altitude as quickly as l)()ssit)le without burning to() much fuel in the

clinll)ing l)rocess. This requires that the lift to drag ratio of the wing L/D to be as

high as l)ossible. All these wing aerody]mmi(', performance requirements for _fircraft

landing and tat<e-off can be fulfilled by the del)loynlent of the high-lift system. That

is why the high-lift systenls are widely used in commercial transport aircraft in to-

day's a.viat.ion world. A good higl>lift design usually means tremendous econonlic

benefits to tlle air transport carriers. For example, according to the trade study

results reported 1)3' black and McMasters (1992), for a modest sized 150 passenger

twin tmbofan I)owered transport aircraft intended for domestic airline service, a



5% increa.sein Cake-off lift to dr_tg ratio could result in either a 15% increase in

payload from a. given airport, or an 11% il,_'roase i1, range. For t.he Sl)_('.itif_d payload.

Similarly, a 5% increase in maximum lift coel-l-icient during landing approach could

result in Ul) to a 20% i_lerease i1, payload for a give1, al)proacl, sl)eed, or a. 3 Am.ors

reducl, ion ill approacll speed wil;h the specified payload.

Figm'e l.1. A BoeilLg 737-100 Airplane Equil)ped with lIigh-Lift System during the

Take-oil Process (Photo,graph Courl, esy of NASA Langley l{esem'ch Center).

Ilowever, all,hough t,he high-lift, systems are widely used in today's commercial

aMine fleet, there are still prominent I)rol)lems associated with the design and lnain-

temmee of high-lift, syst.ems. First,, the high-lifl, syst.em represents a large lead-time

i_eln in the design o[ new aircraft, due [;o it;s inherenl, con@exit, y and consequent

emphasis on eml)iricism in it.s design. Second, high-lift systems are also high main-

laenance coat, items on exist, ing fleelo. These problems will result in extra expenses on
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the procurementandoperatingcostsof anaircraft andeventually,highexpensesoil

aMineti_'kets.As aerospaceengineers,wewant to solvetheseproblems.By solving

theseproblems,the high costsassociatedthe,high-lift systemde,sign _nd mainte-

nancewill be reducedandewmtually,everybodywill I_enefitfrom tllis improvement.

In fact, onekey area.in whichthereis an _syet tmrealizedpotential for costreduc-

tions is in thedesignof'high-lift systems.To expeditiouslyaccoml)lishtile designof

the high-lift systemandto achieveimprovedaerodynamicperformancewith simpler

high-lift configurationsthat involvefewerelementsand reducedmaintenancecosts,

reliableColntmt;at, ional Fluid DylmlHics (CIVD) design tools are required.

A prerequisite to achieving a relial_le CVD desigll tool ti)r high-lift system design

is to clarify the flow i_hysies issues associated with the high-lift system. Unfortu-

nately, these flow physics issues i(;lIlaill largely mHesolw'& This stems from the

fact that the flow over a mull, i-element, airfoil is exceedingly COml)lex and includes

mHnerous viscous domim_ted efteels. These eft'eels are usmdly strongly coupled and

the coupling can often obscure the "canseY and "eiti,_ct" obserw_tions that are so

essential in scientific exl)erimenta.tion.

Although the flow field over a multi-element airfoil is exceedingly complex, peo-

ple Call still find a rea_sonal)le approach to analyze it. Several years ago, Thotmus

el, al. (1997) proposed the "high-lift Imil(ling block flow" concept for the system-

atic exploration of the ttow physics issues about the high-lift system. The btusic

idea of this concept is that the flow field over any multi-element airfoil may be bro-

ken down into certain generic component flows that are. termed "high-lift building

block flows" which inchMe: (1) laminar separation bubbles, (2) large scale cove

flow separation, (3) bom_dary-layer / wake interactions, i.e., the so-called confluent

bomldary layer, (d) bomldary layer development under influence of both arbitrary

streamwise pressure gradient and surface curvature, (5) multiple wake interactions,



(6) wakedeveloplnentill St_l'ongpressm'egradientsand with streamlinecurvature,

(7) t,hree-dimensionalboundarylayerl;ransil;ioll,and (8) rela.minalizationof l;urbu-

lent bounda.rylayers.

Thomas et al. (1997) argued that the most; useful approach to advance the

state-of-the-arl; in high-lift aerodynamics is to perform lmnchmark fluid dynamics

experinlents involving individual high-lift building block flows, and understanding

high-lifl; building block ttows individually is a prerequisite to understanding their

mte, gral;ed behavior in a high-lift system.

Within the flamework of the high-lift, building block flow concept, several re-

search projects focused on flow physics issues relal,ed l,o individual building block

flows are actively conducted a.t l;he llessert Center for Aerospace Research at the

University of Notre Dame. In parl;iculm', the research topic, a study of wake de-

wdopmenl; alld st.ruegme i,, t, essure gradients, is part of this syst, ematic research

effort in the high-lift aerodynamics research area. The research project presented in

this dissertation will address key flow field physics issues surf(rending ()lie particu-

larly imporl0allt high-lift building block flow: that of wake developnmnt in arbitrary

pressure gradients.

1.2 Wake Flow in lligh-lifl; System

In a high-lift systeln, each upstream element produces a wake that interacts aero-

dynamically with its downstream partners. For example, a sial; develops its own

boundary layer, which separal;es from its trailing edge, l\_rming a wake of low-energy

air that flows alongside the main airfoil and on downsl;l'eam. Basically, there are two

major %at, m'es associated with the wake [tow generated by I,he upst.ream elemen_

in a high-lifl; system. First,, the wake flow in a high-lift system inevitably occurs

in a st, roltg pressure gladienl; envirotmtent, and dominantly, strong adverse 1)ressure

gradient, as shown in Figure 1.2 (from Smith, 1975). Second, the wake flow in a



high-lift syst;emis usuallyhighlyasymmetric.Figm'e1.3showsa wakeprofile gen-

(_rat(_dl_ya,leadingedg. slat,iTia _mfllJ-elenlentairfoil (Thomas,Nelson and Liu,

[998). From this figure we can se(_ how asy_nmet, ric a wake profile is in _ high-lift_

S.}/S 1;(_1[l.
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Figure 1.2. A Convellt, ional Tl_eor(;ti(:al Cv Plot, of a Four-Eletnent; Airfoil (Tim

right,-hand scale is t;he canonical totln, r(_f(;rr('d to peak velocity at Lit(; nose of the

flap. From Stair, h, 1975).

This kind of w_d(e flow is very important: in a. high-It['/-, system because its behavior

is (lirect, ly related to t,he aeroctytmmi(: l)erforlna, ll('.e, of a higll-lift syst, em. As an

exa,mi)l(_ of t,lm role t,hal; t,}_(;wak(: d('.v(',h)l)m_:nl, l)lays ill I,]i(; p(n'formance of tile high-

]ifL sysLetn, the growLh tale o[: t,lm slaL wak(_ will det,erllfin(:, in I)art,, t,he. lo(:aLion

of offset of c.onflnen(:e widl t,ll(_ main element, 1)(nm(lary layer. Even i_ cases where

t,here is no sl;rong (:onflue]_(:e on I,}w main elemet_t,, t,l_(',sla.L wake will h_v( _.Llm effect

of moderating the surface pressme, peak on t}[e tra ilil_g flap(s). Flap pressure peak

moderation helps maint, ain flow at, t,a(:htnet_t, and improves Cc,..:_. The degree of fl_q)
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surf_ce pressme peak mo<lerat, iou is rela.t, ed direct:ly t_o I,he wtd<e width. Iu geueral,

t,het, hickcr t,he wake, t,he more the flap pressur_ pe_d< is moderaLed. This is due

t,o an .'.t_,..wiated _t;reat_li_e displact_ii_x_h ¢,it:_¢d,(,Nee Carner, Meredii;h and St,oner,

=99l).

Anot,l=er example of hhe 1)rot'ound influence of w_d<e widening Oll ]dgh-lifl, per-

forl|lallce is appareut, troni t,he experimeut, al study of Liu, Robi_son _md McOhee

(1992). They explored Lhe effect; l;h_d, sub-I)omtdttry layer scale vortex generators

pla.ced out, he t,ndliug tlap surface had o1_ flap tlow a t,l;aclnuent;. The vort, ex gen-

ev_tt,ors augmeu_ed lift _tt, low t,u mOdel_tte _mgles of _tt;ack. Ilowever, t,heir rcsull,_

showed no ])ellefit, al; high aillgles since flow a.t,t,;tchm(ud, is ]m_int;_dned eVell wit_hout

the use of vortex aeuerat;ors. This is (lue t.o t,he f_w,I, t,hat at, t;he hi_4hest; angles of

at, t,_tck prior to st,all, (;he lmtiu eletuent; w_d<e thickens t_ppreciably _md has the ef-

%ct, of Sul)pressiug t.he twaili_tg [[a.1)surface pressure peal<. As a. consequence the flap

])Olllldar.'_ r laiyer tlow l(_lllaillS a.t;t,achcd. At, low l:o =l=oderal,e _tlllgles of al,[,aick I;l=_!wake

is c.on_l)arat;ively t,hiu and is h,ss c,tt'ect, ive at, n_oderat;in a t,he flap sm'f_tc.e pressure

peak. This shows t_he somewh_d, surprising a.ud uon-il_tuitiw. _ beh_wior that can 1)e

euc.otmt, ered il_ high-lift, systems a.s a cousequence of the viscous flows involved.
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Ill addition to issuesrelateddirectly to wakewidening,Smith (1975)notesthat

vffsurfaceflowreversalcanoccurif the wakeencountersa sufficientlystrongadverse

I)ressuregradient. This has beentermed 1)ysomeas "wake lmrsting". Indeed,

the existenceof tile off sm'faceflow rewwsalof tile wakegeneratedby all upstream

elementof amulti-elementairfoilwassuccessfifllydetectedvisuallybyPetrov(1978).

Somemeasuremel,tsflonl theNASAI,al@eyI,ow_n'lmh-;ncePressm'eTmmel(e.g.,

Chin et al, 1993)showwakeprofih_sover the trailing edge,flap of a Dougla,s three

element airfoil that appear very close to exhit)iting off sm'face reve.rsal.

This wake study is de,sig_lexl to simulate a l)articnlar kind of the high-lift building

block flow, that is, the slat wake, ttow in a silnplified yet more focused laboratory envi-

romnent. More specifically, this wake research project is designed to investigate, the

synnnetric/asymmetric planar wake flow development and structure subjected to a

constant zero (ZP O), favoral)h, (FPC) a,,t advmse (A PG) pressure gradient environ-

ment. It in ext)ected that through a systematic experimental/mmlerical/analytical

investigation into the symmetric/asymmetric wake development in pressure gradi-

ents, we can obtain a better understanding of the flow physics issues relevant to

high-lift aerodynamics.

1.3 Literatm'e Review on Wake Deve, h)l)me, nt in Pressure Gradients

1.3.1 Symmetric Wake

The wake flow has been studied extensively in the 20th century. Past work ha,s used

a w_riety of experimental, ana lytir'al and cr_mlmtationa,l techniqm_s to exanlille the

wake under wuious kinds of conditions. The literature on zero pressure gradient

two-dilnensional wak(_ inchl(tes those I_y Townseud (1956), Reyrl¢_lcls (1962), Koft'_r

(1965), Gerrard (1966), Chevray et al. (1969), Matti_@y et al. (1972), Cebeci, et al.

(1979), MacLemmn et al. (1982), Fabris (1983), Wygnanski ct al. (1986), Lasheras

et al. (1986, 1988), Antonia el, al. (1987), Patel el al.(1987), Meiburg et al. (1988),
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Gharib et r,l. (1989), Cimbala el, ,_,l. (1990), Corke et ¢1,l. (1992), Ma.ra.sli et ¢,l.

(1992), Hayakawa el o,l. (t992), Ma,_kawa et oi. (1992) a,,d KoI, p el, al. (1995).

Compared with tilt often-studied ca,se of tilt symmetric wake in zero pressure

gradient., there have been relatiw@ fewer investigations inw_lving wake (leve]ot)ment,

in not>zero pressure gradients, llowever, we should recognize Chat solne prelinlinm'y

effort,s have been made in t,he past, (l(_ea(l(_s t,o invest,igate tim, problem of the wake

development in arbitrary pressure gradient;s.

The investigation conducted by Hill, Sehaub and Senoo (1963) on mean velocity

development of the wake ill a dill'user took place years before the higt>lift appli-

eal;ion of wake was recognized, hi their experiment;, the wake of a rectangular bar

l)_ssed through a two-dimensional difluser wit, h suction slo_s w_m studied with a 3-

hole pressure prol)e. They denlonstrat, ed experiment,ally that, for wake development

ill a dill'user, i[" the pressm'e gradient; is large enough, the wake might grow rather

than decay, so that, a zone of st_gna.nt or reversed ttow develops. They performed

an analytical study employing a simple "eddy viscosity" model on the ha,sis of the

experiment and obtained a. calculation tbrmula for mean flow parameters of the

wake. They Mso argued that similarity of wake profiles seems to be an adequate

assumption even with quite strong adverse pressure gradients. Ilowever, this as-

sertion contradicts t.he result obtained by (_lartshore (1967). Following Townsend

(1956) and Patel and Newman (1961), Gartshore (1967) showed fl'om the analysis of

the thin shear layer moment, urn equation that t,he two-dimensional tul'buleilt wake

can be sell-preserving only when it, is subjected to appropriately t,ailored adverse

pressure gradients, lie also at,tempt,ed to experimentally obtain this self-preserving

wake by adjusting t,he pressure gradient, downstream of a square rod until approx-

imat,ely const,a.nt, ratio of lllaXilllllllt velocity defect t,o local ext, ernal velocit.y was

obtained.



Another relevantresearchwork is theexperimentsandtheoreticalresearchcon-

ducted by Narasimhaand Prabhu (1971)and Prabhu and Narasimha.(1971)on

plane turbulent wakesundergoingmmsition from an initial equilibrium state to a

different fina.loneasa result of a nearly impulsivepressuregradientperturbation.

It shouldbe pointedout that the pressuregradientsin their experimentwereim-

posedlocally rather than globallyoil the flow field. One of the major conclusions

of their study is that the approachto a newequilibriumstate is exponential,with

a relaxationlengthof the orderof 103momentmnthM<ness.

Ill addition to wakeresearchwhich involvedonly the wakein a pressuregradient

environment,Zhou ali(t Squire(1985) inw-;stigatedthe interactionof a wakewith

a turbulent boundary layer in zeroand adversepressuregradientsdownstreamof

airfoils of variousshapes.To in'odueean adversepressuregradient,a gauzeresis-

tancewitsaddedill their wind tmmel anda porousroof Ibr boundarylayersuction

w_mimplemented.The meanandfluctuating w;locitiesweremeasuredwith an X-

wire probe. They found that the levelof tm'tmlencein tl,e wakeha.stile strongest

influenceon tile wake / boundary layer interaction.

Fl,eeently, Itott'enberg, Sulliwm mid Schneider (1995), Tummers, Passchier and

Henkes (1997), and tlommberg and Sullivan (1998) carried out investigations on

wake development in pressure gradients, respectively. In tile experiment by Hoffen-

burg et al. (1995), the wake o[ a flat plate was subjected to an adverse pressure

gradient in a two dimensional diffuser. Slot blowing w,us used to prevent tile bound-

ary layer on the diffuser wall flom separation. Pitot probe surw;ys, laser Doppler

velocimetry (LDV) measurements and flow visualization were used to investigate

tile physics of tile decelerated wake. From their experiment, they concluded that

as tile magnitude of the imposed pressure gradient was increased, the wake became

thicker and the turbulence level also increased. According to their experiment, wake



thickness lnore _hall tripled when the imposed adverse l._resstlle gradient changed

['rom zero to tile point of reversal onset. They also documented strong wake reversal

at a very strong adverse pressure gr_ulient by means of flow visualization.

()n the basis of their previous experiments, llolfenberg et al. (1998) modified

their test, facility with suction slots opened at, t,he inlet of the diffuser section. In

addition to the experimental inw_stigation of the wake dew;lopment in the adverse

pressure gradient, they also conducted numelieal simulations. Their preliminary

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation was perii)rmed with a NASA

code, INS-2D. The. ext,ensiw_ mmlerical simulations were performed with FLUENT,

a eommereial, finite-w_lume, Navier-Stokes solver. They examined mid compared

the capability of different turbuh;lme models in predicting the experimental results

and found the calculations under-predicted wake growth and failed to demonstrate

wake reversal.

'Ihmmmrs, Passehier and Ilenkes (1997) investigated t;he wake of a fiat plate

sul)jeclxxl to an adverse I)ressure gradient, which resulted in local flow reversal. Mean

ltow and turbulen(:e quantities uI) to triple-velocity eorrelat, ion were measured by

using a three-colnl)Onent LDV system. Some of the terms in the turbulence kinetic

energy equation were determined from the bDV me_rsurement results. They also

conducted numerical simulation of the wake development by solving the Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stokes equations aml compared the numerical and experimental

results. The comt)arison shows that both a k - e model and a differential stress

model correctly predicted the spreading rate of the wake, but; the mean velocity and

the kinetic energy on the wake centellille were poorly predicted.

Most recently, Driver and Ma.teer (2000) conducted a fundamental investigation

into t,he adverse pressure gradient effect on the wake reversal (the so-called ':off-

body" sepmation) in a pressurized wind tmmel. The wake is generated by a fiat
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splitter plate with a chord lengthof 419ram. The Reynolds number of their ex-

periment based on plate length is 10 million. Surface je,t blr_wing with a 2% of tile

total tunnel mass flow rate was used to prevent separation on diffuser walls. Several

c_ses of adverse pressm'e gradiellt producing flows ranging fl'om no reversed flow to

massively reversed flow were inw',stigated by use, of a two-component laser-Doppler

velocimeter to measure the, mean and fluctuating velocities. The adverse pressme

gradient is imposed by means of changing the divergence angle of the diffuser test

section. They found that the separated wake flow fields and the nearly separated

wake flows in the diffuser test section produce _hnost identical pressure distribu-

tions, independent of the size or the existence of the SelmratioJl bul_ble. Once the

flow is near separation, the displacement effects of the wake grow proportionally

to increases in the diffuser test section diw_,rge, lme. The <:ross-stream gradient of

the Reynolds shem' stress is not significantly altered by the presence of separa-

tion, although the magnitude of the t,mlmlent R,eynoltls stress increases with the

incret_sing size of the reverse flow region. In addition, they also pertbrmed numerical

simulations for the experimental cases using the NASA INS2D code. Turbulence

models used in the COmlmtation include the Sl)alart-Alhnaras one-equation model

and Menter's SST (k -co) model. They found both models failed to capture the

wake flow reversals and the associated wake displacement etfects seen in the experi-

ment. In their experiment, they also inw;stigated the effects of streamline curvature

and "overhang" on the wake reversal.

1.3.2 Asymmetric Wake

Compared with the sym]ne, tric wake in pr(_ssure gradient, there have been fewer

studies of the asymmetric wake in the pressure gradients. The only known effort

specifically on the investigation of asymmetric wake development in adverse pres-

sure gradient is the experiment by Floos (1997). In Roos' experiment, an airfoil-
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sinmlationplate wasusedto generate Lhe _ype of asymmetric wake that is often

seen ill a high-lift system. A pair of a.ir|bils placed on tile top and bottom of the

test section were used to generate a strong adverse pressure gradient. Three tech-

niques were used to generate the asylmnetric wake. First, the nose of the fiat plate

wake generator is dIooped at an angle. Second, an adverse pressure gradient was

imposed on the bomldary layer on the splitter plate to thicken the boundary layer.

Finally, suction slot is opened on the plate to control the thickness of the boundary

layer. Roos' experiment demonstrated the significance of turbulent wake asymmetry

on the development of wake turbulence. One shortcolniug of I:l,oos' experiment is

that aI)l)arent m_steadiness existed in the initial asylmnel, ric wake by examining the

experimental wake profile.

Ihdl and Lakshminarayamt (1982) investigated _symmetric, wake generated by a

symmetric airlbil (NACA 0012) t)laced _d;a.n at.gle of attack in a 1.5 m x 1.5 m x 2 m

wind tmmel. No pressure gradient was imposed on the flow field for wake develop-

merit. An X-wire was used for the flow field survey. Their experiments indicated

_hat the asymmetric, wake 1)eeonles nearly symmetric after one chord downstream

of the trailing edge of the airfoil. The streamwise velocity defect in the aasy,lmetric

wake decays more slowly compared to thaC of a sym,letrie wake. The streamline

curvature due to the airfoil loading has a substantial effect on both the velocity

profile and the turbulence structure. Their Immerical simulation of the same wake

indicated that the turbulence closure models need some modification to account for

the asymmetric characteristics of the wake.

Several previous research efforts about the wake development tbcused specifically

on the etfect of both curvature and pressure gradient on two-dimensional wake (Savill

(1983); Nakayama (1987), [/.amjee and Neelakandan (1989) and John and Schobeiri

(1996)). One of the byproducts provided by these studies is some information on
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asymmetricwakedevelopnlent.Savill (1983)investigateda cylinder wake that is

turned abruptly by 90 ° by tneans of a back plat, e st) that it, is both highly curved and

influenced by a streamwise pressure gradient. Tile data for mean velocity and tur-

bulent stress indicated a strong influellce of eurwtture for the wake,. The, turbulent

stress fields are complex owing to the, coexistence o[' the stabilized (outer-half) and

destabilized (imler-half) regions across the wake and the interaction between thenl.

Nakayama (1987) carried out a study of the etfect of lnild pressure gradient and mild

streamline em'wtture on a small deficit wake. Tlle. mild pressure gradient and mild

streamline cm'wt, ture e],viromnent w_ks achieved by an airfoil-like thin plate placed

at small m@es in the extenml flow. Despit, e the governing mild pressure gradient

and curvatme, the measured data indicates a strong sensitivity of turbulence quan-

tities (especially the Reynolds shear stress) 1;o the curvatme and pressure gradient.

R,amje, e and Neelaka],dan (1989) exalnined t,he wake of a reetanguiar cylinder in

a longitudinally eurve(t duet. They eolnpared meall velocity atld R,eynolds stress

results to those for the rectangular cylinder in a straight duct. They fimnd that

the mean velocity profile, of the wM(e was not symmetric about the eenterline of

the curved duet. They also fomld that the unstable side eontrilmtion to half-width

was greater than that: in _t straigl,t duet and t,hat the stable side contribution to

half width was less than that in a straight duct. They also found the wake defect

was greater in the curved duct than in the straight duct. John and Sehobeiri (1996)

investigated experimentally the two-dimensional wake, behind a stationary circular

cylinder in a curved channel at positive (adverse) pressure gradient. An X-hot-film

probe was used to carry out, the flow filed sm'vey. Their results showed strong asym-

metry in velocity and l-t.eynolds stress components. IIowever, they found the mean

velocity defect profiles in similarity coordimttes are almost, symmetric and h)llow

the same Gatlssian fimetion for straight wake data. They also made comparison of
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tile wakedevelopmentin a curvedchannelat positiveandzerostreamwisepressure

gradientsandfound tile decayrate_)t"velocitydefectis sl_)wm"andthegrowth of tile

wakewidth is fasterfor a positive(adverse)streainwisepressuregradient.

1.4 Uniquenessof the CurrentWakeStudy

Amongtheexisting literatureonwakedevelopmentin flowswith pressuregradients,

the rest'archeffortsby Hoffelfl)ergel al. (1995, 1998), Tummers el al. (1997), Roos

(1997) and Drivel ct al. (2000) resenlble to SOllle extent tile present Ph.D. disser-

tation research. However, the pressure gradients imposed for these aforementioned

studies were all x-dependent, making it ditficult to distinguish the effects of the

pressure gradient and the distance of streamwise evolution on the wake growth. In

addition, none of these studies iucorporated the investigation of the influence of the

favorable pressure gradient on wake development and structure. These untouched

aspects of the wake research will be taclded in this wake study. In particular, coin-

pared to all the previous wake research, the present wake study ha.s the tbllowing

uniqueness:

q, The imposed pressure gradient is maintaiimd constant throughout the flow

field investigated, allowing the eftet:t of the pressure gradient to be isolated

from the complication with other effects such a.s the streamwise evolution;

,, The present wake study incorporates a systematic experimental investigation

that investigates not only the adverse pressure gradient effects, but also zero

and favorable pressure gradient eft'eels on wake development;

• The synunetric wake and the asymmetric wake ill pressure gradiel|ts will be

investigated respectively so that the effect of wake initial asymlnetry can be

distinguished from the pressure gradient effect;

14



• The presentturbulencekinetic'energybudgetmetLsurernentfor the symmetri(:

wakeat differentconstantpressuregradientsis alsoimique.

1.5 Research()bjectives

This wakestudywill focus(mnea.rwaket_ehaviordueto its releva.ncefor high lift ap-

plications.The focusof the proposedstudy will be to examinethe responseof both

symmetric and asymmetricwakedew_lopmentand structure to thesewell-defined

pressurefields. In eachcase,howew¢,the wake,initial conditions ttre maintained t,o

lm identical uI)stream of the imposition of the I)ressurc field. The ob.iective of the,

proposed wake study will be to answer the following (tuestions:

• What is the, structure and growth rate of wakes under constant pressure gra-

(lient conditions? llow is wake widm,ing r¢;lated to dP/da:?

• What role does initial wake ,tsymmetry pbW in wake growth? Do symmetric

and asymmetric wakes dew_.lop differently in a given pressure gradient condi-

tion? If so, how and wily?

• How are individual terms in the wake turbulent kinetic energy budget influ-

enced by the imposed pressm'e gradient? Such detailed intbrmation regarding

the effect on the turbulent flow structure is essential for the development of

improved turbulence models.

To address flm(la.mc, ntal questi(ms regarding wake dew_,lopment as outlined above,

the wake study involves a systematic experimental investigatioll which is performed

ill _t step by step l,lallllel. [11 plms(; I, the development and structure of an initially

symmetric wake in constant pressure gradient environments will be investigated. In

phase II, the influence of the wake asymmetry on the wake development and struc-

ture in constant pressure gradient environments will be addressed. In phase III, a.s
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a naturalconsequenceof the workpeltbrnledduring l)ha_sesI and II, _heturbulent

kinetic energybudgetmeasurementat selectedstations for symmetricwakecases

at differentpressuregradient,s will be performed. In addition to the experimen-

ta.1inw;stigationefforts,similarityanalysisandmnnericalsimula.tionhavealsobeen

Col,ductedfor thiswakestudy. A focusof there.searchhasbeento isolatethe efli;cts

of bothpressuregradientandinitial wakeasymmetryon t;hewakedevelopment.The

experimentalsetup,procedures,apl)roachesand results, togetherwith the results

of the similarity analysism_dthe mm_ericalsimulationsfor this wakestudy, will be

presentedand discussedin the ibllowingehai)tocrsof this dissertation.
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CIIAPTER 2

EXPERIlVIENTAL FACILITY AND MEASUREMENT APPARATUS

2.1 Wind _nmel and N,Iodel Geometry

2.1.1 Wind rhmnel

The experiments were perfl)rmed in an in-draft, subsonic wind tunnel fi_c.ility located

at t±he IIessert± Center for Aerospace Research _t the University of Notre Dame. The

schematic, of the wind t,mmel ix shown in Figure 2. t. Ambient, laboratory air is

drawn into a contraction il!let wit}l 2.%3 m 1)y 2.743 m effoctiv¢_ ar_a. by an eight-

bladed tim eomlect,ed t±o an 18.6 h:l.V AC induct,ion motor. The contraction rat,to

of tlle t,mmel inlet, is 20.25 : 1 with 12 a nt±i-t,mlmlenc.e screens: which leads t,o a

unif'orm t±est±section inlet velocity profile with low t±m'lmlenc.e intensity level (less

than 0.1% with signal high-pa,_._ filtered at; 3 [[z and less t,han 0.06% wit,h signal

]fig;h-pass filtered at l0 ltz).

The wind tmmel consistts of t±wo consecutive t±est±sec.tions, t,he inlet test section

and the diffuser test, section, botll of which were specifically constructed for the wake

development experiment,, as shown in Figure 2.2. The inlet t,estt section ix 1.829 m in

leug, t,h, 0.610 m iu widtll lind 0.356 m iu ll(:ight. The h_ngtll _md width of t,he diffuser

t±est section are the same as those of t±he inlet, test, section while I)ot]| the top and

bot,t;om wails of t,he diffuser text; sect;ion were a(1.jusi;al)le in order tto create a pressure

gradient enviromnentt. The top and bot±ttom walls of the diffuser t,est section were

made of sheet, met,al, and t,heir contom" can be adjusted by means of seven groups

of turnbuckles. In t,his manner, t,he contour can be optimized t,o produce tt desired
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2.1.2 Splitter Plateasa Symmet4icWake Generator

The symmetric, wake generating body ix a two-dimensional splitter ph_te with rolmd

nose and tapered trailing edge, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, The chord length of the

fiat platte is 1.219 m. The last 0.203 m of the plate consists of a 2.2 ° linear symmetric

taper down to a trailing edge of 1.6 rnm thickness, The plate has multiple surface

pressure taps and their _ssociated internal tubing. The model is sidewall mounted

with end plates used to minimize the influence of tutmel sidewall boundary layers.

The l_mnda.ry layer (m the plate was artificially tripped by distrilmted roughness

over tlle, IlOSe.

|

C = 1219 mm

I 1.43% C

I
Distributed roughness extended from leading
edge to 1.56% C on the upper surface.

2.2 degree //linear taper

0.13% C thickness

at trailing edge

• 83.3% C ,'* ,/yressure Taps_ • Y
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Figure 2.3. Sytnmetric Wake Splitt(w Pla.te Geometry
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2.1.3 Splitter Plate as an Asymmetric Wake Generator

For tile generation and control of the initially asymmetric wake, three flow control

techniques are applied, as shown in Figme 2.4. First, a suction slot is placed on the

top surface of the plate at the 65% chord position. The suction slot is comlected

to an internal plemnn that, in tin'n, is commcted via suitable external plumbing

to a large rotary wmumn lmmp. Care was taken to insure that the suction flow

rate was spanwise uniform. Usilig suction, the top plate turbulent bomMary Itwer

thickness is reduced. Second, a small, slmnwise mliiorm, semi-circular Immp placed

at the 14.6% chord position (m tlm lower side of the plate thi('ket,s the bom,dary

layer on that side. Finally, to elimimm_ the unsteady efli_cts on the 1)oundary layer

flow separation introduced I)y the semi-circular bump, distributed roughness was

placed on tlle lower surface of the plate fl'om the leading edge all the wtw down to

75% chord position. The combimttion of these techniques gives rise to an initially

asymmetric wake. proIile similar to t.lmt encomlt_red in actual high-lift systems. The

degree of asymmetry, represented by the ratio of the momentum thickness of the

lower shear laye.r to that of the upper shear lawer of the wake, is 2.5. As was the

c_se in the symmetric wake study, the _symmetric wake profile is sI)anwise uniform.

For details of the asymmetric wake, see Chai)ter 5.

2.2 Pressure Distribution in the Diffuser Test Section

For both symmetric and asymmetric wake cases, the pressm'e gradient is imposed

on the wake 1)y means of fully adjustable to 1) and bottom wall contours of a diffuser

test section. The flexil)le wall is iteratively adjusted by means of seven groups of

turnbuckles, as shown in Figure 2.2, until the desired constant streamwise pressure

gradient dC_/dz is attaille(l. The pressme coeNcient C r is defined as:
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(2.1)
Po - P_

where p is the static l)ressure measured at a given wall pressure tap, Po and p_¢ are

total and static pressures me_sm'ed by a Pilot-static tube which is placed 10 curt

ut)streaIn of tile leading edge of tile splitter plate.

l_bur sets of experiments were conducted for the investigation of wake devel-

opment: 1) zero pressure grMient (base flow, abbreviated as ZPG, dCv/dx =

0.000 + O.O04/m); 2) Inoderate adverse l)ressure gradient (abbreviated as APG,

dq,/dx = 0.338 + 0.002/m); 3) moderate favorable pressure gradient (abbreviated

a,s FPG, dCp/dx = -0.60 + 0.01/m); and 4) severe favorable pressure gradient

(dCt,/dx = -2.18 + 0.0a/m). The lnea.sured streamwise pressure distributions col

responding to these (liiti;rent experimental sets are shown in Figure 2.5. These pres-

sure distributions are measured by taps located on the sidewall of the diffuser test

section at the same lateral (i.e. y) location as the centerline of the wake. LDV-btused

U_(x) mea,surements were found to be consistent with the measured wall pressure

variation, confirming the suitability of the pressure tap pltmement. This is shown in

Figure 2.6 along with the cxtenml velocity calculated fiom the measured pressure

distribution via Bernoulli equation (i.e., the inviscid 1-D l_heory). The diflerence

between the two curves shown in Figure 2.6 is due to the wall boundary effect which

is not accounted in the calculation by using the Bernoulli equation.

Note that in Figure 2.5, a zero pressure gradient zone is deliberately left at

the begitming portion of the flow field to ensure that the wake initial condition is

identical in each case. Maintenance of the same wake initial condition in each exper-

intent and the use of a constant pressure gradient creates a very "clean" experiment
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and facilitate meaningfulcomparisonwith ComputationalFluid Dynamics(CFD)

predictions.

Figure 2.5 also showsstrongerfavorableand adversepressuregradients |br

which tile TurbulenceKinetic Energy (TKE) budgetmeasm'ementwere not per-

formed. The larger adw;rsepressuregradientcasewasrml but fomld to give rise

to intermittent mlstcady flow separationnear tile aft portion of the diffuserwall.

Wakemeasurementsfor this casewill not be presentedin this dissertation. This

casemay be regardedasan effectiveupperlimit on the magnitudeof the constant

adversepressuregradient that can t)e producedby the diffuserwithout incurring

intermittent unsteadyflowseparationeffects.

2.3 B_sicFlow Parameters

Theexperimentswererml at a I/.¢:5,n,)ldsnumberRe of 2.d × 10a (based _m the e.hcwd

length of splitter plate mid a free stream w;loeity of 30.0 -t- 0.2 m/s) for all ZPG,

APG and FPG cases. For the s¢:w_r¢; favorable pressure gradient case, the 1-(eynolds

munber Re is 2.0 × 106 (corresponding t.o a free str(;mn velocity of 24.0 m/s).

As a ha.sis for comparison, it may I)e noted I,hat, a Boeillg 737-100 operating at

a wing chord Reynolds lmmber of 15.7 × 1()_; during lauding approach will have a

slat Reynolds mmfl)er of about 1.8 x 10 (i.

For the ZPG, APG and FPG cases, which have the same tmmel speed of 30 m/s,

the initial wake momentmn thickness 0_ = 7.2 turn. The t-{eynolds mmfl)er Reo based

on the initial wake momentmn t,hiekness 00 is 1.5 x l04.

For the severe favorable pressure gradient case, since the tunnel speed was

changed to 2d.0 re�s, the initial wake momentum thickness 00 was correspond-

ingly increased to 8.1 ram. The I:(eynolds mmfl)er Reo based on tile initial wake

momentum thickness 0¢_is 1.3 x 10"l for the severe favorN_le pressure gradient case.
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for t;he Adverse Pressure Gradient Case

This study tbcuses on near wake bellavior due to its rele, wmce to high-lift appli-

cations. _o_n Figmx: 2.5, it can lm seen tlmt tlm usefifl length of the test section fin.

the investigation of the wake development spans 152 cm downstream of the trailing

edge of the splitter l)l_te. This stre, alllwise range corresl)onds to 0 < ,_c/Oo < 212

for tll(; symmetric wake develolm'mllt. As a comparison, the ra.]lge, of the slat wake

development in _ high-lift system is on the order of z/Oo = 370, based on the ex-

perimental data obtaille, d tbr a. confluent l_oun(lary layer study by Thomas, Nelson

and I,in (2000). The flow field sm'w;y was made at the (:enter span location for a

variety of streamwise locations within the aforementioned range of the diffuser test

section.
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2.,1 FlowField Diagnostics

The conventionalflow field surveyfor both symmetricand the a_symmetricwake

subjectedto pressuregradientswasconductedby using both LDV and hot-wire

allelnometry.Fortheturbulencekinetice,llergybudgetmeasurement,unliket,heflow

fieldsurvey,onlytheconstanttemperature,hot wireanemolnetry(CTA) is usedsince

CTA is the only capabletool to date that canbeusedto fulfill thestringentspatial

and temporal requirement;s[k_ra successfulTKE budget lneasurement,especially

for the dissipationand diffusioameasurement,.

2.,l.1 LDV

Thedetaileddevelopmentandflowstrucl;uleo["tile symmetricandasymmetricwake

subjectedto pressuregradientswa,sinvestigatednon-intrusivelywith an Aeromet-

rics three-componet,fil_eroptic LaserDopplerVe,iocimetersystem.The fiber optic

LDV system was operated ill two-colnpolmnt, back-scatter mode in order to me_sure

the streamwise velocity COlnpot|ent, tt and the cross-stream velocity component, v.

The 514.5 nm and 488 nm laser wavelengths were used to mea,sure the u and v

components of velocity, respectively. Frequency shifting was used in order to unam-

biguously resolve flow direction. The mea_surements were nmde in the coincidellce

mode and results t'o1 both mean flow and tmtmlence intensities presented in this

dissertation represent ensemble _tverages over at least 10.000 valid coincident burst

events.

The transceiver of the LDV system was re(hinted to a COmlmter controlled tra-

w;rse table, as illustrated ill Fingule 2.7. The accuracy of the InOVelnent of tile

traverse table in horizontal a.nd vert;ical direction was 0.4 #m. The width and

height of the measurement probe volume, of the LDV system was 234.4 #m and

23,1.0 #m, respectively. Wind tmmel seeding was performed at the tunnel inlet
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Figure2.7. Fiber ()l)tic I_DV Mea.surement Syst, em

witll an Aerolnetrics Parti('_le Generator Model APG-I00 using tt 1:2 mixture of

l)rol)ylene glycol al,d distilled water. Polystyrelm micro-sI)heres were also tried as

LDV seeding partMes, llowever it was fom,d that tlm polystyrene tnicro-spheres

resulted in a distorted boundary bwer l)rofile due to the electrostatic attraction of

the polystyrene micro-spheres towar(t the ple×iglass plate. All LDV dat_ presented

in this dissertation (unh_ss specifically noted), are t)ased on the mea.sm'ement using

propylene glycol spray tim seeding particles.

LDV is a velial)le and convenient flow diagnosti¢', tool for mean flow velocity and

tmlmlence statistics _neasnreme_,t. Unfortmm.tely, it, is not an efficient tool for the

Reynolds stress measm'ement. For the Aerometries LDV system used for this wake

study, to ot_tain a reliable LDV Reynolds stress measurement that is equivalent to

the X-wire measmement result, the LDV must be operated at a gate s('ale setting

of 0.005, wlficll requires al; lr.ast 2()(),000 sampling attempts so as to have 10,000

coincident burst evelltS ['or a converged Fley_lol(ls stress measuremeltt. The total
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samplingtime at;this stringentgatescalesetting is typically 5to 10minutesfor one

spat[a.1measurementpoint in theflowfield,which is in manycircumstancesimprac-

tical. Thereforefor the Reynoldsstressdata,we resortto theX-wire measurement.

All [1,eynoldsstressdata measurementpresentedin this dissertationare basedon

X-wire rather than LDV measurementresults.

2.4.2 [lot-wire Anemometry

A multi-channel TSI IFA 100 anemometer together with X-wire probes (Auspex

t,ype AHWX-100) wa.s used [or the whole flow field survey. [n addition to the X-

wire probes, a dual para.lM sensor probe (Ansp(_x type AIIWG-100) was also used

tbr the ttuctuating derivatiw; measurement_s rectuired for the dissipation estimate.

The wires of the abow _, probes are made ,_f tnngstell with a nominal diameter of

5 #m.. The distance between the tips of the X-wire prongs is about 1.2 ram. The

spacing bet, ween the dual sensors of the parallel probe is 0.3 ram. The length of

the parallel probe sensor is around t).9 ram. As a comparison, the Kolmogorov mi-

croscale L_,. (Lk = (r':_/c)l/,L) Of the wake Flow studied here is approximately 0.1 turn.

For the TKI'; budget measurement, the anemometer output is low-pass filtered at

20 kHz and anti-allays digitally sampled at, 40 kIIz. The 20 kHz Nyquist frequency

is chosen to correspond approximately to the highest resolvable frequency of the

hot-wire probes (roughly _-, 30 kHz at a free stremn velocity of 30 rn/s). The

total record length at each me_usmement point is 13.1 s. The 40 k//z samplillg

frequency is located in the ]_-r law zon_'_ in the frequency spectrum tbr the wake

flow, as shown in Figure 2.8, suggesting the dissipation which takes place beyond

the inertial sul)range is captured by the hot wire sampling flequency setting.

Since requirement tbr the mean flow and Reynolds stress measurement is not

a,s strict as the dissipation measurement, the anemometer output low-pass filtering

was loosened to 5 l,:IIz and correspondingly, the sampling tiequency was lowered
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to 10 kHz. Frown Figure, 2.8 it can I}e, seen that t:he 5 kIlz Nyquist frequency is

locat, ed at tile end of k -_/3 law zone, indicating that this fl'equency still covers most

tnrlmlence kinetic energy. As a matter of fact, the turbulence intensity sampled at

10 k/lz consists of 99% of that sa_npled at, the 40 /;He, which suggests t:lmt t_lle

second moment is not as sensitiw_ to the, sampling t)equency as those t,ilne mean

square deriwt,tives in the dissipation term.

To fulfill the dissipation me,asurelnent requirement based on the locally axisyln-

metric llomogeneons turlmlence aSSll[llptioll, a twin X-wire probe configuration was

used %r the, fhlct, uati(m velocity deriwltive measurement, as shown in Figure 2.9. In

fact, this twin X-wire COllfigllra,tioll iX primarily desigTwd for the lil(_all-Sqllal'(_ deriwt,

( 0v' _2tive _/_-j measurement, wlfich calulot, lW, lneasmed by using a single X-wire probe.

The spacing between the centers of tt_¢; t,wo X-wire lnol)es ix al)proximat, ely 1.3 ram,

which is dot,ermined fl'om the digita,1 image, of t,he twin X-wire (_(mfiguration.

lxlOOi

lx10 -1

lx10 "2

lx10 -3.

E

_"1x10 "4

LL
lx10 "5

lx10 -6

lx10 -7

lx10 -8 =

lx10 ° lx101
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wave number k (l/m)

Figm'e 2.8. Typical Spectrum of t,lw u-compolw, nt for Symllm'tric Wake at APG
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Figure.2.9. Twin X-wire ProbeConfig/mationfor Dissipat,ionMeasurement

2.,5 Flow Field Validation

13eforethe detailedwakeinvest,igat,ion wa,sconducted,surfacepressuredistributions

a,nd bouIldary layer profilesOll (;lie symmetric wake splitter plat;e were firs_ doc-

mnent, ed. Figure 2.It) and Figure 2.11 present, streamwise and spanwise smface

pressure dist, rilmt, iolls on t,he splitter plat,e, respect,ively. Figure 2.10 shows th_t af

{,er X = 20 cm, t;he spliCter plaI,e boundary layer develops under a slightly favor_ble

pressure gradient, condition. This is a. result of the boundary las, er growth on bot, h

t,he plate Stllfa.ce _tll(t l;]le tmmel walls. Figure 2.11 sllows t,he spanwise pressure

distribution al, a fixed st,rea.mwise locat, ion. The spanwise pressure is very nearly

uniform, varying wit,bin l,l_e l,he range of ±d% of l,he mean to t,he 95% confidence

level. Tllis suggests t;he flow is a.pl)r(_ximat, ely two-dimensional in the mean. Bound-

ary layer surveys a.t diiikwen¢ spanwise locations on the splitter plate also uontirmed

the, mean flow t,wo-dimensionality of t.he splitt.er plate flow field.

Figure 2.12 presents l,he boundary layer mean velocity profile obtained at t,he 50%

chord location of the symmel, ric wake split, t.er plate by using LDV with propylene

glycol spray as seeding particles. From Figure 2.12 it, can toe seen that, t,he split,ter
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1)la,t;e bomMmy l_ye, r exl.ilfits l,hu classic log la,w-of-the-wall 1)eh_vior. Similm' mean

flow 1)ehavior of the, split, rut plat, e, l_oundary hwer is ol_serw_,d up t,o the 99.9% chord

location.

The, lt-colnl)onent; a lid v-COml)O]t(qlt, t)ouuda.ry la.y(_r l;m'lmhn,ce intensity profiles

at, t,he 75% chord loca.l;ioll (ff 1,Ira syllnnet, ri('. wak(_ split,t, er plat, e, mea.smed by X-wire

and LDV (both propylene glycol spray and polystyrene micro-spheres as seeding

particles) are (:olnparud with the tlat, pla.t;e, l,mlmhmt bom_dary layer data obtained

by I,_lebanotf (195d), a.s shown i_l Figm(_ 2.13. BoI.11 X-wir_; mM LDV mea,smed

Lq.,,,._ and E,, .... profilus agru, u wil,}_ l,h,_ classi,_ Kl(_l;m',';ff r_sult, s w_,ry wull. 1 Similarly,

t,he Reynolds st, russ uq/ profile, lne, asure, d t)y X-wire and I,DV also agree wit, h the,

Klelmuof[ result, as illust;rat, ed in Figm_; 2.1,1.

111 was fomM in our e,xp(n'inle_nt thai ill(; I)olystyreue mic, ro-sl)hcrcs as LDV seeding part, Mes

result e,d in a deceiving thinner bomMary lab_(;r profile due to the elect, rostatic effect, all, hough tim
non-dimensional U,. ..... and V,.,_ l)rofil(;s agreed with the I(lelmnofl' data. The LDV with propylene

glycol spray as sc(;ding particle, s did not hay(' t,his lnobl(:nl.
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CIIAPTER 3

SYMMETRIC WAKE FLOW I)EVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE IN

PRESSURE GRADIENTS

In this chapter, exl)erimenta.1 results for the mean and turlmlen(',e, quantities of the

wake flow that develops when subjected t,o imposed pressure gradients will I)e 1)re-

sented. The ibm constant pressure gradient c_ses will be _d_l)reviated as APG, ZPG,

FPG and FPG2, respectively, tel)resenting the const_mt a(lverse, zero, moderately

favorable and severely favorable pressure gradienl; cases. The similarity of the wake

flow in different pressure gradients will be discussed, and the expcrinlental evidence

for similarity will t)e presented.

3.1 Symmetric Wake Flow Nomenclature

Figure 3. l presents key nomenclature that will 1)e used in ('haracterizing the mean

flow development of the wake. In the discussion to follow, ua(x, y) will be used to

denote the local wake velocity defect while Ua(x) will denote tile maxinmm local

velocity defect in the wake, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The wake half-width,

corresponding to the lateral distance from the centerline of the wake to the 50%

maximum velocity defect location, is denoted as 5(x). The origin of the x - y

coordinates of the flow field in t,hc ditfuser t,est section is lo(:ated at the trailing edge

of tile splitter plat_e.
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3.2 Tile Initial Symmet,ric Wake for DiIf(:rent Pressm'(! Gradients

Due to tim exist, eric(: of the colnmon zero-pressure gradient zone at the beginning

port, ion of the wake flow field, t,h(_ initial wake profiles are virtually identical for each

experimental case, as shown in Figure 3.2. Ill addition, the 1;m'l)ulenc.e inte.nsities of

the initial wake are also very nearly t,h(: same, as shown in Figure 3.3. The slight

asymmetry of tile turbulence intensity profiles might, to trac(_.d b_ck to the imperfect

sytnmet, ry of the ent, ire splitter plate set, up due t.o Tnamffacturing and installation

defects.

3.3 Validation of the Two-Dimensionality of tile Flow Field

Before con(luct, i_lK the detailed LDV flow field surveys fol tile different, pressure

gradient ct_ses, the quality of t,he llow field in the dilluser test section was also care-

fully examined and do(:um(_nte(t. Examination of t,he results of t,hese measurements

verified the two-dimensiona.lity of tit(: flow fie.ld. As an ex_mq)le, Figure 3.4 shows

the spanwise dista'ilmtion of' the streamwise velocity component U at t,wo different

locations within the initial wake. It, should l)e t)oilLted out that the slight, spanwise
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va.ria.tion of U a.t t,he local, ion o[y = 5 mm xv_ Lraced Lo a, slight misalignlnent of

traverse systenl wit,h the wind tuunel coordilmt.es rat.hm' tha.n an a,'.tua] spa.nwise

vari_tion of the flow field itself. LDV measurement of the wake at difl'erent span-

wise locations at. ],wasm'eluent sta.ti(nls locat,ed tart, her downstre.mr, rew_.a.ls that the

mean flow two-dimensiomdity of the wake tc.maills quite satisfactory in the diffuser

test section Ul) to the last lneasnrelnent sta.t.ion a.t a" = 1,'15 c'm.
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Figure 3./1. Sl)anwise Velocity Distribution at; :c/0 = 2.6 Downstremn of t,he Sym-

metric Wake Splitter Plate _[¥ailing Edge. (a) Spmlwise Velocil;y Distribution; (b)
Loea.tion of Mea.suremeltt, in t,he Initial Wake.

3./1 Mean Wake Flow Profile in Zero Pressure Gra(limlt

The, zero pressure gra(tiellt wake serves both as a conwmient baseline for compari-

son with t.he nonzero pressure gradient wake develol)mtmt and as a. means to fmther

valida.te the flow field facility. This is ])e(:_tuse tlle zero l)ressure gradient wake is

expected t,o exhibit well defined mean ttow silnilarity scaling sufficiently far dowi>

strean, of the splitter pla.te Cra.ililLg edge. ht particular, the wake half-widt, h d(a:)

and tlm luaxinnun velocity defect U,/(z) should vary as z 1/'e and z -1/u, respectively

(Townsend, 1956 and Schlichting, 1979). Exi)erimental results for the zero pressure
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gradientcase.showtile expectedmeanttowsilnilarity scaling. Figure3.5 presents

meanvelocityprofilesat severalst,roaHiwiselocations. The local velocity dofectis

scaled1)yt,he maximumvelocitydefect,g,t(:r) while the lat, eraJ Slmtia,l coordinate

is scaled with t,he wake half-widt, h @T,). klsing t,his scaling, the mean velocity pro-

files collapse I:o exhil)it, Lhe classic silnilari/:y behavior. The stremnwise variation of

the, wake half width 6 and the maximum velocity defect Uj for the zero pressure

gradient c,_se are plotted in Figure 3.6 and 3.7, respe, ctively, which show that for

volocity sil n ila,ri t,y.
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Figme 3.5. Tlw, Similarit, y of Wake Profiles in Zero Pressure Gradient.
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3.5 Effect, of Pressure Gradient on Mean Flow

3.5.1 Mean Flow Profile

Examination of t,he experimental results shows that tile influence of the pressure

gradient on wake development and structure is very significant. As _n example,

Figure 3.8 presents a comparison of normalized streamwise mean velocity U/U_

profiles for Z(_['O,moderate adverse, model'ate favorable and severe favorable pressure

gradient c'._ses as olJtained at, the same non-dimensionalized streamwise location

of x/Oo = [O(J. It, ('.air be seel| fi'Olll Figure 3.8 that when the adverse pressure

gradient is imposed, both of the w_ke width and the velocity detk_,ct are increa.sed.

In contrast, when t,he wake develops in a fawmtble pressure gradient, the wake

width is reduced and the velocity defect decays fa.ster in relation to correspouding

zero 1)l'(_.SS/ll'egradient, values.

3.5.2 Streanlwise Evolution of the Wake llalfWidth and Maxinmn| Velocity Defect

A SllIlllllary of l,he effect; of pressure gradiellt on t,he lneml [low characteristics is

presented in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Figure 3.9 presents tile stareamwise wuiation

in wake half-width 6(x) tbr ea.ch e_Lse. Note t,hat the effec.t, of pressure gradients on

the spreading is nearly immediate after the imposition of the pressure gradient. It

ca.n be seen flom Figure 3.9 t;hat at tile last measurement station, tlle wake width

for l_he adverse pressure, gradient case is approximately 35% greater than that of the

zero pressure gradient case. For the severely favorable pressure gradient ease, tile

wttke is lumrly d0% t,hitme, I.]m.n [.hal, o[ I,he zero [Jlessltl't! grmlieuI, cu_e.

Figure 3.10 presents tile streamwise variation in mttximum wake defect, Ua(x)

lot' each ease. Again t,he eltecl, of tile imposed pressure gradienl, on the mean flow

is immediate after t,he impositioll of the pressme gradient. From Figure 3.10, it

can be seen that at the last, nmasurement station, the maximum velocil, y deDct

for the adverse pressure gradient case is approxinlately 67% larger than that of
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the zeropressuregradienLcase.For the severelyfavorablepressuregradient case,

tile maxinnunvelocity deflectis nearly73%slnalterthall that of the zeroi)ressllre

gradientease.

As shownby l[ill e.t al. (1963), S_nith (1975), Petrov (1978)and Hot-I'e.nberg ctal.

(1995), if the adverse pressure gradient is high enough or the imposition length of a

relatively small adverse pressure gl'a,dient is long enough, stagnation or even reversal

of the wake flow (the so-called "wake bursting") will occur. Apparently, the adverse

pressure gradient used in this study ix neither sufficiently strong nor imposed long

enough to result in the wake reversal. IIowever, fl'om Figure 3.10, it can be seen

that; at locust the decay of t,lte velocity defect is arrested at the imposed adverse

I)ressure gradient.

To direetly examiue the infhlel|c.e of pressllle gradient on the wake mean flow

characteristics, Figltre 3.11 I)resents [.he wake l,alfwidt, h 5 and llla.xilllUlll velocity

deject U,t(x) vs. pressure gradient dG't,/dx at, fixed non-dimensionalized streamwise

loeatiolts, respectively. From this figure, it can be seen that both the wake half-

width 6 and maximmn velocity deli_ct U,t(x) are very sensitive to the imposed pres-

sure gradient with 1)m%icularly strong etti_ets being _ssoeiated with adverse pressure

gradient. In addition, t_he response of the wake. is nonlinearly related to the imposed

pressure gradient and is a.symmetric about the zero pressure gradient condition.

\_e Calf also infer fl'om this figure that should we impose higher adverse pressure

gradients than used ill this study, we can expect much greater wake widening and

maximum velocity deti:et.

3.5.3 Wake Mean Flow Similarity in Pressure Gradients

As shown previcmsly in Figure 3.8, the influenee of the pressure gradient on wake

mean flow IJlofile is significant. However, a.s presented m Figure 3.12, if non-

dimellsiolmlized by the [oeal lllaXillltllll velocity defect U(t and the wake half width
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5, the wake mean velocity profiles for APG, ZPG and FPG ca.ses will collapse to a

universal wake shape, suggesting the similarity behavior not only exists {or the wake

mean flow in zero pressure gradient, but also ill the adverse and favorable pressure

gradients investigated. Iu particular, although not presented in Figure 3.12, the

wake mean profiles tot APG, ZPG and FP(' cases exhibit self similar behavior as

early a,s x/Oo _ 40, with the corresponding maximmn velocity defect of U,_/U_ _ 0.3.

The dark curve in Figm'e 3.12 represents a curve-fit of the expc;rimental data which

is given by

(3.1)

where 71= y/6.

This expression is exactly the, same t_s that obtained by WygIlanski, Champagne

and IVlart_sli (1986) in an experimental investigation of wake development in zero

pressure gradient by using various wake generators. As pointed out by Wygnanski

el. al. (1986), the or,her exponential fUllctiol, which is traditionally used to describe

the wake mean velocity profile, i.e.,

f (,,/)= e (3.2)

overestimates the mean velocity at the outer edge of the wake 1.

3.6 Etfect of Pressure Chadic_nt [)11qSnlmle.lme Quantities

3.6.1 Comparison of Turlmlence [ntx_nsity at the Same Streamwise Location

Similar to the effect on the mean flow field, the influem:e of the pressure gradient on

wake turbulence quantities is also very significant. As an example, Figure 3.13 and

1111 f3A:t, tkS shown in Nara.simha and Prabllu (1972), tim traditional cxpon('altial flmction of the

wake profile (3.2) can b(; solved from equation (3.15) with th(; _Lssumptions of the ('ddy viscosity

of uo = koU, t5 and A _- C = 2ku/1_2. For definition of A and C, s(x_' Section 3.7.
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3.14prescn_comparisonsof st,leanlwisecomponenLgmbutenceintensity _/ufz/U_

and R.eynol(lsstr(!ss-u:v'/{__2profilesf()r zero,modera.tea.dvms_,moderatefawn'-

ableandseverefavora/)let)ressuregradientcases_sobtainedat thesamestreamwise

locationof x/Oo = 106. [C can be seen froln Figure 3.13 and 3.14 that when t,he ad-

verse pressure gradient is imposed, the turbulence intensity and the I-{,eynolds stress

are both amplitied. In contrast, when the wake develops in a favorable pressure

gradient, the turbulence intensity and Reynolds stress both decrease in relation to

the zero pressure gradient values. 'Phis behavior might lind its explanation flom

the pressure gra.dienI, cttect on the mean she, ar. Frolll t;he results presented in Sec-

tion 3.5, we lem'n that when the adverse pressure gradient is imposed to t,he wake

flow field, the maximuin velocity deDct, decay rate is reduced, in other words, when

adverse pressure gradient is imposed, the magnitude of mean shear is preserw_d

mid it is larger than [,hat for l,he zero and lavoral_le pressure gradient causes. Sitice

the l{eynolds stress is directly proportional l;o the mean shear, we can expect that

Reynolds st,russ with higher magnitude will be _¢ssociated with the adverse pressure

gn_dien_ c_use. Large mean shear and high Reynolds stress will lead to high turbu-

lence production rat, e and ew,mtually, lead to large turbulelme intensity. That is why

we sue t,he adverse pressure gradient results in a amplified l,urlmlence inloensil, y and

Reynolds stress.

3.6.2 Contour Plots of Turbulence Kinetic Energy

Co,.plete proxiesof  /tc a,,d >y,,,lds  t,. ss f'oreachp,'es-

sure gradient condition have been documented. From the X-wire measurement, it is

found that the spanwise velocity [_tuctuation root mean square _u_ has the same

profile shape as the streamwise velocity ttuctua.tion root mean square _ but with

a different maximum magnitude. However, the maximum magnitude of _ is ap-

proximately the sanle as that of the lateral velocity fluctuation root mean square
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X/-_. Based on this exl)erilJtcnl;al observation, _ can be expressed in terms of

the measured ]atera] and streamwise vel_)_it.y fluctuation root mean square quanti-

ties _ and _ as:

/a.a)
= V 'w- V/--_ma:,:

The uncertainty of _ I)_tsed on this estimate is 9% at the peak wdue lo('ation

and 3% at the center of the wake. With the measured _ and _ profiles,

together with relation (3.3), one can ol)tain the turbulence kinetic energy k (/c =

1 _.12 //2$(_ + + w'2)) for tile wake flow. In order to examine the effe,(:t of the iml)osed

l)ressure gradients on the stre_unwise evolution of the tur|mlenee, we present the

contour plots of the scaled tm'bulence kinetic energy in the wake flow for APG,

ZPG and FPG cases in Figme 3.15. bhom these contour plots, it can be seen

again vividly that the adverse pressure gradient results in a rapid growth in lateral

dimension arid sustains turbulent ldnetic energy for the wake flow while on the

contrary, the favorable pressure gradient helps to reduce the wake growth rate and

the level of the relative turbulence kinetic ellergy.

3.6.3 Streamwise Evolution of Maxi_nurn q_n'hulence l_ltensity

To view the efl_;ct of the pressure gradient more clearly, Figure 3.16 presents tim

evolution of the local nmxilnum turbulence intensity for each pressure gradient. As

showH in ti_is figure, the adw'ase i)ressllre gratient tends to increase the turbulence

intensity of the wake above its zero pressure gradient counterpmt while the favorable

pressure gradient tends to decrease it.
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3.6.4 Effect of Pressure Gradient oil Similarity of q_ubulence Quantities

3.6.4.1 Zero Pressure Gradient

Ill tile previous sections, it is shown t,h_d; if the local velocity defect and the lateral

spatial eoordinat, e are scaled by tll(_ maximmn velocity defl_'ct Ua and the wake half

width 6, re,spective, ly, the nlean velocity profiles collapse to exhibit tile similarity

behavior. Ilowever, if the same scaling is applied to the streamwise velocity com-

ponent rlns _ and the Reynolds stress -u'v _ for the zero pressure gradient, the

profiles do not exhibit similarity behavior mltil z/00 = 170, as shown in Figure 3.17

and Figure 3.18. This is ext)ect(;d since for this wake study the domain of investi-

gation mostly resides in the near wake region. It is well known that the, mean flow

quantities generally exllibit similarity scaling prior t,o the s(:COlld order inoments.

3.6.4,2 Adverse Pressllre Gradiel,t

Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 show tile rms _ and the Reynolds stress -u_v _

profiles scaled by the maxinmm velocity defl.'ct U,_ and the wake half-width 6 tbr

the adverse pressure gradient at diflerent streamwise locations. Compared with

the ZPG case, it Call be seen that these quantities for tlle APG case exhibit the

similarity behavior much more earlier upstream than the ZPG case, indicating that

the adverse pressure gradient has a favorable effect for tm'bulence quantities of the

wake to reach similarity.

3.6.4.3 Favorable Pressure Gradient

Unlike the ZPG aml APG cases, it seems that tile silnilarity of the tull)ulence

intensity and the Reynolds stress are both delayed further downstreanl, as shown in
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Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22, in which the rms V_ a.n(t the Reynolds stress -'u'v'

profiles are sca,h;d by the maximmn velot:ity defect Uj and the wake half-width 5.
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O- f _ { l I
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( ' .Figure 3.21. C m_pa_son of qhrtmlence Intt;nsity Profiles at Different Streamwise

Locations for the FPG c_se.

3.6.4.4 Summary Plot

To su,mna.riz(; the effect of l)ressme gradient (n, the similarity of turt)ul(:nc:e quan-

l.itic_, Figure 3.23 (:t) (b) and ((:) 1)reseed: ('.omI)arisons _)f t.ll_ st.rea._nwise evolution

of str(_amwise COml:)On('.nt tml)ul(m(:(; int(msity _, ]at(_.ra] COl[li_)Oile.llt turbule.n(:e

intensity _ and lR.ey,lolds str_,ss -u'v' For APG, ZPG and FPG cases. In this

figure, tim l,urlmlen('(; quantities are all tak(m at t,l_(_lo(:al ]naximum me_m shear lo-

cation (rougl,ly at y� = 0.8) and are all scaled t)y tl_e local _naximum velocity defect
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Ud. This figure clearly shows that the adverse pressm'e gradient precipitates the

wake developtnent process to rea_h a similarity state for the turbulence quantities

such as turlmlence intensity and Reynolds stress while the favorable pressm'e gradi-

ent significantly postl)ones the I)roce.ss. For example, in the APG case, it se.ems that

the streamwise component tm'bulence ilitcnsit, y _ reaches similarity as (_.arly as

at Z/0o = 50 and the Reynolds stress -'u'vprea('hes similarity at .T./0o = 90, as shown

in Figure 3.23 (a) and (e). As a contrast, in the ZPG case, both the strea.mwise

component turlmlence intensity _ and the R,eynohts stress -u'v 'rea.ch similarity

a,s late a,s at z/Ol_ = t70. For the FPG case, there is no eviden(:e of similarity withil,

the streamwise range el investigati()ll. Similar trend can 1)e tbund in Figure 3.23

(1)). This indicate that the decay of the magnitude (ff the tm'lmlenee quantities is

at much slower pace than the (l(_.cay of th(: m(_all ve.hmity defi:ct for the favorable

I)ressm'e gradients.

3.7 Similarity amdysis and Solution

3.7.1 Similarity Amdysis

Many investigators, such as IIill ct al. (1963), Gartshore (1967), Narasimha and

Praldm (1972), Townsend (1976) and Rogers (2001), haw; explored the similarity

issues regarding the wake tlow. Their analyses were either al)plieable or directly

oriented to the wake development in pressure gradients. In the tbllowing analysis,

we will start fl'om the momentum equatiot_ in the form that was used by Gartshore

(1957) and tht'n derive, an important result about the wa.k__.similarity subjected to

pressure gradients which was also obtained by Narasimha and Prablm (1972). Then

from that result, we will finally derive the explicit expressions for wak_ half width

and maximum velocity defect for wake flow subjected to pressure gradients.

The governing equations for the planar incompressible turbulent wake flow can

be written as
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For fre(; shear flow, t,he viscous term ill the momentum e(tnat, ion is negligible

becmlse it, is much smalle.r (_ompa.r(_,d with other terms (This assertion is verified

based (m measured data). In addit, ion, for high ll,eyno]ds mmlber flow with low

tm'buleuce int,(;nsit, y, (u '2 - v '2) is a v(;ry small qua.ntity (:omparo, d to U_. As a

(.'.onseqne.nc.e, th(; streamwisc gradient, of t,he quantity (_d_ - v _2) is mu('h smaller

than the streamwis(; gra.(ti(;nt of U_, if' the two streamwis(; de,rivat, ives have the

sam(: refe,ren(:e, l(;ngtll scale L (The meaning of L will be discussed later). I|e, nc(:,

0(u' _--v' 2)(;onll)ar(;(t to the, tc'rm lz ,su:. the, term call a.lso I)(; ne,gle(',te(] from the_e d:c I i)x

momcnl;um equation. Ttmr(;fore, t,he moment, ran (;quat, ion ('an I)e simplifie.d as

Ou Ou Ou'v' dU_.

'%-- __'_ + 0_j - u_.,1-7 (3.6)

Now we seek the similarity solution of the form

u'v' = U,/29(71)

_/: y/_(x)

(3.7)

where. U,t = Ud(x) is the maximmn w;loci_y defect, and 5 = 5(z) is the wake half-

width, as shown in Figure 3.1.

With the contimfity equation (3.4) and the notation (:3,7) the momentum equa-

tion (3.6) can be written as
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d(U_Ua) r 5 dUd] 2 [ d([,_6)]

[, r,i,"- lj, f _ J fdr I-t-.q'=O (3.8)

Denote

A = [_2 dx

[ 6 dUd]

C= [1 d(U_6)

D--- -[_ d(u,,6t d3:

Tllen Equation (3.8) cmi I)(; written _ts

ll
A f + B f "2+ CTlf' + Dr' f dz! + .q' = 0 ('_._)

Since the coefficient of the term g' is a constant, for similarity solution, it is

required that the eoefficieuts ¢)f t,he oloher terlus ill E(lm_tion (3.9), namely, A, /7, C

ttlld D> IllUSt, ])e illdel)elldelll; o[ x; or lllOl'e slJecifically , iiltlSt I)e COllStalltS,

To solve this equation, we consider the so-called shallow wake case, for which

U,_ << U_. Now we coinpare the order of Inagnitude of the coefficients A, B, C and

D.
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[3 Ue ,1:_: = _ d:,: ,-_ 0
A _ a(u_ud) a(u_ud)

_-_d" d:r dx

: o((.)

D Ud d:r

Ud d;r

=o(0

Ua d:r d- -- ~o(_)
._ = _ d(vw,tl 6g_!vcvd)

- d:r dzI. d

The above comparison of the relat, ive magnit, nde of l;he coefficients of Equation

(3.9) suggests t;Ilat, as long as U,_ 4.< U_,

t_ <<A (3.10)

t_ <<c (3.11)

A _ C,_ (3.12)

In fact, for high Reynolds munlmr t,lfin slmar layer type of wake flow, we have

6 dUd
B- _0

Ud dz

1 d(Ua6) _ 0 ,-_ 0 \U] << 1 (3.14): -E d---U-_-

where L is the longitudiual reference length some of the wake, u' is the streamwise

fhlct;uatillg velocit, y and a is t,he mean velocit, y. 2

2The relationship of O (-_) _ O U lnay find its analogous e,xample in bmmdary layer flow _m

describe, d by Temmke, s and Lmnh:y (1972, p[6). "_I'h(,_nlo.[ill flow of t,ho. v¢.%ko,is largely depe.ndent
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Theretbre, for I:hin shear layer t,yl)e of shallow wake tlow, the two coefficients/3 and

D ill Equation (3.9) are fa.r less t,hml all tile other coefficients and their _ssoeiat;ed

t,erms can then be neglected. To the tirst order al)proximation, the equation (3.9)

can be simplified as

Af + Crlf' + .q' = 0 ('a. r,)

i,e,_

-[ , [ ],,f'-,-:,'=o (:).,6)Ud' _ J" U,¢ d:r

Further, integration of equation (3.9) with the consideration of the fact that f+_o rlf'drl =

d(UoUd)] i'd,!- 1 d(U,,_5) J'&! -- [) (3.17)

A fdr I - (7 fdr I = 0
oo Oo

(3.1s)

Si,l,:e/;7 fd,/ 0, h ve

on the behavior of large scale motion, u_ and 5 c3,11 be regarded _s t.hc dlaracteristic velocity
alld length scales ,J.ssociated wit.h the largest eddies in the, wake flow. Thus tlle physical lllellllillg

of the longitudinal reference length scale L may be understood _Lsthe convective distance of the,
largest eddies at a. conw;ctive speed of U during a period of reliever tinle 5/u _. Therefore we

'/) Since c:onsider low turbulence; inte.nsity wake flow, the relationship

O (_) <<l is ,,Is,, valid.

alnt.egration by part, we have f+_o qff d'l = qf+-_ - f+-2 fd'l" IIowever, J'(q) decays b_stc'r

t.lmn l/,I at large q, thus ,if+_o = 0 and f-7 qf'dtl = - f-.7 fdq. For symmetric wake, g' is an

odd fimction and therefore, f+_. g'dq = O.
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A = c (3,_9)

which is consistent wit, h t,he analysis of t,he order of nmgnitude for A and C,

In fit(:_, the rieglect of the two terms a._socia.ted with B and D of Equation (3.9) a.nd

the equivalence of the tw_ coeffic.icnts A _md C ('mr be justified from the experimental

evidence as shown in Figure 3.24, in which the ro,latiw', luagnitude of the flmr

coefficients of A, B, C _md D for APG, ZP(I and FPG eases are shown. It cat, i_e seen

fl'om Figure 3.2d that indeed t,he relat, ionships (3.10) _ (3.1d) are approximately

valid witlfin the streamwise range of the investigation h)r the pressure gradient ea.ses

investigated.

The above analysis indicates that, to the first order approximation of Equation (3.9),

we only need to re.quire tlmt

A = c = t< (3.20)

where K is a constant, to guarantee the similarity solution. In other words, the

maximum velocity defect Ua and the wake half width 3 must sat, isfy the folk)wing

two equations so that the t.he similarity solution r_f the wake flow in the sense of the

first order approximation exists.

[6 d(Uy.)] = i; (3.21)
[_'2 dx

J = _, (3.22)
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To solvethe abovetwo equations,weneedto utilize tile the filll integration result

of equation(3.17).Aft,_,somemanipulations,equation(3.19)canbe rewritten a.s

1 d(UaU) 2 egg

U_15 dz U_ dz
(3,23)

Integration of equation (3.23) with respect to x yields

U_2U,15= M = constant (3.2,1)

To veri(y if M is constazlt tor the wake flow that we investigated, we plot the

M wdues for the APG, ZPG aud FPG c_uses at wuious streamwise locations in

Figure 3.25. It can be seen that, within a 20% uncertainty level, t,his quantity can

I)e roughly regarded as a constant for all APG, ZPG mid FPG cases, with a value

of M varying roughly between 100 _ 150 7rt,4/S3. Ill fact, since Ud6 can be roughly

regarded as the volume flow rate &ffMt of the wake, and U_2 can be reg_rded t_s tile

kinetic energy of the mem_ flow per refit volume, the product M = U2Ua# can then

be regarded as the mean flow kim_,tic energy deficit of the wake. Thus the physical

meaning of Equation (3.24) is that t,he mean flow kinetic energy deficit of the wake

flow in pressm'e gradients is approximately a constant if the wake velocity defect is

small.

Integration of equation (3.21) with respect to ._"and utilizing the fact that M =

U_zUad =- constant yields

1 2KT

(Gu.) 2 .a.I
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3;

where T(a:) - f_ a:,: is t,hc so-called %imc-oMtight; wu'i_d)le" and C'l is an integra-

tion construct,.

Similarly, int, egl'_ttion of C(lmttion (3.21) wil;lL respect, to x yields

(U_) _ 2KT

A,I'e _3,1
+ (3.2o)

whc'rc' C2 is also i-tll int.egra.l, ion constant,, lmt_er on, it. will }m show_l t,ha.t,

C: - ('_._ (3.27)

so that; equat, ions (3.25) and (3.26) can be combined and expressed as
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(U,,/5)_- l 2KT
- - + C_ (3.28)

M 2 (U,_U_) 2 At

which was also derived by Narasimha and Prablm (1972).

3.7.2 Universal Similarit;y Solution for Symmetric q_lrlmlent Wake Mean Flow m

Pressm'e Gradimli,s

From equation (3.28), we can solw', the explicit expressions R)r the maximum w',locity

defect Ua(x) and the wake half-widt, h d(z) as follows in terms of /(,M and T(x),

provided K and M are both constants for the wake.

U,,(z) = (3.29)
U_ x/2KMT + C_ 1_.[2

a:

where T(z) = f_ &'rz_(a:)'

_5(z) = v/2KMT + CtM2
U,: (3.30)

Suppose a.t x = xo, the external velocity U_.(xo), the maximum velocity defect U,_(x0)

and the wake half width 8(a:o) are all known and can be denoted a.s U_.II, Ud0 and _5o

respectively. The time of flight T(z) at z = m0 can be denoted as T0. Since,, from

(3.24), M = U2Ujd -= constant, we can then take

A,'/ 2 -= U_.oU,to_o (3.31)

Then froln equations (3.25) and (3.26), one can immediately show t,hat
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2liTo - C,_ (3.3'2)

Substit, utioll of (3.31) and (3.32) iilt,o (3.2(.)) and (3.30), rc,spc('.tively, aul(t not;icing

that

T - % - U_:(._:) u,_(x) o u_,lz)

we can o|)taht

u,_(_)_ l (3.'_3)

u,,,, _,/_ +2I,_ L[, ''_:

(3.34)

6o
[}'c0

with c.onstauLt K cxperimcnt_aily dctermil_ed as/( _ 0.0_1 _ 0.06. hi non-dimensional

form, rchttions (3,33) a,l_d (3.34) (',_ul be expressed a.s

_ (3.35)
u,; : u: 4_ + '2I,_T*

,/T-+ 2K/vr* (3.3_)

where
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AT* - Ud_) f:_ dx
& J:,:o

3.7.3 C_omp.,uison of Analytical and Exl_m'imental Results on Wal(e Growth

R.eh_tions (3.33) and (3.3,1) clearly indicate that both global wake parameters Ua(x)

and (_(x) are only flmctions of external w4ocity U_(x), or, equiwdently, flmctions

of the impnset] stremnwJse lm;ssur_' gra.die_t dP(a')/d,_. Om'e t_l)e iuit, ia] wake pa-

rameters U,m and 60 together with the downstream external velocity U_,(z) are all

known, both global wake l)aranleters Ud(z) and ($(2:) can then I_e predicted by using

relations (3.33) and (3.34).

To verify the capability of relations (3.33) and (3.34) in predicting the growth of

the wake mean flow, comparisons of the streamwise wu'iation of the wal<e half width

_ and the maximum velocity defect Ua as predicted fl'om relations (3.33) and (3.34)

with the experimental met_sureme, nt results _re presented in Figure 3.26 and 3.27,

respectively. The initial input position is taken at the location where the imposed

pressure, gradient commc'nces (:r/0u _ 42). It, is known from the experiments that

at this location the wake mean profile has already exhil)ited similarity behavior.

As mentioned earlier, the parameter N is an experimentally determined constant

with a value varying from 0.0,1 _-, 0.0(5. For predictions shown in Figures 3.26 and

3.27, the constant ]x" is taken as K = 0.045. The agreement is observed to be quite

good which wdidates the suitability of t,he similarity results (3.33) and (3.34) in

computing the global evolutioh of l.lte wal<e in pressure gradients.
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Although the derivat;ion of relations (3.33) and (3.34) is based on tile shtdlow

wake assumption, the two relations are also applicable to locations where the velocit, y

defect, is not small. In Figures 3.28 and 3.29, where t;he comparisons of t,he

prediction and t,he experinlental data on 6 and Uj are shown agaill, respectively, Llle

initial inl)Ul_ t_osition for the l)redic.t, ion is 1;al<en at; _'/00 _ 3 where t;he wake mean

larotilc is definit, ely not selfsilnilar. I[owever, as shown in Figures 3.28 and 3.29, t;he

predicl;ion agree amazingly well with t,het, endency of the pressure gr;u_tienl; elleel; oll

t,he wt_ke growl;h, although dist)arit:ios I)etx_,een tim predict, ion a.nd t,he exl)erime.nt;s

c_xist, for d in t\I'G, ZPG and FPG and Ud ill FI)G. A_;a.in l_]le const, anl; N is t:aken

at.s0.0d5 for this prediction.
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width.
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To investigate t,he suitabilil, y of the a.ppli(:ation of relations (3.33) and (3.34)

to much stronger pressure gradients, predictions based on (3.33) and (3.34) are

compared with Cases C and D of the DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) results of

a temporally evolving, strained phum.r turbulent wake undertaken by R.ogers (2001),

_m shown in Figures 3.3{) and 3.31. To facilit;ate the comparison, relations (3.33)

and (3.34) are transformed to the temporal ew>lving foHn in accordance with t,he

the DNS predictions. The global wake parametel'S in the temporal domain take the

form

where

u,,(_) 1
u,,(_-,,) ea(*-_") X/I + 4K(r - to)

_(_)
x/'l + ,lli(r - r.)

e_,(,--_o)

(3.at)

(a.as)

25o d/.(_

U,m dx

Udo 0_0 :_: da:r- 26(, U_(x)

As the previous predictions, the constant K is again taken a,s 0.045 for the com-

parison with Rogers DNS data. The non-dimensional constant streamwise strain 5

applied to Ct_ses C (equivalent to adverse pressure gradient) and D (equivalent to

favorable l)rC_ssuv(_ gradient) are 5 = -0.271 and 5 = +0.271, respectively. As

basis fur comparison, the non-dim(msional strain fi is only al)proximately -0.01 and

+0.1, respectively, for the APG and FPG c_Lses in this wake study _t the beginning

location of the ilnposed pressure field. Figures 330 _,,(l 3.31 present the compar-

ison of predicted evolution of 5 and Ud with the DNS results in the log-linear plot
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t'ornl_tt; a.s _q_I)e_ued ill 1Rogt'.rs l)*q)er. EXCel)t_ for t;]lt; t,he positive straill (tavorable

l)ressur(; gradi_mt,) cas_, t,lir; agl'(_,memt, l_e_|,wt_(,ii t,he similarit.y pr¢;dict, iCm and i;}le

DNS result, s for r,he negative st,raill (adverse t)re,ssure V;radient) is fairly irnl)re.ssive.

20

10

b

bo

Sim ilariy predict_,_

/__'J Case C, Rogers

DNS simulation,

_ Case D, Rogers a = -0.271

/ DNS simulation,

...._._._.. a = +0.271

Sim ila riy prediction

0 I I I I I

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

T

Figure 3.30. C',orni)ariscm of t;h(_ Sivnilarit:y Pr(_dict,(;d and Wake IIalfwidt, h wit, h

DNS R_sult, s.

3.7.,'1 Dis('u,ssioll

Tile (',ompari,sons pre._ellt, ed in t,llr_ al_ovf_ s_(_tion clearly show that with the shallow

wal<(_ a ssmllpt, io_, rala_ioT_s (3.33} aT_d (3.;H) provid_ u,_ an _asy-to-us_. y_,r powerfll]

engineering t.ool for t,he l)re;dict;ioll ,)f t,lt(! wak(_ growt, lLsul).it_,ct, t;d t,o a rl)it, ra.ry pressure

gradieut, enviromrlent. Wit, h t,he predict, ion %rtnul_ (3.33) and (3.34) as well as the

universal shape funcriou (3.1), _lie e]ltire lile_ill _[ow field of plamu" wake in m])it;rary
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pressure gradients call then be determined approxirnately without invoking any

tur|mlence modelling.

As pointed out earlier, tile prediction formula (3.33) and (3.34) indicate that

both global wake shape parameters Ua(:r) and 5(x) are only functions of external

velocity U_.(x), or, equiwdently, functions of the imposed streamwise pressure gradi-

ent dP(x)/dx. Actually, tin" predictions of Ud(x) and 5(x) based on formula (3.33)

and (3.3,1) tot engineerillg applications, tile external free stream velocity distribu-

tion U_.(x) or, equiwdently, the I)ressure distrilmtion, might not necessarily to be

known ill a(twume. For examl)le, for tile prediction of turbulent wake ttow in a duct,

a.s an engineering al)l)roach, a shooting method based on iteration process may be

invoked to finally locate the prediction of the external free stream velocity distribu-

tion U_.(x), wake shape parameters Ua(x) and 5(x) and tilt', information about the

wall boundary layer growt,h 1)y utilizing the pr('.di(:ti()ll formula listed al)ove together

with tile al)prol)riate I)()ml(lary layer tlwories regarding boundary layer growth in

I)ressure gradients.

It should be pointed out that as 1hatter of fact, for the spe(:ial (',_se of" far wake

flow in a zero l)ressure gradient, elwironment, where U_. = constant and X/ao >> 1,

relations (3.33)a,ld (3.3d) will be le(hmed to the well-recognized cl_ssic results for

the wake similarity at zero pressure gradient as

1

Ua _ x -_- (3.39)

alld

l

_ z_ (3/10)

indicating relations (3.33) a lid (3.3d) are consistent with tile classic results.

In addition, formula (3.33) and (3.34) also clearly shows that tile wake shape

parameters 5 and U,t depend on its illitial condition, which confirms the assertion
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of George(1989)andagreeswith theexl)elimentalobservationof Wygmmski et al.

(1986). l{owever, this dependenc.e of wake shape parameters does not mean that

the wake shape function f(71) also depends on its initial condition. As demonstrated

by Wygnanski eL al. (1980) through limit exlm|'inlental |esearch of t.url)ulence wake

flow, tile normalized mean velocity shape profile of a turbulent wake is independent

of the initial conditions or the nature of the wake genera.tot.

[t is also interesting to note _hat the analytical result of Rogers (2(/01), U,_(t)a(t) =

U,m3,e ('_2`_-'_'_)t , is only a. natural collsequeli(:(_ of the relations (3.37) and (3.38).

More accurately, I,he, analytical result of Rogers (2001) is only an equiwde, ng expres-

sion of the relation M = UL_U,_ai,, the temporal (hm,ain.

According to equation (3.24), forshallow wake flow, to the first order accur_my,

tim product UffUod shouht be a COllStallt. Obviously, to maintain the constatlcy of

the product, Ua and c$ must adjust themselves accordingly when the fl'ee stream

velocity U_, changes, f)itferent pressure gradient imposed to the wake flow field will

result, ill diflcrent flee stream velocity distrilmtion and thereRn'e tlle response of

the wake behavior will also be ditlelent. For exa.mple, tus shown in Figures 5.9, the

adverse pressure gradient will significantly enhalme the spreading rate of the wake

flow while the favorable pressure gradient will decre_tse it. Although the iml)osed

adverse pressure gradient is relatively small, the effect on the wake widening is still

quite significant.

Although the comparisons made in tile previous section show that the application

of formula (3.33) and (3.34) Call be extended to regions where the maximmn velocity

defect is not relatively small, for reliable applications of formula (3.33) and (3.34),

it, should keel) in mind that the key assmnption for this linearized similarity analysis

is the shallow wake assumpt, ion, i.e., the maximum velocity defect is far less than

the external velocity, U,t << U_. But how small the maxilmml velocity defect U_
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comparedto tile external velocity U_ is enough to guarantee similarity behavior

of the wake mean flow profile? To answo.r this question, we mtW resort to tile

examination of the experimental data. As mentioned earlier in Seetioll 3.5.3, the

wake Hleall profiles for APG, ZPG and FPG cases exhibit similarity t)ehavior as

e.arly as a/00 _ _10, with the correslmnding maximum velocity defect of U¢I/U_ _ 0.3.

Based on this information, it seenls that t,he sha.llow wake assumption is roughly

wdid for U_I/U_ ,-_ 0.3. In other words, as long as the, lnaximmll velocity defect ix less

than 30% of the extermd velocity, the wake mere, flow is likely to exhibit a similarity

behavior, regardless of what l)ressm'_ gradient is iml)OSCd to the flow field, tlowew_,r,

it se,ems that the shallow wake. flow assmnl)tion might not be the sufficient condition

to guarantee the similarity behavior of tmlmlent wake mean ttow, as discussed later.

As discussed in Section 3.6 for the turbulence clmracterist, ic,s of the symmetric

wake development, the Reyllolds strauss profiles exhil}it, similarity behavior further

downstream than the mea, IL flow l)rofiles. The question why we can see a similar

mean velocity profile wldle the [l,ey_,olds stress t,erms still not reachi_lg the simi-

larity state may find the answer fr(n_l the fact that the coefficient of the, Reynolds

stress term g'(r/) in the, linearized _nomentum equation (3.15) is far greater than

the coefficients of other terms (A = (/= 0.04 ,--, 0.06 << 1). As a result, the order

of magnitude of the normalized velocity (teli'ct function f(r/) should be far greater

than the Reynolds stress similmity profile flmction in order to maintain the bal-

ance of equation (3.15). Therefore,, the normalized velocity defect flmetion f(r/) is

relatively insensitive to tile perturt)ati(m of the Reynolds stress fl'om its similarity

profile. That is why we can still observe an approximate similar wake mean profile

before the Reynolds sm_ss term reaches its silnilarity state.

Nlrther investigation of the relat.ionshiI) between the similarity of mean veloc-

its, profile and the similarity of the Reynolds stress profile might shed light on tile
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limitation of usageof t.heabovemeanwakeprofilesimilarity analysisresults. Asdis-

cussedill Section 3.6, the adverse pressure gradient tends to precipitat, e the process

of the Reynolds st,Iess profile to reach similarity state while the favorable pressure

gradient tends to prevent the similarity of [h;ynolds st,ress flom happening. Shown

iLLFigure a.23 (c), the maximum [teynolds stress scaled by tile maximum velocity

defb.ct maintain a value no more t,lm.l, 0.03 I,hroughout, the entire flow field of in-

vestigation for both APG and ZPG cases, l[owever, the maximum R.eynokls stress

scaled by the inaximum velocity defect, is kept increasing throughout tile entaire tlow

field inw',st, igat;ed tbr I,he FPG case. At the end of t,he ttow field of inw_,stigiation,

tile scaled maximum R,eynolds stress is inere_used to tile magnitude of roughly 0,05.

This indicate that the decay of the magnitude of t,he Reynolds stress is at much

slower pace than the. decay of the mean w;locity defect for the favorable pressure

gradients. This mliqm' feature of the increasfilg magnitude of scaled [t.eynolds stress

for favorable I)ressure gradient results in ditticulty in maintaining the balance of t,he

linearized LILOtllelltllllL equation (3.15) and _usa COllSeqllelL(:(1, the, prediction ba,sed OIL

formula (3.33) and (3.3,1) is unable to fait, hflflly del)ict the wake growth subjected

to severe fi_vorable pressure gradients, _s shown in Figures 3.30 and 3.31.

3.8 Numerical Simulation of the Ssqmnetric Wake Flow

Numerical simulation of the symmetric wake flow subjected to pressure gradients

same as the tile experiinental cases was conducted independently at NASA Langley

Research Center (Carlson, Duquesne, l{umsey and Gatski, 2001, and Duquesne

et al., 1999) and tile University of Notre Dame (Brooks, 1999 and Liu el, al., 1999b).

Based on tile code developed 1)y Brooks (1999), the author also conducted the

numerical simulation of the symmetric wake in pressure gradients. TILe mmlerical

modelling and results will be presented briefly in tile following sections.
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3.8.1 NumericalModelling

Tile munericMsimulationisbasedon t,het,hin slu_mbtyertypeof ReynoldsAveraged

Navier-Stokesequation

+ = = 0
&_--7

ou ou r dU_. O_'v' 02u

u-- + = &y,eO:r vT '. j b,: Ou I ,,--

with the eddy-viscosity c,oneel)t

11/l/ = lJr ,,--

yo

The tm'lmlence models utilized il_ this mmleriea, l simulation include tim, Cebeci-

Smith algebraic model, the Spalart-Alhnaras one-equation model and the Wilcox (1998)

]_:-co two-equation model. For the last two turlmlenee models, the momentum equa-

tion is decoupled from the t,mlnlh'nce model transport eqm_tions by using velocity

wdues at the nearest upstream nodal points. Tim mmlerical marching scheme is fully

implicit, second order accurate in both x mid y directions for the mean momentum

equation, first order accurate in both x mid y directions for the Spalart-Allmaras

model and second order accurate in both x and y directions for the Wilcox (1998)

k- co model. For details of the implementation of tl_e mmw, rical scheme, see Brooks

(1999).

3.8.2 C(nnpariscm (_f Nutu_.M,al a]_d IV,xlmrilnental Results

Numerical simulation was conducted fbr the s3qmnetric wake flow subjected to ad-

verse, zero and favoral_le pressure gra.dimlts using all three tdbrementioned turbu-

lence models. Figures 3.32 and Figures 3.aa present compa.risons of the mmlerical
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and expelinlenCalresult,son t,he streamwise evolution o[ t,he wake half-width and

t,he maximum velocity def(_ct; of tile symmetric wake flow in APG, ZPG and FPG.

N'om these t,wo figures, it can be seen that bot, h of the Spalart-Alhnaras and the

Wilcox (1998) k-co nLo(te,ls l)re(lict, t,he wake growt, h rate, and t,he maximmn velocity

defect decay quit.c sat;isfacl_orily COml)ared wigh the cxt)erillm_lt;al data. IIowever, t,he

C(',l)eci-Smith algebraic mode] fails in faithflllly predictJng the characteristics of tile

symmet, ric wake deveh)t)m(mt, a.lLd the simulation result, s based on this model will

not, 1)e presented h(n'e.
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___ _ _.... .I ...... _1

3
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Q

• Experimenl, APG _ Spalart-AIImaras,APG _ Wilcox (1998) k-(,), APG

• Expedmenl, ZPG -- Spalart-AIImaras, ZPG _ Wilcox (1998) k-m, ZPG

• Experiment, FPG -- Spalart-AIImaras, FPG -- Wilcox (1998) k-o), FPG
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Figure 3.32. Compa.lison of t;he Numerical and l!;xp(nimellt, M Results on the S[,realll-

wise I';volution of t,he Wake lla, lfWidl,h of t,he Symmet;ric Wake in APG, ZPG and
FPG.

Close examination of t,he perfornm, tme of the Spalart-Alhnaras model reveals that the

Spalart-Alhnaras model faithfully pre(lict, s t,he symmetric wake mean velocib, profile
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ZPG and FPG.
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t ) 1for all APG, ZF G and FPG cruses, as shown in Figure, s 3.34, in which nmuerical

wake mean velocit, y profile based on tho Spal_ut-Alhna.ras model is compared wil;h

the ext)eriment;al data at; different; sl;reamwise me_surement stal;ions for the APG

case. The Wilcox (1998) k- cJ model also has a, good perforlna.nce for both of the

Z] (_, and Fl (. cases of Lhe, sbqmlleLric wake tlow. lh)wever, Wilcox (1998) I,: -co

over-estimates the ma,xin]ul_] vdocils' (t(_t(_(:t;_t (lownstre_mt Iocat;ions in t;lm flow

field, as shown in Figures 3.35,
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CI 1APTEI-t. ,I

ASYMMETRIC WAKE FLOW DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE IN

PRESSURE GFIA DIENTS

4.1 Asymmetric Wake Flow Nonlenela, ture

Before presenting tile results for the asymmetric wake, it is necessary to clarit]y tile

nomenclature used to characterize the mean flow development of the a.symmetric

wake. Like t,lle symmetric wake case, u,z(a', _/) will be used to denote the local wal<e.

velocity defect while U,z(x) will denote the lllaxiitlUlll local velocity defect in the

asymmetric wake, a,s illustrated in Figure d.l. [Iowever, mllike the symmetric wake

case, it is necessary to identify specitically the. wake half widths corresponding to

the upper and lower shem" layers in order to characterize the the asylnmetry of the

wake. The wake half width correspondillg t,o the lateral distance fl'om the (:enter

of _he wake to the 50% maximum velocity deti_ct location in the lower shear layer

(the thick side of the wake) is denoted a.s _l. The wake half width corresponding

to the lateral distance flom l_tle center of the wake I;o _he 50% li|axilllUm velocity

dei)ct location in t,he Upl)er shear layer (the thin side of the wake) is denoted as

6,2, as sltowu in Figure 4.t. Similarly, the momentum thickness of the lower shear

layer (thick side of the wake) is denoted a.s 01 while that of the upper shear layer

(thin side of the wake) is dent)ted as 0u. Th(_ degree of asymmetry of the wake is

represented by the ratio of the momentum tl,ickness of the lower shear layer to that

of t,he upper shear layer of the wake, 01/02. The total wake width is denoted by d,,,,
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where,for tile a_%,mmetricwake,d,,,= _l + 52;tor tile symmetricwake,/_,,, = 26,

where 6 is t,he wake half-width _[ the sylnmm, ri('. wake.

Like tile symmetric wake cruse, the origin of the x - y coordinates of tile flow

field in tile dilluser test. sect.ion is l_,(:at,_,d at, t,he trailing edge of t,he splitter plat.e.

Uoo

+,
Free Stream

Flat Plate

Y

/

///

//
/,

Wake

Initial wake momentum thickness 0o = 01 [ + 02 I

x=x o x=x o

Ue (X)

"'J_ U d

Ud= Ue - U I
I

Ud = Ud.,n..

The Degree of Wake Asymmetry is represented by 0t / 02

Figme 4.1. Asymmet, rie Wake Struetme Nomencla.ture.

4.2 Tile Initial Asymmetric Wake

Figure 4.2 presents tile initial profiles of the u-cOral)Orient rn(:an velocity Um_,n, the

root-mean-square of t,he u-COml)O]Le.nt velocity flucLuaLion Urm._, Lhe v-component

mean velocity Vmea,_,the root-mean-square of the v-('.oml)onenL velocity fluctuation

Vr,,_._ and the l:Leynol(ls shear stress -u'v' of the _sym]netrie wake, mea.sm'e(t l)y

an X-wire probe at x = 19 mm froln the t,railing e(tg;e of the splitter plate. Tile

momentum tlficknesses of t.he lower and upper shear layers o[' the initial wake are

0r = 7.13 mm and 02 = 2.88 mr_, respectively. The (tisplaeement thickIlesses

of the lower and upper shear layers of t,he initial wake are d_ = 9.32 mm and

d_ = 3.92 re'm, respecLively. Thus, t,he (legree of a.sylmnetry, represented by the
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rai,io of {,hemoment,urn t,hieknessof the lowerand uppershearlayerof t,he wake,

a,/a,2, is 2.5. The initial wake monmntum thickness of the a.symmeN'ic wake O0 is

10 mm (O0 = OL+ 02).

To cOral)are the initial wake profih; of the asymmel;ric wake with the symmetric

Olle, we plot the initial wake mean velocity profiles of the symmetric and t_K4ylllllletl'iC

wakes together in the same plot in Figure ,1.3. From t,his figure, it can be seeu that,

due to the implelnentation of suet, ion on the upper surface of the t_symmet, rk: wake

splitter plate, the ul)per shear layer of the asymmetric wake is thinned if compared

to that of the sylmnetrie wake. As a contr;_st, due to l;he application of the separa-

tion bump and distributed rougtn,_ss on the lower surface of the asymmetric wake

splitt, er plate, the lower shear layer of the asymmetric wake is significantly thickened

if compared to its Sylllllletl'ie wake COllllterl)alt, ll| addition, from Figure ??, it e;tn

also be seen t;hat there is not; muc, h scal;t, er of data for all the mean w;locity and IIMS

profiles, whiell ,hearts, unlike the, experiment c)f l].oos (1997), there is no noticeable

unsteadiness a,ssoeiated witll the initial asymmetric wake for this study. This indi-

cates that the unsteadiness introduced by the separation bump, which is placed at

the upstream locat;ion of t,he splitter plate h)wer surface _s shown in Figure 2.4, is

damped by the apl)lieat, ion of the dislaibuted roughness.

4.3 Validation of the 2-Dimensiomdit, y of the Flow Field

As mentioned before, in Section 3.3 for the symmetric wake, the quality of the

[low field [br t,he asymmetric wake was also carefully examined and doculnented.

Again, like the symmet, rie wake case, exmnimtt, ion of the results of lahese measure-

merits verified t,het, wo-dimensionality of the flow fiekt of the asymmetric wake.

For example, Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of the u-component velocity mean

and IRMS profiles of the asymmet, ric wake measured at ditferent spanwise locations

(z = -152 ram, 0 mm and + 152 ram) at, the same streamwise mea_surement station
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(:r = 19 ram). Obviously, the l)rofiles tnc,aSllred _t dift'erent sp_t_wise locations over-

lap each other, indicati]_g sa, tis[actory two-dimensionality of tim asy]mne, tric, wake

flow field. [,ike the syTmnetric wake case, LDV measurement of the wake at differ-

ent spanwise loe_ttions at. measurement stations located f_rther downstream reve_ds

that the mean flow lawo-di]ne]_siotmlity of the wake re]nains quite sa.tisfactory in the

difluser test section up to the last measurement station _tt :_ = 145 cm.

d.d Effect of \Val(e Asymnmtry on Wake Development and Structure

Like the symmetric wake case, the ._tsymn_etrie wake flow field survey was conducted

for the adw,,'se (APG), zero (ZPC) and t:_vo,'al,le (FPG) pressure gradient cases.

The direct COmlmriso_ of the synmle.tric wake and asymmetric w_d<e experimental

results in the san_e pressure gradient ease will reveal the influence of the wake

asymmetry on tl_e wake dew_lolm_e_t a_d structm'e. In the meanwhile, comparison
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of the a,syuunet, ric exlmrinlental dat, a. ill clilfere.nC pressure gradieni;s can 1)e used t,o

verify I;he pressure gradient eftcol, on the wake dcvclopmeni_ and sl,ruct, ule which

wtus discussed in Chal)i;er 3. In t,he following sections, t,he experimental resull_s of

the a,syntmet, ri(: w_d<e flow subjected to pressure gradient, s will be prese]H;ed and the.

e|t>ct, of t;he wake asymmetry on wake development mid structure will t0e addressed.

In addition, the pressure gradient ettect on t;he asylnmetric wake, flow will also be

discussed.

4.,1. l Wake Mean Velo(:it:y Profiles

To get, a qualitt_t, ive underst, a.nding of the effect, of asymmetry on the wake flow,

we firsl; examine t,he c:ompa.rison of the st,rea.mwise ew_lution of the mea_n velocity
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profiles for tire symmetric and _usylmnetric wakes in zero pressure gn_dient,, _s shown

in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. Thes(_ t:wo figures _:u'e(h'BWll in the sa.me s<:ale so tha.t

direct, cotnp_risoll in terms of 1)hysicM dimensions is tq>l>rol)riate. Figure 4.5 clearly

shows t,lmt, for tlw. symlJletric wake i_ zero pressure pressure gra.<lient, w]mn the

wake develops downstrea_n, the wake wi<lt,h is kept; ilmrea.sing and tl_e maxi_mml

velocity defect is de.creasing. In t;he lllearllW]lile, the wa.ke lne_t], velocity profile re-

mMns symmetric, llowew_r, as Sl,OWll in Figure 4.6, for the t_symTnetrie wake in zero

pressure pressure gradient, it seems that the wa.ke widens faster titan the symmetric

wa.ke e_tse and the shape of the asS,]lunetric wake gr_tdua.lly become _nore mM iilore

sylntnetric. Moreover, unlike the symmetric w_tke e_tse, tile center of the wal¢e of

t,he _symmetric wM_e shifts to its thicker side when it, dew,lops downstream. The

same 1)henomenolt ca._l a.lso be ol)served for tire asyrmnetric wake flow in adverse

and favorttble pressure gradients, suggesting the wa.ke asymmetry does tmve its own

sl)ecial effect, on the wake develol)melll_, To quant, itat, ively describe the wake asylll-

lnetry effect, we will [)l'esell(: the e×perhnent, al results on streamwise evolul_ions of

the wake width, ]m_xinmm velocit, y defect, Cellt, er of wake and t,urbulence intensity
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of the _ymmetric wake developing in _dverse, zero _nd favorable pressure gradients

in the sections to follow.
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Figure 4.5. Strea.mwlse l,voluhon of the Symmet, rlc Wake Mean Velocity Profile in

ZPG.

d.,l.2 Wake Width

The effect of wake asymmetry on the wake width can be seen obviously fl'om Fig-

ure ,1.7, in which the streamwise evohlt, ion of t,he wake width for the symmetric

and asymmetric wakes in adverse, zero and favorable pressure gradients are shown.

In this figure, both tlle wake width and the abscissa are scaled by the initial wake

momentum thickm,,ss with the 10lank and the solid data points representing the sym-

metric and asymlnetric wake result, s, respectively. This figure clearly shows that t,he
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scaled wake width ix signifi(:antly in('reased and tim wake widening rate is promoted

in each pressure gradient case, Wlmll t.hC asymmo, try ix ilLtro(luced to the, wake,. In

addition, this figure also shows theft the effect of the, pressure gradient on the asym-

metric wal<e width is the same as tlmt on the sylmlmtric wal<e, i.e., the change of

pressure gradient fl'oln favorable to adw_rse will result in a significant increase in the

wake wi(lmfing rate, and tim pressme gradient efDct can be immediately seen after

it, ix imposed to the flow field.
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4.4.3 Maxiimml Velocit, y l)c'fecl_

The effect of wake a,sylllliieLly on the maximum velocity defect is shown clearly in

Figure 4.8, which presents l,he stre_mlwise evolution of Lhe maximum velocity defecL

tbr the symmetric _md _symmel;ric wakes in adverse, zero and favorable pressure

gradient, s. Again in Figure 4.8, the blank data points represent the symInetric wake

cases while the solid data point, s represent l,he asymmetric wake caSkS. The abscissa.

is scaled by the initial wake momentum thickness. From this figure, it can be seen

t,hat, when the a,sylillnel, ry is ilitrodu(:e(I f,o the wake, t,he decay of the niaxinilllri

velocity defect is l)le(',il)itaLed for each l)ressure gra, diell{ case. Also 8howll ill this

figure is t,he pressure gradient etfect oil t,ho wake liiaxinmnl velocit, y defect. It is

apparent, ttit_l; t,he effect of the pressure gradielit effect eli the asymmet, ric wake flow
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is the same as that oil tlio synini(_tric, wake flow, i.e., the change ()f pressure gradient

froTli favorable to adverse will leSlllt ill st sigliiticallL redllotioll of the velocity defect

decay r&te, &lid elite again, tile ])leSstlre gradient effect is irnniediately visible after

it, is imposed to the flow field.
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Figure <1.8. Streamwise Evohitioli (it tile Ma.xilfilllli Velocity Defect for the Sylrilliet-

ric aiid Asyllillll_tric \¥a,l,:es ill Adverse, Zel'(t aild Pllvorltt)ie PleSHllre (,Jl adiolits.

4.4.4 Evolution of Degree of Asymnletry

For tile asyllllilel.ric wa.ke, tile wal{(; half-widttis of the lower a iid upper shear layers

_t and d2 are (]iHereli[, dlle to asyirlliietry. [I1 addition to the ratio of the irlonient, lll[i

tliic, l{nesses of t.lie lowel aild lll)])or sli(!ar las;els; 01102, tli(_ l(_]aLive lilagliiLll(le of _1

a.lld (_2 ca.ll Ill,so lie viewed as all ili(licatioli of tile (t(_gree of' wake asylrnrletry. In

this sense, tlie comparison of the streainwise evolution of _71 and /72 can be used to

gauge the streamwise variatioll of the degree of wal(c asymlnetry. Figure 4.9 shows
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the streamwiseevolutionof cStandd: of tile asynmmtric wake for APG, ZPG and

FPG cases. From this figure, it can be seen that tile upper and lower shear layers

of the asymmetric wake are gl'OWillg at different rates, and tile growing rate of the

thin side (the ul)per la.yer) of t;h(',wake is tast;er t,ha.n that, of t,h(; t;hick side (the lower

la.yer). As a, result, t,he difference betwee, ll 61 mid 62 is getting smalhn' and smaller

wllen the wake dew_,lops downstream for all pressure gradient cases. This implies

_;hat the de,gree of wake asymmetry is gradually reduced when t;he wake develops

dowllstrealn and the shape of l;he wake t)ecoJnes more and lnore symmetric with the

dew_lopment of the asymmetric wake ill all pressure gradient c_uses investigated.
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4.4.5 Lateral Drift of tlle Asytnme,tric,WakeProfile

Anotherdistinguishingfeatureoftile asymmetric,wakedevelopmentis tile the lateral

drift of the centerof the waketo its t.|fickerside,as mentionedearlier in Section

4.4.1. Figure 4.10showsthe lateral drift of the centerof the _symmetricwake

in adverse,zeroand favorablepressuregradients. The ordinate of the plot is the

physicM y location of the center of the wake in the laboratory coordinate system.

Shown also in this figme are the locations of the centers of tile symmetric wake as

a basis for a direct comparison. Again in this figure, solid data points represent

t;he asymmetric wake cases and the blank data points represent the, symnmtric wake

cases. Theoretically, fi}r the symmetric wake, the location of the center of wake

should be zero. In Figure 4.1(), t;he deviation of the y location of the cellter of the

symmetric wake can 1)e viewed as an experimental error of the whole me_csurement

system. With this obserwttion, it, can 1)e seen that for all pressure gradient causes

investigated, the lateral drift of t,he center of the asymmetric wake is far beyond

the experi_nental error which means the drift is real and significant. As mentioned

before, the drift of the center of the asymmetric wake is toward its thick side (the

lower layer side).

Actually, not only the center of the wake, but also the whole asymmetric wake

profile drifts to its thick side when the asymrnetric wake develops downstream.

To illustrate this global trend, Figure d.11 shows the streamwise evolution of tile

physical lateral locations of the center of the wake (denoted as Y(I), tile 50%Ue in the

lower shear layer (denoted as Yl) mM the 50%U,1 in the upper shear layer (denoted a.s

Y2) for the asymmetric wake in adverse, zero and favorable pressure gradients. The

streamwise evolution of the three characteristic locations of the asymmetric wake

roughly demonstrates tile global lnovelnent of the asymmetric wake structure during

the development of the asymmetric wake in pressure gradients. From Figure 4.11,
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it, can be seen t,hat,, for all pressure gradield:s inw;stig_t, ed, the whole tL_ymmel;rie

wake I)rofile is gradually t,urning t,o it,s thicker side. The lateral maneuver of 1;he

a,symmel;ric wake is solely due t_o the movement; of l;he structure with the wake itself

rather _chan troy ext, ernal effecl; such as the t,mmel wall contour. The tmmel wall

contour fl)r the a,symmeLric wake is set up t;o 1,he symmetric positions wiI_h respect

t,o t,he c.ent;erline of tlleLhe t,mmel. llcm:e any asymmet, ric la.teral nlovemenL of l;he

a,sytnmet,ric wake is solely due I,o t,he a.synmlet, rie wake it:self.

,1.4.6 Maximum Turbulence lnt, ensil;y

Wake asymmetry also ha.s an effect on the turtmlelme field. For example, Figure 4.12

shows the streamwise evolution of the maximuln turbulence intensity (locat;ed in Che

t.hieker layer side of l;he wake) of {,he a.synlme, l:ric wake. To faeilitat, e compa.rison, the

st,reamwise evolution of the maxilmml turbulence intensit, y of the symmet, ric wake
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is also shown ill t,his figure. The abscissa, is scaled t)y the illit, ial wake lnomenLum

thickness. Unlike the wake _Lsymmetry effect on file mean flow characteristics, the

w_ke asymmetry on the turbulence fidd seems much more complicated. If; seems

l.,lmt,, fl'otu Figure 4. [2, I:he ma.xi]mmt t,urbulence it_t,(msil,y is _mp_;ttLented for the ad-

verse l)ressure gradient case a.nd r(;dtm(;d ti)r the zero and favorable pressur(_ gradient

C_.kSOS.
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Syntmet, ric alld As.ymlnct, ric Wakes in Adw;rse, Zero and F_wora.1)le Pressure Cradi-

m_t,s.

,1.4.7 Discussion

From t,he al)()v('r(_sult, s showing the eIfect, s of the wake asymmet, ry and t)ressure

gradient, on t,he wake tlow, it, seems that, the effect of the wake asymmetry and the
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effectof tile pressuregradientareroughlyindependentwith eachother for th(',wake

meanflow characteristics.This sugtgeststhat thesetwo effectsareprobably based

oil two differenttype of mechanismaffectingtlle meanflow field. Tile role that the

wakeKsylnmetryt)l_kvsin t.ho, tml)ulence fiel(l is llot t_S distinguishable as that in

tile mean flow field and still needs fm'ther inv_,,stigation. The distinguished behavior

of' the effects of tile wake asymmetry and the pressure gradient on the wake mean

flow might find a.n explanation fl'oll_ the tile thiu shear layer tyt)e of the Reynolds

Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) e(tuat, ion (Equation 3.5). The pressure gradient

Im.s its own term f7 _ il_ the R.ANS equation. Th('. wake asymmetry, representing

the asymmetry of the mean shear in the Ul)p(',r and lower shear layers of the wake

o,',' The two terms are not coupledpc_' ,_c, is relate(l to the Reynolds stress tern, _.

in the RANS equation (Equation 3.5) so that we can see (tistinguisl,ed 1)ehavior

of tlle effects of the wake asymmetry and the pressure gradient on the wake mean

flow development. I:[owev(',r, Ibr the tml)ulen(',e field, the wake asymmetry and the

pressure tgradient are coupled in the i)r()dueti()n term (see Equation 5.6). This might

be the reason wily the effect of wake a,syl_ulletry oll tl,e tm'l)ule, lwe field is not _s

distinguishable as that on the mean ttow field.

4.5 Comparison of Nmnerical and Experimental Results

Like the symmetric wake c_se, tmmeric, al simulation was also conducted for the

asymmetric wake flow sul)jeete(l to the same exl)erilnental adverse, zero and favor-

able pressure gradients using the Spalart,-Alhrlaras one-equa.tion and the Wilcox (1998)

k - w two-equation models. Due to its l)oor i)erforulanc, e for the symmetric wake

flow sinmlatiolt, tlle Cel)eci-Smit, h Cdgel)raiv, lnodel was llot 11sed for this asymmetric,

wake flow simulation. The mmlerical co(te developed by Brooks (1999) w_s modified

to improve simulation results. For a brief introduction of the numerical modelling,

see Section 3.8.1.
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Unlike _|le symxne_ric wake {tow simulat, ion, bo{h SpMart-Alhnara_ and VvTilcox

(]998) k -ca models confl'ont difficull:ies in the simulation of the a.symmetric wake

flow in the adverse pressure gradient. In fa.et,, the Wilcox (1998) /_ - ca model

even fa.ils il_ faithfully simulatil_g lhe wake nlea.n flow [or all APG, ZPG and FPG

cases. For example, Figures d.13, ,'l.ld and ,'1.15 present the eotlIl|)aliSOllS of t|le

exl_erimental and the mmlerieal results on the wake, rneall velocity profile at ttle last

measurement station (:c = 140 cm) of the asylmnetric wake flow in favorable, zero

and adverse pressure gradients, respectively. These three plots clearly show that the

Wilcox (1998) k -ca model overestimates the asymmetric wake, maximum wdocity

delk;ct {or all three pressure gradient cases. In addition, from these three figures it

can also be seen that a.lt,hough the performance of the Spalart-Alhnara_s model is

quite satisfactory for the favorable and zero pressure gradient cases, it overestimates

the wake mean profile for the adverse pressure gradient case.

To investigate the performance of both Spalart-Alhnar_s and Wilcox (1998) k-ca

models in predicting the global characteristics of tile _symmetx'ie wake flow devel-

opmenf, Figures 4.16, 4.17 alJd 4.18 l)re,se2_t compariso_Js of _}m m._merica] a2_d ex-

pelimental results on the streamwise evolution of the wake width and the m_tximum

w;locity defect; of t;he asymmetric wake flow in FEG, ZPG and APG, respectively.

Froin these two figures, it can be seen that the Spalart-Alhnaras lnodel predicts

tile wake growth rate and the maximum velocity defect decay quite accurately tor

the FPG and ZPG cases. Ilowever, the Spa lart-Alhnar_s model overestimates both

wake width and the maximmu velocity deli_ct for the APG case at tile downstream

locations. As for the Wilcox (1998) k-c_ model, it overestimates the maximum

velocity defect for both ZPG and APG cases and underestimate l;he wake width [or

t,he FPG and APG cases.
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Ill fi_ct, the perforlrlaliCe of the \Vilcox (1998) k-w model cam be improved

1)y adjusting the constants within the nlo(tel. Fiy4ures 4.19 presents tlle conq)arison

of tile numerical and experimental result, s on t,he, a,%qmnetri(: wt&e mean velocit, y

profile at, two different sl:reanlwise, st,aI,iohs I)el'on: al_(l _d'ter t,he ad.just, menC of tile

the Wilcox (1!)98) k I_ model. Olwiously; the performance of t,he Wilcox (1998)

L: - w model can l)esigldficant, ly improvo.d a.ft,e.r t,he itdjust, ment_ of l;he eonst_tmt, s, _ts

,shown in Figure 4.19.
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CIIAPTER,5

TURBUI,ENT KINETIC ENERGYBUDGET MEASURElVIENTFOR TIlE
SYMMETRICWAKE

5.1 Motiw_tionandObjectivesfor t,he Tm'bulent Kinetic Energy Budget Mea_sure-

llleltt

By the conclusion of the conventional wake flow field survey, a detailed databt_se

documenting tile development of both initially symmetric and asylnInetlic wakes in

zero, constant fiwor_d)le and adverse pressure gradients had been completed. Tile

extensive experimental (tatab_se clearly shows the strong effects of pressure gradient

mid wake _symmetry on the near wake deveh)l)ment. Numerical simulations of this

wake flow conducted at NASA Langley ((larlson c't al., 2001) and at Notre Dame

(Brooks, 1999; Li_ el al., 1999b) show t,hat the existiug turbulent models can capture

the global wake development behavior such _s wake widening and maximum velocity

defect decay rate within a reasonable level of agreement. However, tile numerical

simulation results also sh-w that there ix still room for the tm'bulence model to be

il_lprove(l.

As a natm'al consequence of the I)rev[ous wake investigation, detailed examina-

tion of tile turbulent kinetic euergy budget for the wake flow can greatly fa.cilitate

understanding of the observed effects of pressure and wake asymmetry on the wake

flow development. In additiou, the measurement of the turbulent kinetic energy

budget for the wake flow in pressure gradient will be of interest in the development
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of more realistic turbulencemodelsfor turbulent fow. In brief, the TKE budget

measurement,of ttle wa.kestudywill flllfill tile followingresearchobjectives:

• To understandtlle mechanismof t,he tanbulencekinetic energytransport

within the nearwakeflow;

• To investigatethe influenceof the l)ressm'egradient,(m the turbulent kinetic

energy transport and to provide an explanation for the obserw_d efl'et:t,s of

pressure gradient, and wake asym]netry on tlle wake flow development;

• To provide experiment, al _vidmme for possilfle motlific_ttiolt of tm'bulence model

and/or the motiwttion [or new al)l)roat:]les to munerically simulating t.he wake

[-]OW.

5.2 %ansport Etluatioll of tim qhulmlent Kinetic, Energy

The TKE budget measmmllent scllenle is motiw_ted I)y pre, vious al, t,empts to char-

acterize the t.urlmlent kinetic energy budget in Dee shear flows, in parl;ieular, Wyg-

nanski and Fiedler (1969), Gutmark and Wygnanski (1976), Panchapakesan and

Luinleyl (1993), George and llussein (19911), llussein, Capp and George (1994) and

Heskestad (1965) ill jet flows, Rafl(ml, Nejad and Gould (1995) and Browne, Antonia

and Shah (1987) ill I)hlff body wakes, Patel and Sarda (1990) ill a ship wake, Faure

and lq.obert (1969) in the wake of a. self propelled body, Wygnanski and Fiedler

(1970) in a planar mixillg l_wer, Zhou, tleine and Wygnanski (1996) in a plane wall

.jet ill a round ,jet:. Before introducing the TKE 1)udget, me_tsurelnent scheme, it is

necessary to first discuss tile TKE transport equal, ions in t,he following paragraphs.

From Hinze (1975, p.72, Equal, ion 1-110), tlle turbulent kinetic energy equation

can be written _s
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' ;O:c Oxi]

I II III IV

\ / ax,:

V

whore, u'i is the turbulent fluctuat, ing velocity component, p' is t,h(_ fluctuating pres-

-'--a, I, t LISlll'e, _lld ½q2 -- r_i t i = k iS the turlmlent kinetic energy per unit m_Lss. Tt;rm I on

t,he left hmM side of Eqmtt, ion (5.1) represents the convection of turbulent kinetic

energy along mean 1tow st,reaan lines. Term lI represents the transport ot' turbu-

lent kinetic energy by both the turbulent, velocity ttuctuations themselves and by

l)ressme fluctuations. _l_l'lll III re.presents tmbulmlt kine.l;ic energy production by

the R.eynolds stress working _gainst t,he mean strain rate. Term IV represents vis-

cous diffusion of turlmlem:e. Term V represents the viscotlS dissipation of turbulent

kinetic energy iut, o heat.

For incompressible, homogeneous tm'lmlent flow, the t,m'bulent kinetic energy

equation takes the form (Hinze 1975, p.74, Equation 1-111),

D = -- '_/_'i "_ -- UiU_j " -[- /]
" Oxi 20xiOxi OXi {OXi

I II III IV V

(s.2)

whe.re Terms I, II aim III are file sanle as t,hose in IB(tuation (5.1), whereas Tel'IllS

IV and V take different fornls of t.heir count;eft)arts in Equal;ion (5.1). For free

shear [tows, unlike turbulent boundary layer flow near l;he wall, there is no spatial

dramatic changes for the (luant, it,y q--7. I]ence, Term IV, tohe viscous diffusion terln,
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is usually negligible compared to other teriris 1 Therefore, the only accountal)le

difference between Equati_ms (5.1) and (5.2) f_)r free shear flows is tile last term,

i.e., the dissipation teriri.

We will denote the streamwise, lateral and spanwise si)at, ia] coordinates as :l:_,

x2 and xa, resl)ectively. I_tter ou, the; spa.tie.1 coordinates x_, z2 and xa, the volocity

cornI)Onents U1, U 2 it, lit| U 3 and i:he thmtnat, ing velocity components _t'_, _t_ and 'a._

will be represented by z, '.tl, z, U, V, W, tt, v and w respoct, ively for convenience.

Expansion of the dissipation term in oquat, ion (5.1) gives

(-i_thomo _ 1/

+\o_:_) + t,o_:_) +2\o._;,_) +2t.o_) t.o:,;,)

-_-2t,o._::,)t.o._,,) + 2\aT:,) t.o_=>)
(5.3)

Similarly, expansion o[ the (tissii)ation term in equa, t,ion (2) gives

_°"°=v \Oz,) + \_) +\Ox,i + \Oz,_) + foxy) + foxy)

+\_) + \_) + \o_:,) j

1Tho neglect of the viscous diflhlsion term is w;rified from the flow field survey data. For example,

ba.sed on the (;xpcrinientaI dat_, a. typical wdu(; of the second dcrivativo of the t.urbul(,nce kinetic

°_k for tho wak(; flow invcstigat.ed here is approximat(;ly on th(; order of 1.0 .s -_, whichonergy
leads to a wrlne of the viscous diffusion term on the ordor of 1.0 x 10 5 .m2/s3. In other words,

this means that the magnitude of \.he viscous diffusion tt;rm is only about 1.0 x 1()-7 times of tho

poak wflue of the dissipat.ion term.
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As we know, strictly speaking, tile wake flow is not a homogeneous turbulence

flow and theretbre, Equation (5.3), the inhomogeneous expression for dissipation

should be utilized for the the estimate of the dissipation in turbulent wake flow.

However, to date, no one has been able t,o successhflly measure tile cross derivative

correlation terms in the inhomogeneous form of the dissipa.tion as listed in Equation

(5.3), though there was an attempt by Brow1_e, Antolfia and Shah (1987). As all

previous reported efforts for the direct measurement of tile dissipation tern l, in

our study, we will first make a concession and only consider Equation (5.2), the

im:ompressilJle homogeneous turbulence kinetic energy cqtu_ti(m, l,ater on, we will

discuss how t,o correct the possible bias error due to the homogenous assumpt, ion

(See Section 5.10 fin details.).

With the ah_rementiom_,d l_ol,a.I,ions, J_,quation (5.2) can be expanded a.s,

0 u,1p' 0 u,2't/ 0 %",p'
Oa:l p Ox,e p O:ca p

" l_ t2"_

Oxl 2

..... 2/_lU 2Ozl u, tq%Ozl Oz2

-°. u2u:3---- ul%-- u,_u_ -%--
-07z2 'Oz.2 ' 0:v: ' Oz, 

----+---4----

-u[\OxlJ + \Ox2J + \Oxa] + \Oxl]
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t o 2 2(_ +(_] +(_ +(_'__÷(_l <_
+ t,ax_) ,,a_._l \ ox,) \ o._) \ ox:,) j

For steady,. 2-D flow in t,ho mean, we ha.w_ /J(_ot,= 0, Ua --- 0 a.nd _()o-- = 0. Also

we have, from the continuity equat, ion _ __2__ Thus, t,he turbulent kinetic• _ /):r2 _ 0a:i '

enerKy equation can be sin@ified as fl)llows:

Conwx_tion Pressure Diffusion

0 1 Ol

o_:,2 (''? + ''' _''_+ ',,l',,._f)• O.'c,22
_ ___ (,,I_.4+ .,._'+ .,._4_)

Gkulml(mce Diffusion

Product, ion Viscous Dilt'usion

+\<_x_) + t,o.T._)+ t,o_,) + ,,_) + t,ax._) J

Dissil}at, ion

A priinary effort for this Ph.D. resoarch is to successfully l_lc_tsul'e the individ-

tla,} tel'illS ill tilt: above 2-D silnl)lifi(;d iIlcOlil[)r(;ssi})l(; }lOlllOgelleOllS TKE transport;

(:quat, ion.

5.3 Ai)proaciies for t,lie Measureuionl; of t,he 7]nlmlc;nt Kinetic Energy Budget

The l)roce{hn'e used for the experilnent, al estimate of ea(',h terln in t,url}ulent kinet, ic

energy t}ala,]lce will be outlined t}{d{)w.
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5.3.1 Conw, ctlon Terms

Accordiug to the lit, eratm'e, tile convect, ion t,erms _-t,l'C.usuMly obtained from direct

measurenlent, h) this wake study, t;his term will be ob_cained by use of an X-wire

probe,. In t)m't, icuhu, the stre, amwise spat, ial derivative _(_) will be evaluated

from the measurement of q_ at l;hree adjacent streamwise measurement stations.

The l_te, ral spatial deriw_t, ive '0(_ will be, obtained from lateral survey data.
0:_:'2_ 2 /

,5.3.2 Pressure Diffusion _Ibrms

This I,erm is m_t, direct, ly measural)le. In t.he, jet, st,udies by W.ygntmski and Fie, diet

(1969) and GuCmark and Wygnanski (1976), t,his t,erm w_cs inferred from the bal-

ance of t,he t,urlmle.nt, kinet, ic energy equa.ti(nL In a. inore, re,cent axisylmnetric .jet

st,udy by Pmlchapake, san and Lmnley (1993) t,he, pressure trtmsport term wt_s sim-

ply neglect, ed. In a cylinder wake st,udy by Browne, Antonia and Shah (1987), they

demonstrated t,hat the, pressure, trmlsport term obtaille, d by [Olcing a balance of the

turbulent kim_,t,ic. energy equation aI)proxinm.tes to ze,ro. In the mea,surelnent, [or

tt .jet flow cmlducted by tlussein, Capp trod George(1994), t,hey ignored the term

so-

called "t, ransport dissipation" a.nd the, "homogeneous dissipatiotf'. In this study,

this t,erm will be inferred from tl_e forced bt_ltmce of the t,urbulent kinetic energy

equation.

5.3.3 _ubulence Diffusion Terms

An X-wire. l,,'ol,e can be used to obtain @, u'_u'22, t_',u!J2, u';'u_ and u'i_ by direct

llteasuretlle, nt,. The relnailling t,e,rll/lt_tl_ ca.u be obtained indirectly from additiomtl

X-wire measurements through N)plicatiou of a procedure developed by Townsend

(1949) and described by Wyguanski and Fiedler (1969). Alternately, both Pancha-

pakesan and Lumley (1993) and Hussein, Capp and George (1994) simply assumed
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m

that , ,2 u!_u2u 3 _ for Idieir .jet, flow lneasurements, all(t assert, ed that the error in-

troduc.ed I)y tllis assutnI)tion is ]ess than 10%. In this study, we will also use ttle

X-wire measurement to obtain the talrtmlenee diffusion term with the assumption

that _@t,_2 _ _L__.

5.3./1 Production Terms

The slLear and dilatatiolml 1)roduetion terms have already 1)een measured in the

conventAomd flow field smvey of the wake st,udy for l)otll symmet, ric alLd iusylmnt',l;-

ric wakes using an Aerometrics LDV system in two-t't)lilpoIletlt coincidence mode.

These experiments show tllat, desl)ite the streamwise pressure gradients imposed,

the wake is she, ar dominated. That is, -(Tu'?- _t"'e2)i_t-Kk_D:rl<<Q -ll'11 '//'_ _, O:r,2( _ -1- /)f_2'_0:rl,] ill e,:teh

case. For this study, tllese terms will 1)e lneasmed agai_l by using the X-wire prolm

in order to ensure repeatability.

5.3.5 Viscous Diffusioll Terms

All previously cited investiga.tions of turlmh'.nt kilter.it energy budget in flee shear

flows have ignored the viscous diffusion terms. Wygnanski and Fiedler (1969) and

Gutmark and Wygn,msld (1!)76) claim the neglect of these terms was based on the

assertion of Laufer (1954) that these types of terms are comparatively small in the

turbulent kinetic energy equation. Panchapakesan and Lmnley (1993) explained

that in flee tmlmlent flows, away flom walls, the viscous contrilmtion to the trans-

port terms are negligil)h' in comparison with the tmbulent contribution. In high

Reynolds munber fl'ee sllear flows, like tile wake studie.d here., the viscous diffusion

is expected to be negligible.

5.3.6 Dissipation Terms

The viscous dissipation terms could he handled in one of the following five ways,

according to the literature,.
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1) IsotropicrDn'bulenceAssuml)tion:If it is a_ssumedthat viscousdissipationtakes

pla.cca.tthesmallestscalesof motionwhichmayb_aplnoxima.tedmslocallyisotropic,

ghenthe viscousdissipationterm simplifiesto,

•_. f O_l,'_'_2
c= lo_.,/--/ (5.7)

\Ox, )

The fluctuat, ing spat, i_d derivative can be obtained by invoking the Taylor's frozen

field hypothesis

0 1 0

Oz U--_tOt

This w_s the t,eclmique employ(:d by Gutmm'k a.nd Wygnanski (1976) for \,heir .jet

t]()W [ I I(?II,SllI'Cl I ICl It.

2) Locally AxisymInetric tIomogeneous "lhu'bulence Assumption: This is an al)-

proach proposed by George and Hussein (1991). They demonstrated that _s long

as the time _weraged derivatives in the dissipation term (3) satis[y the tbllowing

conditions for the so-called locally axisymmetric homogem_.ous turbulence,

(°ui_ : (°_ _ (_.9)
Oz,_) \ 0:_3)

(°_ _ (°_ _ (_.1o)

(o_,__ (o,,_,__

\ 02j1 ) Jr- _" \ 0..113 ) (5.13)
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then the. (liSSil)ttt, ion telhi c.a.n 1)o e.stilua.f4!d [foul oil;hen"

Of

"L _kb-;7_,)+ to:,::,)_°to_,) +St, b-_x_)j (5.16

_::="-\i,):rl,] +2\./):,:2.,,/ +2 _ +8\(9:r.2j (5.17

In Equation (5.16), the \a:,:,) an(l die t,O:,::,] t;ernis can 1)e ol)t, ained [roui

I;lie I)Imdlel l)rol)( _,i<II(_.lt_smolrielifo wliile the (_)2 t,el'lli ca,li I)e ot)ta.ined t'roili Itii X-

/_]2
wire l[l(}aSlll'(_.i[lellt. TII(,' estimat(; of the _o:,,as te.rlrl requires ;_ twin X-wit(; prol)e

I I *coti[i_llrat, ioll, which will I)e, dissused ill details ill S(,(Jt, loil 3.4 _ii(.l 4.2.4.2.

3) Sonii-|sol;ropic Turl)ulen(.e Assumption: This is itll approa(',h for the the estilnat(;

of unineasure(t or imnl(;asural)lo fluct, uating velocity derivativ(;s in the. homog(;neous

dissipation teriii 1)asod on lllea_Sllred fluctuating velociW derivatives. For oxalll-

plc, tli(; st,re.ttli'iwise. (lerivative.s t o:,:_) , \<<):._] a.lld \ox.i] can t)e each cstiuiate(l

(l)y invokinp_; t;}Io T_ty} )rs hypothesis as (tes(_ril)ed ahow_.. The. lateral a.lld spanwise

f_)_ (_'_deriva.tiv(_s, \o:,:_ mid t,o_) can be obtained l)y a ('.losely sI)a(ed paralle.] }lot-

(_]: (_-_ (_: (_
wire prol)es, The four relmtillilig derivatives ko:,._I \o:,.,_) \o:_=] an(1, , \ o.._ )

in the dissipation terui can be sul)sequently estimated by invoking a semi-isotropy

assumption, as described in Wyp_;nanski and Fiedler (1969) for flieir .iet flow mea-
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sureuient, which a_ssunies the nine spatial derivatives in tile dissipation terln observe

tl_e following semi-isotroI_y relationship:

0,,;)' (ou )2
0x2/ - k_\0x.,) -- t,0:_2)

(o,,,,,),._.,,
o:,;.,) _ \ o,,_.,) '_t,_ )

(5.18)

where k_ is the senii-isoloropy coetficiolit. [I1 this study, the cooflicient k_ will be

deteiunined [roui the sbea.lriwise lliOa,ll S(ltla,le derivative llrle_LSulelliellts, whic, h will

be describe, d in details ill Section 4.

4) Direct Meli,_illlOlilellt el All Nine Ternis: The lllOSt sophisticated method is t,o

iirlea,sure all niue t,erlns that make up the total dissipation lJy use el two X-wires as

described by Browne, Antoliia and Shah (1987) for their cylinder wake study. Their

study indicated t_hat the local isotropy assumption is not valid for a cylinder wake in

the selfpreservilig region with relatively low R,eynolds mmiber. Keep in milld that

it is the local isotropy assuuiptioii that tbrms the basis of the first method uientioned

above tor ewdua.tilig the dissipatioli terms. It, should be very interesting to verily

the local isotropy a,ssuinption tor the wake, development in pressure gradieilts at

high Reynolds uumber, hi this study, we will not use this approach to measure the

dissipation term, since the spal0ial resolution of the t,wili X-wire probe configuration

is too large to get a reliable dissipatioil measureuient.

5) Forced Balance of the TI(E Equation: Finally, the easiest way to evaluate the

dissipation ternts uiight be forcing a balmice of the turbuleilt, kinetic energy equation,
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providedthat the pressuretransport terms arenegligible. This wa_st;he approach

taken by Panchapakesan and [mmle, y (1993).

In the wM(e study here, the dissipation term will be estimated by using all of

the above except the fourth apT)roaches. The results will then be comparexl and

reviewed in the context of the TKE balance.

5.,1 TKE Budget Measurement, Scheme

To obtain the streamwise deriwttiw:s that m'e essential fl_r the TKE lmdget estimate,

we, need to conduct, lateral traverse art three consecutive streamwise measuretnetlt

st_ttions. Tlv: spatial derivatives can then b,,, _stimated as finite ditf'ermm_s nf t,he

data takm_ at these strea.mwise sepa.rated nodal points. N)r example, suppose we

waiit to estimate the TKE budget at station i, as showil in Figure 5.1, we need to

(:on(hlct the lateral trav(ws(, not only at station i, but also at stations i + l and i - 1

as well. More spe(:ifically, to estimate the TNE budget at station i, we need a total

of eight (tilfer(.,nt traverses at sta.ti(ms i, i- I and i + l, respe(:tively. The quantities

measured during each traverse are outlined below.

t qh'averse I: At station i, conduct the lateral traverse of the twin X-wire con-

figuration to get U, U2, u'l2 'u'2 u'la, _"_'2 ,2 , (_,_2 (_2 (0q_2
, , 2, "_l'u2' "lgl 1Z2' _Oa:3] ' _i):ra] ' kO:rl] a'

, and , where t,he subscription A and B denote the
\o., ) A \o,,:, ) l_ \o., ) jj

quantity obtained by X-wire A and B of the twin. The orientation of the

t;wiH X-wire at this traverse is equivalent to the one spe, cified in Figure l(d)

of Browne, Antonia and Shah (1987).

• qYaverse lI: At station i, rotate tlle twin X-wire configm'ation and conduct

the latel'al tl'aVelSe to get U 1 /fl3, 1_2, ,1,#2 t///3 _*'lU'_ 2, ( _2 (_,_2 (_,_2

, , :_, \o:,:_) ' to_) , to:r,) A'

{ °''_'_2 (°-22) _ m_d \o., ] The orientation of the twin X-wire at this
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traverse is equivalent to the one specified in Figure l(b) of Browne, Antonia

and Shah (1987).

• Traverse llI: At station i, conduct the parallel prol)e lateral traverse to get,

alld

ko:r2) , \0_:,) .4 k a':,] i_

• Traverse IV: At station i, rotate the parallel probe and conduct the lateral

(_ 2 and \0:,,,1 •traverse to get \o:,::, k a:_:'] A u

• Traverse V: At station i + I (/_Sx = 5in), ('on(lu('.t the lat(_ra] traverse, f_f the

single X-wire to get Ul, {flu, ut{2, u'2u, u/i_, _trlu'_2, 7t_21"_•

• Traw._rse VI: At statio_ i ÷ 1 (A:;: = 5in), rotate t,he single X-wire and conduct

the lateral traverse to get U--_,U._, U'l2, 'u'2 "_

• Traw_,rse VII: At star.ion i - I (zXx = 5in), conduct th_ laa;ral traverse of the

si,  le X-wi,et,, u,, u,,,

• Traverse VIII: At star, ion i - I (Az = 5in), rotate the single X-wire and

conduct the latmal t.raw_rsc to get U1, Ua, u'l2, u:'_, u'l:_, u'lu_.

The convection terms of the TKE budget can be esl_imated fl'om the data taken

at Traverses 1 and II. The turbulence diffusion terms from Traverses I, II, V, VI,

VII and VIII. The production terms from the data taken at Traverses I, V and VII.

The dissipation terms fl'om Traverses I, lI, III _md IV. Appropriate piece-wine curve-

fitting inethods were used in order to obtain a smooth curve [or the estimation of

derivatives.
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55 ' 1 , +_• l'ur relent, [(inefoic [met'gy Budget in Zero Pressure Gradient

To facilitate the interpretat, iot_ of 1;he TKE budget mea.surenient result, we move the

convection t,e,rni Ul_ + ::

of the e.qlia.toioll so t,ha.t, the Tt(E conse.rvatioll equation reads

' s/ o %p__'0=-_ -u_ -o:°--7<p 0x_ r'

Convoctiou Pressure Diffusion

0 I

cgmi 2
---- (*,'?+ _'1,4_+ <,4 _) o 1(,4% + & + ,4_+'_)

Oxu 2

_Oirbuh!n('e Diffusion

Production Viscous Diffusion

+t,_) + to,,_)+ t_) +t_,,

Dissipation

(°u.__]+ \ c'Jz:,J (5.19)

In t,he following discussions, t,ho t(;rni (:onvect, ion will refer to the one in Equation

(5.19).

5.5. l COliVOCtiOil Tp, rnl

-<' (7) -0(7)Tile convection tel+in -Ui g -U2 _ consists of lswo parts, ¢lie stre_unwise

-0(7) -o(v)convection -UloTL and the lateral convection -U2oT2 . These terms can

])e, nleasur(,'(l directly. The lateral distril)ution of these two terms for the symmetric
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wakeat ZPGat :r/Oo = 141 is presented in Figure 5.2. In this figure the convection

terms are non-dimensionalized by using the local wake half-width 6 as tile reference

length scale aJ_d the local maximum w:_locit,y defect, Ud as t,he reference w_locit, y scale.

From this figure, it, cart be seen that. for the symmet.ric wake in ZPG, tJte strea._Ltwise

conwx:tAon dominates in the total convect, ion dist.ril)utio_l.

0.006

0.004

,* Total Convection

°- -Udk/dx

* -Vdk/dy

-0.006-

-0.008 i r

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

y/delta

Figure 5.2. Convection Te,rln of Symm(',tri(: Wake in ZPG at, ct:/Oo = ldl.

5.5.2 Product, ion Term

The t,urbule.,me i)roduc.t, io, t t,e,.,r, _ (_ _ ,d_2) ou___u,lu,2 [or_q_ £q__'_- o:,:_ \o:_ + o:,:,J consists of two

part, s, the shear production term -_t'l_t'2 [50-( o_.q__k.o:,:2+ 0:,:_] and the dilatational product, ion

te,',n - (_- _) _o:,:,• These ter, ns are measured directly. Figu,'e 5.3 conlpares

t lmse, l)roductioll terms for t.he symnte, tric wake, at ZPG at z/00 = ldl. This figure

clearly shows that the wake flow at zero l)ressure, gradient is shear dominated and the
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dilat,ationalproductionis approximatelyzero,just,a.sexpected.In faclc,for tile wake

since _ _ 0 and _ _ 0. The sameresult;wt_.sobLainedduring t,he flow field
O:r I 0:r I

sm'vey of t,he sylulllefuric wake, l)y using I_DV, as 1)resc'nt;ed in t;he Liu et a,/.(1999_Q.

0.025

0.02

0.015 -

0.01

P

I--

0.005

--m - Shear Production

]_ -e- Diletational Production

' f k[ _._ TotalProductio n

¢\ 1

qPOOQO • uw o o O-_O'_U U _

-0.005
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

y/delta

°Figure 5.3. Prodm'l,ion _l_n'ln of Sylnlll(,t,ll( \Vak( _,in ZPG at, z/00 = 141.

5.5.3 'l_u'bulence IDilfusion Ternl

The t_m'l)tflcnt; dillusion l;erm -_ utu. 2 + u,tu!_ ) _ _7(._1o1 o ,2_7, + zt2'a+ u2u:_, a

ill _t3 tis composed of two parl, s, t,he sl,reamwise t;ul'lmlent, diffusion -_° i (u_ -I-ulu2r,2 + _ ,2

and the lat,eral turbulent diffusion -_° _ (u._''_ a_' + @ + '_L_ul_/. Figure ,5.4 shows fl_e

profile of t,hes(_ diftusiol_ terms for t,he symmet, ric wake at ZPG at z/0o = 141. I1;

ca.n be seen that obviously, for the wake at zero pressure gradient, the lateral tur-

lmlent_ diffusion is t,he domimmt, t,mbulent diffusion mechanism and the st;reamwise
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turbulent,diffusionis negligible."Ib verit) the accuracyof the ineasurementof the

diffusiont,erm, the profile of the tot,al t.urlmle,nt diffusiont,erm is integrateda.long

t,he lateral directionacrosswake.The int,cgratioll result is e.ssent, ia.lly zero, _s one

would expect,, sil_<x: lat(_ral diffusion serves only to r(_(list:rilml,e l;mlmlcnt ki_mt, ic en-

orgy. Tiffs ro.sult; (:_l.Jl_dSO be vicwo.d a.s all indical:i(m of t,]l(_ accm'acy of the diffusion

term mcasnrelnc_t.

0.008

0.006 -

0.004-

0.002

0-

_ -0.002 -
t--
.o

.___-0.004

n

-0.006

-O.00B

-0.01

-0.012
-3

_ i-,-__." \\

• - Lateral Diffusion

-o- Streamwise Diffusion

- _, Total Turbulent Diffusion

-1 0 1 2 3

y/delta

Figme 5.4. _ubulcnce Diffusion Tc.rm of Symm(!t, ric Wake in ZPG at, :c/O(t = 141.

5.5.4 Dissipation Terms

Followillg l:lke TKE liw.asmc_ll(nlt schcm(: outlitmd in Secti<m 5.,i, w_ wo.ro, a.l_le

t,o obt, ain a. comprehensive set of data which allow us t,o estimate the dissipation

term in Ibm different al)l)rOa<:h(_s, namely, (a.), the is()t.ropic tmlmlence assumpt, ion

a.i_i)roach , (b), the locally axisylmn(:tric t,mlmlence assumption approach, (c), t,he
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semi-isot,rol)ic a,ssmnpt,ion apI)roachmid (d) the forcedTI(E I)Mmiceapln'Ot_ch,a.s

describedill Section5.3. "File methodology of these api)roaclles a.nd t,he correspond-

ing result, s will be preseut;ed ill the following subsections, repectively.

5.5.4.1 DissipaLion Based oll lsot, ropic Tm'lmlence Assmnpt, ion

The _H__ln'Ot_chba.sed on the. isoLropic turbulence assumption requires t,he estimate

of t,lw. me.ml squme, deriva.t.ive t,e.rm k 0:,u] ' which can be obtail (xl from (taX,a_series

mt_a.surod in '[5wve|se I, [[, III mM IV l_y inw)king Lhe 'Fa.ylor's flozon field hyl)othesis

_ _! i_ All lO.suli,s ol)t,a, inc.d ill Tla,v(_s(! l I;o IV using X-wire mid paralM probes
O:r _ at "

2

for t,he qu_mt;it,y _ o:,:,/ a.t ZPG are. shown ill Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Compmison of {_°'-L)u:,:,

at, :clio = 141.
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From Figure 5.5,it canbeseenthat,the parallel probegiveshigher measure-

me.n|wduesfor the quantity \a_,;_/ than tile X-wire prol)e. This disparity canbe

t_ttributedto the differencebetweenthe effectivesensinglengthof the wireson |,he

parallel and the X-wire probes. The length of the sensorson the I)arallel probe

is only 0.9 mm while the dista.uce1)et,we(uttlw_tip of the X-wire prongsis about

1.2?nTn.Accordingto \_dlace and F_)ss (1995), the sensing length of the prol)e is

crucial for IA_eme_surement of |,he ln(_m-s(luare derivatives suc.h a.u for the quantity

o:_._,] • Usually a longer wire gives rise to smaller magnitude of the mean-square

derivative m(_asmement due to sl)_ttia] filtering, which is exact3y the c_se in Fig-

t 9

ree. 5.5. Thus the quantity \0:,:, ] measured ])y using the paralM t)rol)e is likely to

l)e closer to |,he true value of \a:,:, ] eomI)ared t() tam X-wn'c measurement. This

w_Ls one of the motiw_£ions ti)r usillg the I)arallel I)rol)e results for the dissipation

estimates. The dissipation estimate for the ZPG ease |)ased on the isotropie tur-

lmlence assmnption is present, ed in Figure 5.6. This figure also presents dissipation

estimates based on other al)proaehes for diree.t (X)ml)arison. The discussion of the.

comparison of the the dissil)atiou estilrlate with difli_rent apl)roa(:hes can be found

in Section 5.5.d.5.

5.5.4.2 Dissipation Based on I,ocally Axisymmet, ric _l-_u'bulence Assumption

As (le.s('ril)ed in Section 5.3, as long as |lie t_mt)uhm('.e field satisfies the conditions

set, forth iu Equations (5.9)-(5.15), th(_ dissil)atio_ term can be estimated via the

so-called locally axisymmetric t,mbulen('.(_ assumption, which, as shown in Equation

(5.](5), requires the ,neasu,ement of four mean-square, derivatives ( _-_2 (
\a:_,j , \o:,:_j,

0:_ ] and \a:_._/ ' The verification of the prerequisites for the applicant|on of the

locally axisymmetric t,mbuleuce, assumption will be discussed in Section 5.5.4.6. [n
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the following paragraphs, the methodology for tile determination of the four mean-

square derivatives will be discussed and the results will be presented.

First, the determim_tion of the lllean-s(tuare derivative \o:,:, y has been described

in Section 5.5,t.1, and as in the isotropic assumption apln'oach this mean-square

deriwttiw_ is measure.d with the parallel probe.

Secondly, as described in Section 5.:1, both Traverse I (twin X-wire configuration)

and %-averse IV (parallel probe) can provide tlle mean-square derivative \o:_._] "

The cO_nl)arison o[ the lneasured profile of the the mean-square derivative. \0:_a)

by the twin X-wire configuration and the parallel l)rolm is shown in Figure 5.7.

Again, as was the case for \ o:_,/ tlle measnreulellt, the parallel probe yield a higher

magnitude of the quant, ity. The much slnaller magnitude \o_,._) me_sm'ed I)y the

twin X-wire configuratiol, is primarily due t,o the poor spatial resolution of the twin

X-wire configuration. Obviously, tl,e mean-s(lmn'e deriwttiw_ \0:_a] measured by

the parallel probe is closer to the true wdne and therefore is used for the dissipation

estimate.

The iileal|-S(lllaro. (leriw_tive k o:,:_] can be obtained fi'om an X-wire in _averse

I by invoking the Taylor's frozen field hyl)othesis. As is known from the discussion

in Section 5.5.4.1, the quantity o:_/ obt, ain(;d t)y the X-wire is smaller than its

counterpart obtained by the parallel probe due to the relatively larger size of the

.
X-wire probe. Sltmlarly, it is reasomtble to assume that the quantity \0_) mea-

smed ])y the X-wire is also redu(:ed in magnitu(le at the same rate as the quantity

. i):';l I ' if colnpm'ed wit.h a parallel l)robe measurement. Witll this t_ssUlnl)tion, one

can obtain a corre(',tion coefficient from Figure 5.5, which is nothiI,g but the ratio

and and then al)l)ly this correction coetti-

dent to \0:_ ] to improw_ the accuracy of the measurement. That is the method
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we used for tile determination of the quantity \ 0:,:,] , which is involved in tile final

dissipation estimate.

Tile quantity \o:_.a] can only be obtained from tile twin X-wire configuration

me,asm'eme, Ttt in Traverse, [.hi fact, as lnentioned in Section 2.2.2, this twin X-wire

configm'ation is primarily de,signed for the, mean-square derivative \o:ra] measure-

merit. As was the case for the quantity \i):ca] SIlOWll in Figure, 5.7, it is reasonal)]e

to assume that the quant;ity \&,:a] measured by the t,win X-wire. c,onfigm'ation is

also reduc, ed in magnitude at the same rate, as the quantit, y \o:_a ] , if compared with

a parallel probe, measure, me,nt. Wit, h this assumption, we can obtain a correction

coefficient fiom Figure 5.7, which is nothing lint the, ratio lmtween \o:_a] l,_r,n_.tT,_of,_

and t;h(;n, apply l;]ds (iorrec, t,ion (:oeflJ(:ient to \o:,:a) to im-alld \ O:r.a] twinX-wire

prow_ the accuracy of tim m(;asurelnent, just like the, treatlnent to \o:_,, ] that we

discussed in the above paragraph. The quantity \o:,,a] involved in t,he final dissi-

l)ation est, imate was corrected by tiffs method.

Finally, after all four mean-square dmiwttives k 0:q ] , k a*a ] ' k O:r,_] and k°:r'a ]

are appropriately treated, we can use Equation (5.16) to estimate the dissipation

term based on tile locally axisymmetric homogeneous tur|mlence, assumption, tile

result, of which is shown in Figm'e 5.6.

5.5.4.3 Dissipation Based on Semi-isotropic Tllr|nlh_,Tme Assumption

As de,scritled i_l Section 5.3, ouL of t,lle nine ttuctuat, ing velocity derivatives appearing

in t,he dissipat, ion term in equation (5./1), the three streamwise inean-square deriw_-

lives \o:q j , \o_j ] and \0:,:_} are estimated on the basis of parallel and X-wire

measurement, s 1oy invoking the Taylor's hypothesis in qSaverse I, II, III and IV. The
-- -- I ')

lateral and spanwise mean-square, derivatives /' _'_2 /,_.\o:_._} and \o,a) are obtaine, d ])y
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t_parMM hot-wire probein T_'avc_rseIll aim IV. The two qtmntities ( °-_'_2 _nd

oxa ) can be obta.ined by using l;he t;win X-wire configurtttion in T_nverse I and II.

hi summary, only two out, t.he nine. d_Mvat.ives ill the, dissipation t,erm a.s shown in

Equation (5.4), ( _j'_ 12 (_/'_t o:,:_I aim to:,,_ / ' lmvc not b¢_on ¢lircct:ly mea_smcd in tiffs research

projecL Tho oxperimental rosuli,s of t,h(_s(; s(!w_,n lnc_smed tx;rnis for t,he symmetric,

wake a.t. zero pressuro gra,diont, a,t x/Oo -- ldl mo shown in Figure 5.8. All time

mean derivativo,_ shown in Figure 15 llav_ been correct,ed for t;he re,sohit:ion bia,s

error using I_ho lneiJlod described in l_lie pre, vious socgion. [i, cmi be seen, a.<_shown

in Figure 5.8, /0he st,re,ml_wisc deriwttives aw limch smaller tlia, n i_hc two lt_i,oral and

st)anwiso ttuctua, i,ing v_',locity d_wiwlt,iw_,s.
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Figure 5.8. The Seven Measurod Time Mean Square Doriva.t, ives in ZPG a.t x/00 =
141.

The two re, niailiiug derivat, ives (o_'_" and \o:,:_) ill the dissipation terni ar(;t 0:,:_J

snbsequent, ly csl,inlat,(_,(l lW ilivoking a scnii-isot, ropy assunlpt, ion ('vVygna, nski a,nd

Fiedler, 1969).
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\ox:,) '

where ks is the semi-isotropy coctficient;. To verify if t,tl(; somi-isotropy a,ssumption

is wdid tbr the wake flow invostiga.tcd bore, it can be seen from Figure 5.8, that

('°'4'12 "_ (°-_'_ 2 which means the last, c;qualit, y in l;he, first row of the semi-isotropy
t,o,,,,) _ t,0:,,,j - •

assumption matrix is wdid. From this figure, ttl¢; semi-isotropy coefficient k., can

/,_,_2 /,o__,_2 With this
also })con det,erinined according t,o tl,_; assulnpt, ion k., \O:r,, ] = \0_:_] '

oxperimontally dotermined semi-isot, rol_y coetliciom, k,, t,he romaining two deriva-

tiw-:s t(°'4_20:,,_J mid (_)7o:_,ain the dissilm.l,ion term can t,hcn be ost, imat, ed. Finally, t,he

total dissipat, ioil cmi be ca.lcullm;d fl'om gqultt, ioii (5.4). The result of the dissipation

estimate obt, ldlled in this way is sliowli ill Figure 5.6.

5.5.4.4 Dissipation Bas_d on Forced TKE Balance

As outlined in Section 5.3, the dissipation term ma, y even tie inferred by a forced

balance of the TKE equa.t, ioli, if the pressm'e diffusioti tonll can be neglected. Ac-

t,ually, the dissipation term obtained with this lblced balance method contains the

pressure diffusion term and t,}lo error t,erm. Agaili, the dissipat;ioil tuerni obtained by

forcing a balalic'e of tlio TKE equat, ioii is showil iti Figure 5.6.
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5.5.4.5Comparison of the Result, s of the Four Approaches

Compared to other approaches, the locally axisynnnetric assumption leads to

result of bttera/ integr_ttion of pressure diffusion laha_ is most close to zero

As shown in Figure 5.6, it can be seen t,hat, significant disparities occur for

the estimates of Idle dissipation term through the four different, apl_roaches for the

symmelaric wake at ZPG. The dissipation t,erm based on t.he isot, ropy assumption

is much smaller in magnitude compa.red wit;h the o*aher three methods. In fact,

l,he accuracy of t,he dissip_tl;ion estimate <m be examined by checking zero tatera.l

integtat, ion chmacter of the pressure diffusion term, which cml be obtained fiom

Equation (5.19) if convection, producl, ion, tm'buh',nt diffusion and the dissipation

terms are all measured. It turns out that the dissipation estimate based on the

locally axisylmnet, ric a,ssumpl;ion leads to a result; of lat,eral integration of pressure

diffusion that is most close to zero compared with other approaches, which lnealiS the

loc_lly axisylmnetric assumption approach is 1host al3propriate for the dissipation

estimate for the wake flow studied in this research project. The estim_tte, b_Lsed

on the semi-isotropy assumption ow¢-esl;imat, ed the dissiI)at, ion while the estimate

based on isotropy un(ter-e, stimal;e(t the dissipation.

5.5.d.6 Verification of the Prerequisites of the l,ocally %n'bulence Assumption

Some of the conditions for the loc_dly a xisymmetric homogeneous turbulence as-

smnption a,s outlined in Equa.tions (5.9)-(5.15) can be verified from Figure 5.8, which

shows that Equations (5.9) and (5.10) are a.lmost perfectly valid, I.e., \o,2] =

O:r:a ) _3.,1ld _-- ,\o:_] \o:_L] while Eqmttion (5.12) is aploroxinlately va.lid within

the uncert.a.inty of the measurement, \o:,::,j _ \o:_2J '
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5.5.5 rhnbulent Kinetic EnergyBudget

Figure 5.9presentsall measuredtermsin l;3quation(5.19)of the turlmlent kinetic

energybudget for the symmetricwake.a.t zeropressure,gradient at z/O_ = 141.

hi this plot, all terms o.x(:e.i)t th(: pressure diffusion are obtained from direct me.a-

sure]ne]_t,. Error l)m's a ss()(:iated with tlm. measured terms l)a.%xt on an uncertainty

alm lysis are also sl,t)wll in rids figure.. The l)re.ssm'e, diflhsion profile, shown in Fig-

m'e 5,9 is ol_t,aitw.d 1)y forcing a balance, of the TKE ettuatiotl and it is actually a

term that consists of t)otll the. trne l)ressm'o, diffusion and tlle tot.al error of the whole.
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The double peaks of the l)rodncti(m ter]n approxilnately correspond to the lo-

cations of the. maximum 1heart st.ra.ill rate in t,l_e Ul)pe.r and lower shear layer of the
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wake. At t,he centeror near t,heedgesof the wake,wherethe meanshearis zero

or asymptoticallyapproacheszero,the pmdur_tionterm is alsoze.ro.The peak of

the productionterln impliesthat a largealllOUlltof turbulenceis newlygenerated

in that region. This means there is a gradient associated with the newly gener-

at, ed tm'bulem'e kinetic energy in the flow tMd. This gradient associated with the

newly generated t,m'lmlence kinetic energy is mainly aligned in the lateral direct, ion.

Wherever t;here is a gradient, l,he dilt'usion mechanism will take part in and platy a

role. tVrom Figure 5.9, it can be seen it is the turbulent ditfusion that transports

_ho turbulence kinetic energy away from t;ho region with higher density of newly

generated turbulence to the regions with less density of newly generated turbulence,

such a,s the center and the edges of the wake. The direction of the turbulent dif-

fusion is governed by the prodtmtion mechanism, mainly in the lateral direction.

(This explains why the lat, eral diffusion dolllimttes while the streamwise diffusion

is negligible. The behavior of the tmbuletlt diffusion depends on the behavior of

the tul'lmlence production.) More specitically, the turbulent diffusion will transport

turbulence away ti'om t,ho location of the. maximum mean shear and move the tur-

Imlence toward the center and the edges of tile wake. As a consequence, we see

there are two valleys of loss of the turbulent kinetic energy due to l,he tm'bulent

diffusion near the locations of lll;_txilrlllln mean shear while there are three peaks

of gain due to turbulent diffusion at the center and near both edges of tile wake.

The tm'bulent diffusion is a conservative process and the role it plays is merely to

re-distribute the turlmlelme kinetic energy and make t,he turbulence field more and

more homogenized.

N'om Figure ,5.9 it can also be seen that the pressure diffusion plays about the

same role as that of t_he turbulent diffusiol_ in the balance _)f the tmbulent kinetic

energy budget. The pressure diffusion also transports the turtoulence aw_y from the
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regionwith higherdensityof newlygenerat:ed_mtmlencekineticenergy.Thereis no

evidencein Figure5.9that t,hereisaso-calledcount,er-gradient,translmrtmechanism

for the pressurediflilsion term,assuggestedby Demm'enet al. (1996). Figure 5.9

also shows the magnitude of the pressure ditthsion is quite COTlsiderable and is not,

a quant, ity that can be silnply lleglecI_ed.

As for the dissipation term, it, can 1)e se(_n from Figure 5.9 that most, severe

dissil)ation occurs at tlle cenl;ral region of tlle wake, where the t,urbulence is also most

int;ense. Approaching t,o the edge of t,he wak(_, t,he dissipation gradually decre_uses

to zero. Actually, at t,h(_ central regi(nL of t,he wake, the dissipat;ion is so intel,se

that afW.r the aggregation of the gain/loss of t,he t,m'tmlence kinet;ie energy due. t,o

I)roduction, t;urbulent diflSlsion, pressure diffusion and dissipation there is a deficit

of the tmlmlence kinet.ie (_nergy which requires the contrilmt:io]_ fl'om conw_ction to

make up t,he l)alance. In otl_er words, wii:houi; a. gain of tmtmlent kinetic energy

fi'om the convection I)rocess, the wl_ole system is ramble t,o reach a local balance at

t,he central region of the wake. This explaills why we see a gain due to convect, ion

at the cent, ral region of the wake. As a eonm_st,, near tile edge of the wake, the

dissipation turns to be so weak that it carl only roughly balance tile similarly weak

production process and in the meanwhih-;, leave a considerable amount of gain of

t,urbulence kinetic energy due m t,he diffusion process t,o be balanced by the loss

carried out by t,he convection process. From t,his analysis, we can see that the rule

of convect, ion in the tmbulence kinetic energy budget balance largely depends on

the behavior of the dissipation process.

In fact, the convection term cal, also be viewed as an interface, al,(t actually,

t,he only interface for the exchange of turbulence kinetic energy of I;he local TKE

balance syst.em witch t.he upstrea.lu al,(1 downst, ream TKE balmlce syste_ns; as shown

in Figure 5.10. Suppose t_here ix a t_hin control volmne, t,he tlliekness of which is dz,
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associat,edwit,h tile localTKE ImIancesystem.Obviously kflu:_,-i,,,, tile turlmlence

kinel:ic (_norg3* flux frozli the upsi;roam st_t;ion is equal to the sum of l,}le ga, ili / loss

of the turbulence kinetic energy of t,he local TI(E balance system due to convection

_l, lld kflu:,;_,,,tt, tile t;ull)ulcnce kine, tAv enm'gS, flux i;o the downstreanL st,a,tion. It"there

is a, gain of the t,urlmhmce kinetJc <_m.'rgy of t,},_.loca, l TKE l_tda,nc(; syst;em due to

convection, we sltoul(1 lm,ee, 1,:;/,:,:--i,,> L:./.z,,:,:,,t, which inq)lies t,ha,l; _ (let:r(;ase of t,he

t,url)ulc, nc(; ldneti(: (_,]l(:',rgyshould 1)e eXl)(_(:t;(;(lwhen the wake develol)s dowllstrea,]n.

Similarly, if there, is _ loss o[ t;he turl)ule, nc(', kinet, i(: (.;lmrgy of t,he lo(:a.l TI'_E t)a,lanc(_

8ySl,elll (]U(! [,O COIIV(_C{,iOll, W(', 8hOll](] ]I_t,V(!, ]Cj'Z,,:,:_i,,, ( l_',fg,i:,:_o,,t , whic]l implies thai;

_tn incre_me of l,he turbulence kinet,i{: olliqg3r should I)e expei:ta',d when t;h(_;wake,

develops downstream.

Gain_duo to Convection=> [_:]LiXin > kflux out
- - . __ kflux in

Loss due. to.Convection=> kflux_in < kflux_out _ -

0.006 _ k. . = Gain/Loss due to Convection + kflu x ^.,t

0.004- Gain nuxln ,#_IL .m1_% uu

/N./\_v 0.002 :

-0.00__, \ g . ,e;_oo0 :o,,\ t I
8.0ooo- V -°°"°" v

I - -Vdlddy

-0.008 ..... , ....... _ . ' ' I ' ' '

y/delta
kflux out

, ' .lUr)mcnl; tZinet, ic EnergyFigure 5.10. [/etatiollshil) of GOl ',e('ClOll l,Olln and the _" 1 ', "

flux.
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In fact, theconvectiontermisnothingbut a inaterialderivativeoftile turbulence

ldnetieenergy,as expressedin Equation (5.2), predicting whether tile turbulence

field will decayor grow in the downstreamdirection. As pointed out earlier, in

Figure 5.9,nearthecenterof thewake,thereis a gainof TKE for tile local system

due to convection,indicating that tlw. tmbule,nce is decre,t_singnear the centerof

the wakeasthe wakedevelopsdownstreanl.Again in Figure 5.9,at,the,e(tgeof the

wake,tlmre is a lossof TI(E for the localsystemdue to convection,iml)lying that

the turbulencekinetic energywill increaseat tile edgeof the wake.This trend can

be foundin Figure5.11,wllich showsthestreamwisedevelot)mmltof the tm'bulence

kinetic energyfor the zeropressuregradient. Indeed,from Figure 5.11, onecall

clearlyseethat the t;m'lmlencekinetic energyis d(_,creasingat the centerof tile wake

while it is growingat t,heedgeof the wake.

5.6 qSnt)ulentKinetic EnergyBudgetin AdversePressm'eGradient

5.6.l (Jollve¢'.tiotlTe,rlrl

Figure5.12 shows tlle measm'e(t convectioll term for the symmetric wake in adverse

pressure gradient at x/Oo = 141. Again, near the (:enter of the wake, tile streamwise

-o (v)conw_ction -UI_ domiTmtes, llowever, mllike the ZPG c_se shown in Figure

--0 (_)is quite significant in magnitu(le near the8, tile lateral convection -U2_

edge of the wake for the APG case. This behavior is determined by the V-mean

l)rofile, which is shown in Figure 5.13 along witll V-mean profiles h)r tile ZPG and

FPG cases. Figure 5.13 shows that for the APG cause, tile V velocity component

grows in magnitude toward the edge of tile wake. The V velocity component acts

to convect tm'l)ulence kinetic energy t;oward the edge of the wake. That is why

we that a gain of turbulence kinetic energy in this region. Like the ZPG case, tile

U-component still provides a gain of turtmlence killetic energy near the center and a
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lossat tile edgeof the wake.Tile compel,ing gainandlossmechanismof the U and

V (:ol[ll)ofleTlt, (:OllVe(:ti()ll gives rise 1,o a, lint, loss of t,urlmleTme kinetic energy due to

the total convection effect, at, the, edge of t}l_', wake,.

Figure 5.13 also shows tthat for the ZP(4 case,, Lhe, lnagnitude ot t:he V-mean

profile is relatively muc.l_ slnaller across Llw, wak(; t.lmlt 1)ot,h APG and FPG cases.

As a COllsequ(_,ll(:e, LlJ(; latt;ral ('olive, el,ion -_ u_ for the ZPG case is not, a.s

significnt as t,h_t of APG case nt;_cr l;]te edge of the w_tkt;. Since t,he sign of V-

conq)one, tlt, a.t, the FPG case is revm'st;d from the APG case, it is expected tlmt, for

_-o 0 (_) will l,e m, invertedt;he FPG case, l;he profile _,['/,lm ]aJ.t'xal c¢mvectJon - 2_

versioll of t:he APG ca.se. This will l_t; shown in Figure 5.19.
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5.6.2 Production Term

Figure 5.14 shows the turbulenc, e production of the symmetric wake at APG at

(x/Oo = 141. In this figure, tile dilatational production refers to tile -- u-_l_ --

, ,
terln. The shear production refers to tile -_1u2 \052 + o_1 ] terln. The shear

_/_ / __ term. Tilt shear production part 2 refers toproduction part 1 refers to tilt -,a 1,a2 0_2

the i ,0u2-_1u2 o_2 terln. This figure shows that like the ZPG case, tile wake flow in APG

c_se investigated remains shear dominated, although tile dilatational production

is not completely negligible near tile locations of the maximum mean shear. In

addition, from Figure 21 it is obvious that tile role of the dilatational production

term for tile APG case is to augment tile t,otal production. N_r tile shear production,

tile -UlU2__ OU2o_term is approximately zero at:ross wake, due t,o tile fat'.t that _0_ _ 0.

Thus for the APO cause investigated, the she:ar production is dominated by tile first

part, i.e., -ulu 2 \o:_2 + o:,:_,1_" -ul o:_2"

5.6.3 Turbulence Diffusion Term

Figure 5.15 shows tile profile of tile turbulent diffusion for the symmetric wake in

APG as obtained at z/Oo -- 141. It can be seen from this figure that like t.he ZPG

0 1(_ t2_ / It_3 _ t_ _2case, the lateral turbulent diffusion term -_--gjSv_l _2 + + _u a j is tile domi-

nant turbulent diffusion mechanism and tile streamwise turbulent diffusion term

0 1_. t3 1_ 12 I_ /2",
0_ [tal + ula2 + u_a3 ) is negligible. To verify the accuracy of tile measurement

of tile diffusion term, tile profile of the total turbulent diffusion term wa_s integrated

across wake. Tile integration is essentially zero.

5.6.4 Dissipation Term

As described in Section 5.5.4. the estimate of tlle dissipation terrn for tile APG case

was conducted via four different approaches: (a), the isotropic turbulence aSSUlllp-

Cion approach, (b), tile locally axisyrmnetric turbulence assumption approach, (c),
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tile senfi-isotropic assumption approach and (d) the forced TKE balance approach.

Comparison of the dissipation estimate results with these four different approaches

presented in Figure 5.16.

As in the ZPG case, t.here arc significant, disparities among the dissipation es-

timates based ou the four approaches for 1;he symmetric wake at APG. Again t,he

isotropy assumption underestimates the dissipation term, while the semi-isotropy as-

sumption over-estimates the dissipation. Once again, the dissipation estimate based

on the locally axisymmetric assumption leads t.o a lateral integration of t.he pressure

diffusion term which most approximates to zero compared with uther a.pproaches,

suggesting that the locally a,xisymmetric _ssumption approach might, be the most

appropriate approach for the dissipation estimate for the wake flow in APG.
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Figure 5.16. Comparison of Dissipation Estimate with Different Approaches for

APG at z/00 = 141.
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5.6.5 Turbulent Kinetic EnergyBudges

The r,urbulerlt,kinetic energybudget for t,he symmetricwakein adversepressure

gradienta.tZ/Oo = 141 is presented in Figure 5.17. Error bars associated with tile

measured terms based on uncertaint.y analysis are also shown in tiffs figure. Again,

as in the ZPG case, l_he pressure diffusion profile shown in Figure 5.17 is obtained

by forcing a balance of the TKE equation. Act_ua.lly, this so-called pressure diffusion

profile consists of bot.h the true pressure diffusion and the total error of the whole

1 rleasureIl] erlt,.

a

I1)

ul
v

0'015 i
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Figure 5.17. Turbulent Kinetic Energy Budget. of Syrnmetric. Wake in APG a.t

X/Oo = 141.

The interpretation of TKE budget of APG case sllowrI it:Figure 5.17 is similar

to that for the ZPG case shown in Figure 5.9. However. there is one difference

between the APG and ZPG turbulence kinetic energy budget that needs to be high-
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lighted. For the APG case,neartile centerof tile wake,tile dissipation is not so

intenseasin tile ZPG case.Alter the aggregationof the gain and lossdue to pro-

duction, diffusion and the dissipationneartile centerof tile wake,there is still a

surplusof tile turbulencekinetic energythat is convectedto the downstreamsta-

tions. Correspondingly,weshouldobserveall increaseof turbulencekinetic energy

in the adjacentdownstreamstations.This is supportedby Figure5.18which stlows

the streamwisedevelopmentof the turbulencekinetic energyfor tile APG case.

5.7 Turbulent Kinetic Energy Budget in Favorable Pressure Gradient

5.7.1 Convection Term

Figure 5.19 shows tile convection term for the symmetric, wake in favorable pressure

gradient as obtained at :c/Oo = 141. Again, near the center of tile wake, the strealn-

wise com.'ection-[-77 °,:._ (_)dominates. Like the APG (',as(, stlown ill Figure 19,

U ° (7,_2)is quite significant ill magnitude near tile edgethe lateral convection - 2_

of the wake for the FPG ca,se. But this time, the lateral convection at the edge of

the wake results in a local loss of the turbulence kinetic energy since tile inward

V-component carries turbulence kinetic energy away to downstrealn stations. As

a result, the total loss of the turbulence kinetic energy of tile local system is aug-

dented. This convection mechanism near the edge of the wake is different from that

of tile APG case, ill which tile streamwise convection contributes a loss while the

lateral convection contributes a gain to tile local TKE balance system.

5.7.2 Production Term

Figure 5.20 shows the turbulence production of tile symmetric wake in FPG at

x/00 = 141. Tile designations in this figure are the same as used previously in

Section 5.6.2. Again like the ZPG and APG causes, the wake flow in FPG case
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is shear dominated, although tile dilatationa.l production is not cornpletely negli-

gible near the locations of maximum mean shear. Unlike the APG case in which

the dilatational production terrn augments the total production, for the FPG case,

the dilatational production is actually a counter-production term and its effect is

to reduce the t,otal production. Again like the APG case. the -ulu2_ t___L0_term is

approximately zero across wake, due to the fact that _ _ 0. Thus for the

FPG cast investigated, the shear production is dolninated by the first part, i.e.,

--IZltZ2 \i):r'_+ O:t:l ] _ --?-ll - O:rl "

5.7.3 Turbulence Diffusion Term

Figure 5.21 shows the profile of the turbulent diffusion for the symmetric wake in

FPG at :c/Oo = 141. Similar to the Z PG and the APG cases, the lateral turbulent

0 1 ,'2 t 11_3 I I2diffusion -_-_25 (lll 11'2-[- + l/,2'U,3 ) is the dominant t,urbulent diffusion rnectlanism
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and the streamwise turbulent, diffusion o _ ,. ,_ ,_ ..,,.,_-a.-_._7 (@ 4- .,_c_2 + u,1_3 ) is negligible for

tile FPG case. To verify the accuracy of tile measurement of the diffusion term,

the profile of tile total turbulent diffusion terrn is integrated across wake. The

int.egratiorl result is essent.iatly zero as one would expect.
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Figure 5.21. Diffusion Term of Symmetric \Vake in FPG at x/Oo = 141.

5.7.4 Dissipation Terms

As described in ZPG and APG cases, the estimate of the dissipation term for tile

FPG ease was again conducted via four different approaches: (a), the isotropic

turbulence assumption approach, (b), the locally axisymmetric, turbulence assump-

tion approach, (c), the semi-isotropic assumption approach and (d) the forced TKE
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balance approach. Comparison of the dissipation estimate results with these foul'

differelLt approaches presented ill Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22. Comparison of Dissipat, ion Estimat, e with Different, Approaches for

FPG at z/00 = 141.

As in the ZPG and APG cases, t,he isotropy assmnption underestimates t,he dis-

sipation term, while the se,mi-isot;ropy assumption over-estimates tile dissipation.

Once again, the dissipation estimate based on the locally axisymmetric assumption

leads t,o an approximately zero lateral integration of the pressure diffusion t.erm, sug-

gesting that the toca.lly a.xisymmetric assumption approach is also most appropriate

for tile dissipation estimate for the wake flow in FPG.
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5.7.5 Turbulent Kinetic Energy Budget

The turbulent kinetic energy budget for the symmetric wake in favorable pressure

gradient at x/0o = 141 is presented in Figure 5.23. Again, as in the ZPG and APG

cases, tile pressure diffusion profile shown in Figure 5.23 is obr, a ined by forcing a

balance of tile TKE equation.
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Figure 5.23. T_lrbulent Kinetic Energy Budget of Symmetric \Vake in FPG at

z/00 = 141.

The interpretation of TKE budget for the FPG case shown in Figure 5.23 is

similar to that fbr the ZPG m_d APG' cases. Unlike tile APG case, through tile

central region of the wake, there is a cousiderahle gain of turbulence kinetic energy

due to convection. This is consistent with Figure 5.24, which shows _he streamwise

development of the turbulence kinetic energy for the FPG case.
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5.8 Comparisonof the TurbulentKinetic EnergyBudgetin ZPG with the DNS
Result

Moser,Rogersand Ewing (1998)studiedtile turbulencekinetic energybudgetof a

tetnporallyevolvingplanewakebasedondirectnumericalsimulation(DNS)results.

To facilitate their DNSsimulation,they pickedasectionof spatiallydevelopedwake

and let tile wakedevelopin tile temporaldomainandthen computetile turbulence

quantities in tile similarity regionof the temporal-involvingwake. They applied

':tbrcing" to the initial wakeand then investigatedthe influenceof tile "forcing"

on the developmentof the wake. Their %nforc.ed" wake corresponds to tile ZPG

conditions of our wake research, with two basic differences: (1) they obtained tile

TKE budget in tile similarity region while ours is obtained in tile near wake region

and (2) their wake develops in the temporal domain while ours develops in tile

spatiM domain. However. the spatially and temporally evolving wakes can be made

equivalent by utilizing the initial wake velocity defect Ud as tile convective velocity

as specified by the DNS simulation, with the condition that tile lateral convection

term call be neglected for tile ZPG case. Ba_ed on these assumptions, we were able

to make direct comparison of the experimentM TKE budget profiles with the DNS

TKE budget profiles.

Figure 5.25, 5.26, 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 shows tile comparison of the convec-

tion, production, turbulent diffusion, dissipation and tile pressure diffusion profiles

between tile experimental and the DNS results. Considering that tile wake develops

at different stages and at different R.eynolds numbers for the experiment and the

DNS simulation, one must admit that the agreement between tile experimental and

the DNS results is quite encouraging. In particular, the agreement on tile turbulent

diffusion term is quite good. Tile experimental and tile DNS turbulent diffusion pro-

files almost overlap each other. Even the comparison of tile pressure diffusion term
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betweentile experimentaland the DNSsimulationshowsa qualitative agreement.

It, mustbe rememberedthat the experimentalpressurediffusionterm containsnot

only the pressurediffusionitself, but alsothe total measurementerror of tile TKE

budget. Thus the comparison of tile pressure diffusion term can be regarded as a

measure indicating the accuracy and reliability of the TKE budget measurement.

The disparities between the convection, production and dissipation terms can be

attributed to the Reyrmlds number and the different stages of development between

the experimental and the DNS data. Moreover, tile disparity between tile com,ec-

tion term of the experimental and DNS data may also be at, trilmted to the neglect

of the lateral convection for the DNS simulation, which evolves in time as a parallel

flow. Also it should be pointed out that the scatter of the DNS data points for tile

pressure diffusion term may be due to an insufficient period for tile time averaging

of tile pressure diffusion term in DNS silrmlation.

5.9 Effect of tile Pressure Gradient on Planar Wake TKE Budget

To investigate the influence of the pressure gradient on tile wake TKE budget, the

TKE budget terms for the ZPG, APG and FPG cases were normalized by using the

local wake half-width, d, and the square root of the local maximum kinetic energy,

1

_:_._., as the reference length and velocity scales, respectively. The comparisons of

tile normalized TKE budget terms for different pressure gradient cases are presented

in Figure 5.30.

Figure 5.30((t) shows that the scaled dissipation profile does not change very

much when _he wake is subject, ed to different pressure gradients. The effect of the

imposed pressure gradient is most significant on ttte convection term, as shown in

Figure 5.30(a). since this term is directly related to the mean motion of tile flow

fie]& Correspondingly, as an adjustment of the disparities due to the influence of

the pressure gradient on the convection term, the turbulent diffusion and production
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termswill alsochangeaccordinglyat different imposedpressuregradient,asshown

in Figure 5.30(b)and (c). Thesecomparisonsindicate that the fundamentalTNE

transport rnechanisrnis not alteredt)y t,he imposedpressuregradient. It seemsthat

the imposedpressuregra.dieutexertsits influenceon the turbulencefield through

the meanflow and largestmotionsrather than the small t.urbuleneein the wake
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5.10 An Approachto Correcttile BiasError of tile DissipationEstimate

,5.10.1 Sourcesof BiasError Associatedwith tile DissipationEstimate

Arnongall measurabletermsin tile turbulencekinetic energyequation,the dissipa-

tion term is the onethat is mostlikely to haveasignificantbiaserror. Therearetwo

typesof error sourcesassociatedwith the dissipationestimate. First, asdescribed

in Section5.2,sinceweareuna,bleto measuretile crossderivativecorrelationterrns

in tile inhomogeneoustype of tile dissipationexpression(Equation (5.3)), wehave

to resort to tile homogeneousturbulenceassumptionfor the wakeflow. This will

giveriseto the bias error dTte. to mathematical modelliv, g. Second, the limited spatial

resolution of hot wire probes for tile mean square derivative measurements will give

rise to the bias error due to instrTtment.

Basically, for the mean square derivatives in the tile dissipa.t, ion term, there are

two requirements for a reliabh_ me_tsurement. First, the spatial resolution of the

probe should resolve tile Kohnogorov length scale; Second, the temporal resolution

of' the data record should capture tile fastest resolvable motion passing tile probe.

Currently, there is not too much difficulty for the data acquisition system to fulfill

the temporal resolution requirement based on tile available probe size. For example,

tile fastest frequency that can be resolved by tile probes used in this study is roughly

around 20 _ 30 kHz. Correspondingly, the data is anti-bias filtered at 20 kHz and

digitally sampled at 40 kHz. Thus the Nyquist frequency of the data record is

20 kHz, which roughly matc, hes the temporal resolution requirement. However, for

tile spatial reso]ution requirement, unfortunately, none of the probes that we used

in the mean square derivative measurement can match the Kohnogorov length scale.

Kolmogorov length scale (Lk = (u'_/e) _/4) for the wake/-low that we investigated is

approximately 0.1 ram. But for the hot wire probes that we used, as described in

Section 2.4.2, the spacing between _he dual wires of the parallel probe is 0.3 _nm,
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the wirelengthof parallelprobeis0.9ram, the wire length for tile X-wire is 1.2 ram,

and tile spacing between centers of the twin X-wire configuration is 1.3 rn.m. Ob-

viously, the dimensions of these sensors are all well above t,he Holmogorov length

scale of the wake flow. However. as point, ed out earlier in Section 5.5.4.1, the probe

spatial resolution is crucial for a reliable mean square derivative estimate, according

to Wallace and Foss (1995). Through an investigation of the effect of the finite

difference spacing on tile mean square derivative estimate based on DNS data, Wal-

lace and Foss (1995) demonstrated that the estimate of the mean square derivative

is attenuated dramatically as t,he itl('re_se of the finite difference spacing, which is

equivalent to the issue of probe resolut, ion in measurement. That is the rea_son why

the parallel probe and tile X-wire give rise to different magnitudes of measurement

results for tile same rnean square derivative \o:_] , as shown in Figure 5.5.

Of course, a.s describ(_d ill Sectio_l 5.5.4, tile bias error due to the limited spatial

resolution can be partially corrected by ;:aligning" all time mean square derivative

results measured by the X-wire and the twin X-wire configura.t.ion to the "virtual"

spatial resolution level of the parallel probe. Tile bias errors of dissipation estimate

results shown in Figure 5.6, 5.16 and 5.22 have all been partially corrected in this

way. However, this e.orrec_ion is only a partial correction of tile bias error clue to

instrument. Moreover, tile bi_s error due to mathematical modelling has nov been

corrected up to this point. To ensure tile reliability of the final dissipation estimate,

we ought to find a way to correct tile total bias error, including the bias error due

to instrument and the bias error due to math.ematical modelling.

5.10.2 Self-similar Behas, ior of Tittle Mean Square Derivative Profiles

In order to correct the total bias error, we first check the property of the mean

square derivatives. As shown in Figure 5.8, the seven measured time mean squm'e

derivatives in the dissipation term have different magnitude relative t.o each other.
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However,if eachindividual time meansquarederivativeis scaledby its maximum

value,then wecanseeall sevenmeansquarederivativescollapseto a singleuni-

form profile, indicatinga selfsimilarbehaviorfor the sevenrneasuredmeansquare

derivatives,asshownin Figure5.31. This relnindsusthat the unmeasuredor ira-

measurabletime meansquarederivatives,includingthe crossderivativecorrelation

termsin the inhomogeneousformof dissipation,mightall havethe sameself-similar

behaviorand all collapseto thesamecurve. If weassumeit, is true, then the final

dissipat.ionprofilemusta.lsocollapset,othesamecurve.As a eonsequence,the final

dissipa._ioncanbe representedby any ]iz_earcombinationsof the measuredmean

squarederivatiw',s,and the differenceis only a.scalingfactor. If we can find the

appropriatescalingfact,or, thenwewill be able¢ocorrect,tile bias error. Now the

questionis howt,ofind t,his scalingfact.or,namely,a constantr'.
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5.10.3 Propertyof PressureDiffusionTerm

To find tile appropriatescalingfactor r, we needto examinethe property of the

pressurediffusionterm of the TKE equationfor tile planar turbulent wakeflow.

As pointedout earlier, tile pressure diffusion terms h_ Figures 5.9, 5.17 and 5.23

are all obtained from the forced balance of tile TKE equation. From the discussion

in Section 5.5.5, we learn that for tile local TKE balance system the only interface

for the TKE exchange is the convection term. The diffusion, including the turbulent

diffusion and the pressure diffusion, neither generates nor consumes the turbulence

kinetic energy within the local TKE balance system. It. does nothing but merely

re-distribute the turbulence kinetic energy within tile local system. In other word,

_he diffusion is conservative within the local TKE system. This is shown from the

lateral integration result of the turbulent difl'usion term, as indicated in Section 5.5.3.

Similarly, we expect that tile lateral integration of tile pressure diffusion term should

also be zero to ensure the conservation of the diffusion term. This behavior is verified

by the examination of lateral integration of the pressure diffusion term of tile DNS

data of Moser (st, al. (1998).

5.10.4 The Shooting Method Approach to Correct the Bias Error of tile Dissipation
Estimate

The attribute of zero lateral integration of the pressure diffusion term can be utilized

as a constraint to correct tile bias error associated with the dissipation estimate.

More specifically, with tile pressure diffusion term obtained from the forced balance

of the TKE equa.ticm, we can use a shooting method to iteratively adjust the scaling

factor r of the dissipation term m_til we get a zero lateral integration of the pres-

sure diflllsion. In this way_ the bias error a_ssociated with the dissipation estimate,

including the error due to mathematical modelling, can be finally corrected.
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ThisShootingMethodApproachis anovelapproachto improvetile accuracyof

tile dissipationestimateandhasbeenappliedto tile dissipationcurvesin the TKE

budgetsfor ZPG, APG andFPG asshownin Figures5.9; 5.17and 5.23. Through

tile comparisonof tile measuredTKE budget in ZPG with tile DNS results, tile

reliability of this approach is also validated. In addition to syrmnetric planar wake

flow, this Shooting Method Approach carl also be applied to other symmetric free

shear flows such a.s symmetric planar jet and round wake flows.
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CHAPTER, 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

A systematic investigation into tile symmetric/a_symmetric wake development and

structure in constant adverse, zero and factorable pressure gradients ha_s been con-

ducted at Re = 2.4 x 10a (based on the chord length of the splitter plate and a free

stream velocity of 30.0 rn/s). As a prerequisite of this extensive research project, an

environment of constant zero, favorable and adverse pressure gradients in tile test

section was successfully achieved. A unique feature of this wake study is that tile

streamwise pressure gradients imposed on the flow field are heht co_,sta_,t.

To tackle the problem of the wake flow subjected to the imposed constant pres-

sure gradients, this COlnprehensive wake study involves not only tile conventional

LDV and hot wire flow field survey, but also tile similarity analysis, the numerical

simulation and the sophisticated turbulent kinetic energy budget Inea_surements.

As a result of the successflfl completion of this research project, an extensive

experimental database documenting both rneall flow and turbulence quantities of

the symmetric and asymmetric wake flows subjected to constallt adverse, zero and

favorable pressure gradients has been established. This database enables us to seek

a better mtderstanding of tile eflects of pressure gradient and wake asymmetry on

the wake flow behavior.

The major results of the wake study presented in this dissertation may be sum-

marized in the following sections.
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6.1.1 FlowField Validation

To ensure tile reliability of the experimental results, the two-dimensionality of tile

flow field of tile test facility, including tile boundary layer flow on the splitter plate

and the wake flow in the diffuser test section, was carefully examined and found to

be quite satisfactory. For example, the variation of tile spanwise pressure is within

t,he tile range of :k4% of tile mean to the 95% confidence level.

The turbulent boundary layer mean velocity profile taken on the splitter plate

conforms the classic log law-of the-wall and the turbulence intensity and Reynolds

stress profiles agree with the data obtained by Klebanoff (1954).

The well defined classic mean flow similarity scaling was observed for the syrn-

rnetric wake starting at the location of Z/8o _ 40 downstream of the splitter plate

trailing edge. In particular, the wake half width 5(z) and the maximum velocity

(teti_.ct Ud(z) for the symmetric wake iu zero pressure gradient vary _s oc1/2 and z -1/2,

respectively.

As expected, the silnilarity of the second moment such as tile turbulence intensity

and the R,eynolds stress occurs further downstream than the mean flow for the

symmetric wake in zero pressure gradient. More specifically, the second rnoment

profiles do not exhibit similarity behavior until z/Oo = 170.

6.1.2 Effects of Pressure Gradient on Brake Flow Development and Structure

Preliminary analysis of tile experimental results reveals that the pressure gradient

has tremendous influence on the wake widening and velocity de%ct decay rate. The

effects are quite large despite the relatively modest gradients applied. When the

adverse pressure gradient is imposed, the wake widening rate is enhanced, tile ve-

locity defect decay rate is reduced and the the turbulence intensity and the Reynolds

s_ress are both amplified. In contrast, when tile wake develops in a favorable pres-
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suregradient,the wakewideningrate is reduced,tile velocity defectdecayrate is

increasedand tile turbulenceintensity and Reynoldsstressare both decreasedin

relation to correspondingzeropressuregradientvalues. At tile last measurement

station(z/Oo_, 200), tile wakewidth for tile adversepressuregradient caseis a.p-

proximately35%greater, and tile maximmnvelocity defectis approximately67%

largerthan thoseof thezeropressuregradientcKse.Fortile severefavorablepressure

gradientcase,the wakeis nearly40%thinner, and tile maximumvelocity defectis

nearly73% smaller than those of the zero pressure gradient case.

Tile aforementioned pressure gradient effect was observed not only for t,he sym-

metric wake cases, but also for tile asymmetric wake cases, indicating that to some

extent, the pressure gradient effect is independent of tile wake asymmetry.

For the imposed pressure gradients investigated, the pressure gradient dose not

change the similarity behavior of the mean flow profile. Using the scaling of the

local maximum velocity def>ct Uj and the wake half width 6, the wake mean velocity

profiles for APG, ZPG and FPG cases investigated will all collapse to a universal

wake shape. It, should be pointed out that if larger adverse pressure gradient is

applied, tile similarity of tile mean velocity profile might not be expected.

However, it seems that tile itnposed pressure gradients investigated does change

tile similarity behavior for the turbulence quantities such as tile turbulence intensity

and Reynolds stress for the symmetric wake. It seems that tile adverse pressure

gradient precipitates tile turbulence development process and allows tile similarity

of tile turbulence quantities to occur much earlier upstream than tile zero pressure

gradient case. As a contrast, tile favorable pressure gradient delays the similarity

of tile turbulence quantities for tile symmetric wake.
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6.1.3 Resultsof tile Similarity Analysis

Similarity analysisbasedon tile work of Gartshore (1967)and Narasimhaand

Prabhu (1972)hasbeenperformedfor the symmetricwakesubjectedto arbitrary

pressuregradient.Explicit solutionsfor the wakehalf;width andmaximumvelocity

defectfor syrnmetricwakeflow in arbitrary pressuregradientswerederived.

The keya_SSUlnptionfor tile similarity analysisis tile %hallowwake"assumption,

that is, themaximumvelocitydefectis far lessthan theexternalvelocity,Ud << U_.

Under this assumption, another key condition for the first order asymptotic solution

is that the product U_Ud5, representing the wake mean flow kinetic energy deficit, is

an invariant for different pressure gradients, which is backed up by the experimental

evidence. According to the experimental data, it seems that tile shallow wake as-

sumption is roughly valid for Ud/U_ < 0.3. In other words, as long a.s the maximum

velocity defec, t is less than 30% of the external velocity, the wake mean flow is likely

to exhibit a similarity behavior, regardless of what pressure graztient is imposed t.o

tile flow field.

The similarity solution for symmetric wake flow in arbitrary pressure gradients

might find a variety of engineering applications wherever the symmetric wake flow

needs to be dealt with and wherever tile shallow wake a_ssumption is valid.

6.1.4 Effects of Wake Asymmetry on Wake Development and Structure

To investigate the influence of the wake asymmetry on wake development in pressure

gradients, an initially asymmetric wake with a degree of asymmetry of 2.5 (tile ratio

between tile momentum thicknesses of tile upper and lower shear layers of tile wake)

was successfully obtained by means of both pa_ssive and active flow control on both

sides of the splitter plate. The careflflly designed experimental research scheme
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ensurestile effectsof pressuregradientand wakeasymmetrycan be successfully

isolated.

The effectsof the wakeasymmetryon tile wakedevelopmentCallbesummarized

asfollows.

• Tile _syrnmetricwakewidensmuchfasterthan the symmetricwake;

• Tile velocity defect is enhanced Colnpared with tile symmetric, wake;

• Tile asymmetry tends to fiuther exaggerate the effect of the pressme gradient;

• Tile center of tile wake drifts t.o the thicker side as tile wake develops down-

stream. In addition, it, seems that the whole wake is drifting to its thicker side

when the asymmetric wake develops downstream.

• The degree of tlle asymmetry of tile wake is reduced when the wake develops

downstrealn, ill other words, the wake becomes more symmetric in shape a_s

it develops downstream.

6.1.5 Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulation based on the code developed by Brooks (1999) was conducted

for both tile symmetric and asymmetric wake. The turbulence models utilized in

tile numerical simulation include the Cebeci-Smith algebraic model, the Spalart-

Alhnar_s one-equation model and the Wilcox (1998) k- co two-equation model.

Tile performance of tile Spalart-Allmaras and tile Wilcox (1998) k- c0 models were

most extensively investigated. Both the Spalart-Allmaras and the \¥ilcox (1998)

k - ac models can capture the general trend of the effects of tile pressure gradient

and tile wake asymmetry on tile wake flow developlnent. However, tile fidelities of

the two models in depicting the wake flow development under tile influence of tile

pressure gradient and wake asymmetry are different. The Spa.lart-Alhnaras model is
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capableof faithfully handlingtile pressuregradientandasymmetryeffectscompared

with the experimentalresults,exceptfor tile adversepressuregradient. However,

both tile asymmetryand tilt adversepressuregradient significantly degradetile

performanceof the Wilcox (1998)k-a model in predicting the near wake behavior.

6.1.6 Turbulence Kinetic Energy Budget Measurement for Symrnetric \_,%ke

Tile TKE budget measurement has been conducted for the symmetric wake in con-

stant zero, adverse and favorable pressure gradients in tile near wake region at a

Reynolds number of 2.4 x 10_ (based on the chord length of splitter plate and a free

stream velocity of 30.0 m/s).

Tile experimental procedure was designed on the basis of tile uncertainty analysis

to ensure tile reliability of the experimental data. Tile maximum error associated

with TKE budget measurement is less than 15% to the 95% confidence level.

Four different approaches, based on tile isotropic turbulence assumption, the

locally axisymmet, ric homogeneous turbulence assumption, tile semi-isotropic tur-

bulence _kssumption, and the forced balance of tile TKE budget equation, were

applied for the estimate of the dissipation term. Estimate of tile dissipation term

based on locally axisymmetric bomogeneous turbulence assumption has tile least

bias error fbr all three pressure gradient c.ases compared to other methods.

Comparison of the TKE budget measurement results in ZPG cause with DNS

results (Moser, Rogers and Ewing, 1998) indicates good agreement between tile

experiments and tile simulation and suggests that tile TKE budget measurement

procedure and results are reliable for the APC and FPG cases as well.

Comparison of the appropriately normalized TKE budget terms for APG, ZPG

and FPG cases shows that the imposed pressure gradient does not change tile furl-

damental flow l)hysics for the turbulent kinetic energy transport. It seems that the
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imposedpressuregradientexertsits influencethroughtile meanflow andlargescale

structureswith tile smallerscalesadjustingaccordingly.

Amongall measurabletermsin tile turbulencekinetic energyequation,the dis-

sipation term is tile one that is most likely to hax_ea significantbias error. Two

typesof error sourcesdueto the homogeneousturbulenceassumptionand the lim-

ited spatial resolutionof hot wireprobes,respectively,will both giveriseto the bias

error. A novelshootingmet}_odapproae,b to c.orrectthe bias error associatedthe

dissipationestimateis proposedon the basisof'the identificationof two fa.c.ts,i.e.,

the selfsimilar behaviorof Ineansquarederivativesand the attribute of zerolateral

integrationof tile pressurediffusionterm in syrnlnetricwakeflows. This approach

tl_ beenapp]iedto tile final TEE budgetprofilesin ZPG, APG and FPG, There-

liability of this approactlis validatedthroughthe comparisonof the measuredTt{E

budgetprofileswith the DNSresults.

6.2 Ree.ommendations

6.2.1 The Twin Airfoil ConfigurationWakeExperiment

The motivation of this wakeresearchis tile high-lift application. Although sig-

nificant effe.ctsof pressuregradienthave beenobservedin this wake study, the

magnitudeof tile imposedpressuregradientis still far lessthan the actual pressure

gradient encounteredby a slat wakein an actual high-lift system. To overcome

tile limitation of tile currentwakestudy in terms of the magnitudeof tLe irnposed

pressuregradient,a newexperimentalwakeresearchproject featuringhighermag-

nitude of imposedpressuregradient,might be necessary.A possibleexperimeuta!

implementationof this newresearchproject might be the "twin-_irfoil" configura-

tion wakeexperiment,tile schematicof which is shownin Figures6.1. The basic

ideaof this experimentis to usethe twin airfoil configurationinstea.dof the flexible

wall contourto imposethe pressuregradientto the wakeflow field. In this wa3,, the
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maximumadversepressuregradientencouureredby the wakecouldbe at leastas

20 t:imesbig asthe oneusedin the currentwakestudy. Tile suceessflflconduction

of the newproject couldserverhe followingpurposes:

• To provide a new set of database fbr the validation of tile existing high-lift

numerical code;

• To check it _;he curreutly observed pre, ssure gradient effect is still valid at higher

pressure gradients;

• To examine if the similarity solution is applicable for wake development in

higher pressure gradients;

• To examine if the TI(E lmdget profiles are still invariant a,r higher pressure

gradients.
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Figure 6,1. Schemat, ic of the Twin Airfoil Configuration Wake Experiment.
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6.2.2 Investigationof tile Effectsof PressureGradient and WakeAsymmetry on
the LargeScaleStructureof WakeFlow

Sincetile publicationof tile famouspaper by Brown and Roshko(1974), tile so-

called large-scalecoherent,structure in turbulenceflow hasbeenreceivedtremen-

dousattention and explorationamongtile fluid dynamicscommunityworld wide.

To incorporate tile the large-scale structure in the analytical treatment of tile tur-

bulent flow, Hussein (1983, 1986) proposed a triple-decomposition of the flow into

a mean flow, coherent structures and incoherent turbulence. The Proper Orhtogo-

nM Deconlpositi(m (POD) to,clmique, proposed by Lumley (1967), provides another

prospective N_proach to incoIt_orate the coherent structure concept ill a more det:

inite and inanageable sense into tile analytical treatment of the turbulence flow.

Recent applications of POD t,eclmique in plane mixing layer by Delville, Ukeiley,

Cordier. Bonnet _md Glauser (1999), planm' jet flow l_y Gordeyev and Thomas (2000,

2001) and tile cylinder wake in low Reynolds number by Ma, Karamanos and Karni-

adakis (2000) demonstrated tile capal_ility of characterizing and even modelling the

large scale structures in flee turbulence flow. In addition to tile POD technique, tile

linear stochastic estimate (LSE) technique proposed by Adrian (1975) and success-

f\llly implemented by several groups of re,searchers (Adrian (1979), Tung ct aI (1980),

Adrian ct (_,I (1989), Guezennec (1989), Cole et a,l (1992), Adrian (1994), B(mnet

et al (1994) and Bonnet et al (1998)), is also a powerflfl tool for tile investigation

of large scale structures in turbulence.

So far, all analyses of the currei_t wake study presented ill this dissertation are

investigated within the coi_vontiona.1 framework (_f lqevllolds Averaged Navier-Stokes

(RANS) equation. However. one shortcoming of the RANS approach is t_hat the

RANS approach simply filters out tile large scale structure through the averaging

process and it does not incorporate any appropriate trea.tment to reflect the actual
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flowphysicsfor whichtheexistenceof coherentstructureor anylargescalestructure

in turbulent freeshearflowsshouldneverbe neglect.cal.Tile invest,igation into the

largescalestructuresin the symmetric/asymrnetricwakeflowsubjectedto pressure

gradientsusingboth LSEand PODtechniquescouldopenanewfruitflfl dimension

of tile currentwakeresearchandthe explorationof the pressuregradientandwake

asymmetryeffectson thelargescalestructureshouldalsobeauniqueresearchtopic.
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APPENDIX A

DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL SPACINGBETWEEN
MEASUREMENT STATIONS FOR, THE TKE BUDGET MEASUREMENTS

A.I Lagrangia.n Int, erpolation and Central Difference Scheme

The streamwise derivatives in tile TKE budget were estimated from tile data taken at

three consecutive streamwise measurement stations. A natural approach for taking

the spatial derivative of function f(a _) based on the experiment, al data might be

first, taking t,he La.grangian interpolat, ion, denot, ed by p(z), as expressed in Equation

(A.1), through the three arbitrary spatially sepm'at, ed nodal points and l;hen t,aking

the derivative of the Lagrangian interpolation, as shown in Figure A.1.

(3: -- Xi)(3_ -- X{+I) (X -- Xi-I)(X -- X/+l)

f(m) _ p(m) -= (&-i z-_ii(-m'i---1_-_i-+,)y{-I+ (mi- mi_,)(z_- xi+_)yi

(X--Xi__I)(.SC --,,'7C{)

(27i+1 __ Xi__1)(27i+ 1 __ Xi) _/i+l (A.1)

However, for zi = x, z_ - zi-_ = h and zi+l - xi = h, we have

(if dp Y,+I - >-1
d--7_ dz 2h (A.2)

which is the central difference scheme. This demonstrates diat, the mmlerical differ-

entiation based on the even-spaced quadrat.ic Lagrangian polynomial interpolation
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is identical to tile central differencescheme. In other words, the central differ-

enceschemeis beksedoil the implicit assumptionthat the curvepakssingthroughtile

threenodalpointsis aquadraticLagrangianpolynomial.FromGeraldandWheatly

(1991),whenz_ = z, z_-Z,_l = h and xg+l-zi = h, the error term of the derivative

based on Lagragian interpolation is

df @_ h2
dx dx 3! f''' (_) (A.3)

which is again identical to the trmlca.t, ion error terrn of the central difference scheme.

Thus, the true value of _ can be written as
• dx

df _ dp yi,+l - Yi-1 h 2 ....
dx dx + error - 2h _ f ({) (A.4)

A.2 Uncertainty of the Streamwise Derivative

Denote

D --Yi+l -- Yi-1
2h

6_ - f'" (_),
3_

l;hell

df
m
dx D + 5t (A.5)
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Figure. A.1. Lagrangian hlterpo]msion

Ideally, if there is no positioning error associated witch tile movement of the mea-

sm'ing probes, the error of bile estimat, e of A is solely determined 1)3, 3t which is in
d:r

nature a. bias (_rrtn due t,o t,he use. of the ceut, ra,1 difference scheme. This error will

increa_se if h increatses. So ideally, we want tile spacing between the two measure-

merit stations a.s close as possible. However, ill reality, there are positioning errors

associated with the streamwise aud lateral locations of t,he probe, i.e., x and y lab-

oratory positions of the probe. With the considera.t.ion of this positioning error, the

behavior of ghe to'ca.1 UllCeit.a.illt, v of 4[.. _ will be t,ot,ally different. I,et dh a.nd @ be

the positioning errors associated with x and y coordina.t.es, respectively. Then the

propagation of these errors to the quantity dD can be estimated as
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(SD = -_dh ÷ (_Yi+l _ -t- 5yi-1
\ uyi+ i ]

___ 2 1 52(yi+l _yi-1) (_h) 2 Jr-_-_(y) (A.6)

Tile uncertainty of 5t due to the positioning error is

,/(05,)2
5 (5') = V\O-h / - 3 f''' ('_)

(A.7)

Fina.lly, the total uncertainty of the streamwise deriva,tive _ is given by

( df ) = _/(Random Error)2+ (Bias Error) 2a (A.8)

where

Random Error = V/(SD) 2 + (5 (St)) 2

= (Yi+l_hYi-a)2(ah)2- _- (ay)2 -_- f"'(,_) (Sh) 2 (1.9)

Bias Error = & = hTv.f'" ({ ). (A.IO)
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= 4h4 _(V) (() 2 /h2 ,,, ) 2(6h)2 + Q-_f (() (A.11)

A.3 Tile Optimal Sparing between Measurement Stations

As indicated in Equation (AS), the final total un(:ertaillty of £ comprises two parts,
• d.T

tile random error part, and the bias error part. The variations of dlese two parts

with h are different, _s shown iu Figures A.2 and A.3 in which the comparisons

of tile total uncertainty of dh:/dx and dU/dx and the corresponding random and

1)ia_serror parts are shown. Obvio_mly, tile first two terms in the random error part

dominate the random error behavior, decreasing as h increases. However, the bias

error increases as h incre_ses. Tile two competing parts give rise to the optimal

separation h. B&sed on these two p]ots, one em_ (:boose apDroximately the optimal

separation of the measurement station as aromld 12.7 cm (5 in).

A.4 Location of Measurement Stations

The previous analysis shows tile optimal spacing between tile streamwise measure-

ment stations is roughly 12.7 crn (5 in). For our TKE budget mea_surement, we

c}_oose z = 88.9 c._, 101.6 cwz and 114.3 crn as the beations fbr the streamwise

measurement stations. Tile TKE budget is then estimated at z = 101.6 cm for

ZPG, APG and FPG cases. This region of measurement, is located roughly in the

middle of the imposed pressure gradieut zone in the diffuser test section and any

possible ambiguity due to the end effect of the diffuser test section can be avoided

with this arrangement of the measurement stations.
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Figure A.2. Uncertainty Analysis of dk/dx £)r ZPG at x = 101.6 cm, g = 0.0 cm.
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Figure A.3. Uncertainty Analysis of dU/dx for ZPG at. :c = 101.6 crn, _ = 0.0 cm.
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